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Abstract
This thesis is in the area of algorithmic robotic systems, where the main objective is to inves-
tigate the fundamental possibilities and limitations of different centralised and distributed
algorithms related to shape formation, including the domain of small-scale robotics, such
as programmable matter. It aims to combine current formalisms and develop a new theo-
retical model that is expected to promote the hardware and practical achievements while
also enhancing the deployment and implementation of energy-efficient systems. It consists
of three main parts.
First, we introduced a new linear-strength model of a discrete system of entities residing
on a two-dimensional square grid. Each entity is modelled as a node occupying a distinct
cell, and the set of all n nodes forms initially a connected shape A on the grid. Entities are
equipped with a linear-strength pushing mechanism that can push a whole line of entities in
parallel in a single time-step on one position in a given (one of the four possible) direction
of a grid. A target connected shape B is also provided and the goal is to transform A into B
via a sequence of line moves. Existing models of individual movements – such as rotating or
sliding a single node – can be shown to be special cases of the present model, therefore their
(inefficient, quadratic time) universal transformations carry over. We present an efficient
centralised algorithmic framework that can universally transform any pairs of shapes in
sub-quadratic worst-case transformations.
The second part focuses on designing centralised transformations aiming at minimis-
ing the total number of moves subject to the constraint of preserving connectivity of the
shape throughout the transformation. That is, in each intermediate configuration we always
guarantee that an associated graph induced by the occupied nodes is connected. We intro-
duce very fast connectivity-preserving transformations for the case in which the associated
graphs of A and B contain a Hamiltonian path. In particular, our transformation com-
pletes in a number of moves, which is asymptotically equal to the best known running time
of connectivity-breaking transformations. Our most general result is then a connectivity-
preserving universal transformation that can transform A into B (and B into A), through
a sequence of sub-quadratic moves in a worst-case transformation.
The last part establishes a corresponding distributed model where nodes are simple
indistinguishable devices called agents, which act as finite-state automata. Each gent has
constant memory and can observe the states of nearby agents in a Moore neighbourhood.
Our main contribution is the first distributed connectivity-preserving transformation that
exploits line moves within sub-quadratic moves, which is asymptotically equivalent to that
of the best-known centralised transformations. The algorithm solves the line formation
problem that allows agents to form a final straight line from any shape, whose associated
graph contains a Hamiltonian path.
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1.1 Overview and Motivation
In the 1980s, a seven-year-old boy was enthralled with a Japanese anime series revolving
around a super robot constructed of fictional metal parts and capable of morphing into
various shapes. One day in school, during science class, the boy explained the fascinating
idea of this robot to his classmates, who were astonished and said together, ‘This is never
going to happen’. The teacher commented, smiling, that science fiction has long served as
a source of inspiration for the scientific research community, paving the way for great real-
life inventions that have been enormously successful and impactful. A prominent example
is Jules Verne’s 1870 adventure novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas [115],
which later served as inspiration for the invention of the submarine. Another example
is the concept of geostationary orbits in communication, which was previously envisioned
by Arthur C. Clarke in his 1945 paper ‘Extra-Terrestrial Relays – Can Rocket Stations
Give Worldwide Radio Coverage?’ [38]. Thus, the possibility should not be excluded that
creations of science fiction TV shows, such as the communicator in Star Trek, may become
a tangible reality that we live in the foreseeable future.1
Since the invention of computers, scientists and engineers from different disciplines
have made great joint efforts to build emerging innovations and sophisticated technologies
to improve the quality of human life. One of their ultimate goals is to develop robotic
systems consisting of machines that can efficiently change their shape by coordinating
connectivity among them in order to perform complex tasks, adapt to new surroundings
1It happened! The communicator inspired the development of mobile phones.
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and environments, and tolerate any damage. For instance, the components of such a robotic
system might be arranged into a spanning line shape to pass through a narrow canal, bridge,
pipe or corridor in a mine. They may then reconfigure into a starlike shape to navigate
rough terrain or a spherical shape in which they pivot on themselves to roll swiftly over
an even surface. In another domain, those system parts may need to create a fairly static
object – such as a barrier, dam or shield – or perform complicated missions or heavy-duty
tasks, such as coating an object in space.
A variety of sophisticated robotic systems are now within reach due to recent advances
in components from large to nano scales, including sensors, controllers, electronics and
electromechanical actuators with which individuals can change their positions in a medium
and move relative to each other. Through a simple set of rules and local actions, the
system components can carry out tasks that are well beyond an individual’s capabilities.
The implementation of a robotic system indicates whether the individuals are operated
centrally or self-operated through local decentralised control. In centralised systems, there is
an external program which globally controls all individuals with full knowledge of the entire
system. On the other hand, decentralised or distributed systems provide each individual
with enough autonomy to communicate with its neighbours and move locally. There have
been an impressive number of recent developments in collective robotic systems that have
demonstrated such systems’ potential and feasibility, from the milli or micro [28, 78, 85, 102]
down to the nano scale [62, 100].
This has opened the door for the implementation of many innovative real-life applica-
tions across a wide range of domains. A popular recent example is the newest automated
warehouse of the UK online grocery company Ocado [2], where a collection of robots were
deployed on a two-dimensional grid system, called the hive and demonstrated in Figure
1.1, and worked together to collect orders and pack groceries (for a demonstration of the
abstract representation of the square grid system, see Figure 1.2). The robots communicate
via 4G technology and use their sensors to coordinate their traffic. Each robot holds its
own battery, which can be recharged when it runs out in one of the charging bays placed
across the grid. Moreover, the robot exploits a self-control system with which it can follow
a movement profile to decide where and when to move and stop on the grid. Once a robot’s
sensors encounter any issues, the robot switches to standby mode and moves to a safe spot
for further investigation. Amazon [40] and Alibaba [127] – the leading American and Chi-
nese e-commerce companies, respectively – have also adopted similar successful applications
of robotic systems in their smart warehouses. Design of efficient and correct algorithmic
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solutions for a collection of robots is important for building safe and reliable industrial pro-
cesses and production lines. Moreover, recent accident in July 2021 at Ocado’s warehouse
of collided robots highlighted the importance of building algorithms with a mathematical
guarantee to avoid major disruption, see [5].
Figure 1.1: Inside the hive, one of Ocado’s warehouses [1].
Figure 1.2: A number of robots travel atop a square grid system inside Ocado’s warehouses.
Researchers from a variety of fields, including computer science, materials science,
physics and biology, have recently made significant progress in developing innovative, scal-
able and adaptive tiny robotic-units systems. This grand vision is currently shaping the
research area of programmable matter, which was proposed by Toffoli and Margolus [113]
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in 1991. The term ‘programmable matter’ refers to any kind of materials that can algo-
rithmically change its physical properties, such as shape, colour, density and conductivity
through transformations executed by an underlying program. ‘Algorithmically’, in this
context, means that the change (or transformation) is the result of executing an underlying
program. This new area has attracted growing interest from both theoretical and practical
viewpoints.
If this type of matter is realised, a plethora of practical challenges can be addressed in
a variety of domains. For example, in healthcare, a system of very tiny particles injected
into a human body could transform into several shapes to efficiently traverse veins and
capillaries and treat infected cells. In another domain, air and water contaminants could
be identified and metabolised by a system of micro-particles. Another future application
might be materials with the ability to verify structural integrity and repair any minor
flaws in construction. Ball [22] broadly and intuitively explored this emerging concept and
depicted future visions of this technology. Figure 1.3 shows one of these imaginings.
Figure 1.3: An artistic view of a future application for programmable matter [22].
Several ongoing projects are conducting research on the design of the hardware compo-
nents that make up programmable matter. For example, a research group from the Uni-
versity of Bourgogne Franche-Comté in France [3] has been involved in the development
and implementation of distributed systems consisting of a collection of smart micro–electro-
mechanical units. This project is a prominent collaborative initiative in this subfield and
spans a diversity of universities and institutions, including the University of Tokyo, the
University of Michigan, Carnegie Mellon University and our team at the University of
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Liverpool [4].
Piranda and Bourgeois [97] conducted one implementation of this project, studying the
design of a milli-scale self-reconfigurable system consisting of components called Claytronics
atoms, or ‘catoms’, that are able to attach and detach from each other as well as rotate
around one another. Figure 1.4 depicts the rotation mechanism. The number of challenges
related to communication, motion and occupation grows at a steady pace with the number
of catoms in the system. Hence, in [97], the authors offer a range of geometrical practical
solutions to these issues.
Figure 1.4: Two catoms are shown next to each other at the bottom, while the rotation
movement is shown at the top [97].
This progress has motivated the parallel development of a theory of small scale robotic
systems. The apparent absence of formal theoretical foundations – including modelling,
possibilities and limitations, algorithms, computability and complexity – has been high-
lighted in, for instance, [89] and [91]. The development of a formal theory is a fundamental
step for further progress in those systems, as theory can accurately predict the most promis-
ing designs and suggest new ways to optimise them by identifying crucial parameters and
the interplay between them. It also provides (centralised or distributed) algorithmic solu-
tions that are best suited to each given design and task, coupled with provable guarantees
regarding their performance.
Several theoretical computer science subfields have appeared for different areas, includ-
ing reconfigurable robotics [17, 30, 46, 53, 126], metamorphic systems [66, 93, 117], mobile
robotics [37, 43, 45, 56, 124], passively-mobile systems [19, 20, 90, 91], DNA self-assembly
[60, 101, 118, 121], and even the theory of puzzles [25, 48, 81]. A latest ongoing effort is
the joining of these theoretical forces and developments within the emerging subfield of
‘Algorithmic Foundations of Programmable Matter’ [68]. More details and specific reviews
of the relevant literature are provided later in this chapter.
The shape formation problem (also known as pattern formation or shape transforma-
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tion) is ubiquitous in the vast variety of robotic systems. Indeed, it might be considered
the most essential and natural goal in this area. Abstractly, take a step back from any spe-
cific instantiation of robotic systems and consider a system deployed on a two-dimensional
square grid in which a collection of spherical entities of limited computational capabilities
are typically connected to each other, forming an initial shape (or configuration) SI . The
shape formation problem is formulated as follows:
“The entities move on the grid to transform SI into a desired target shape SF within a
finite number of valid individual moves.”
A number of models for such systems have been established and introduced in the
literature. For example, Dumitrescu and Pach [64], Dumitrescu et al. [65, 66] and Michail
et al. [89] considered mechanisms whereby an individual device can move over and turn
around its neighbours through empty space. Transformations based on similar moves being
assisted by small seeds were also considered in [8]. Each approach – or, more precisely, each
model – has its own distinct beauty and has drawn attention to many interesting technical
problems and open research questions, in addition to contributing several valuable insights
for the development for future applications and prospective systems.
A linear-strength model: This thesis primarily focuses on boosting the theoretical
underpinning of robotic systems. In particular, it investigates how the capabilities of certain
mechanisms can induce more efficient shape transformations. To this end, it introduces a
new linear-strength model for a robotic system comprised of devices residing on a two-
dimensional square grid in which an entire line of consecutive devices can, in parallel in
a single time-step, move by one position in a given direction (referred to as a line move).
This model, called the line-pushing model, is a natural generalisation of other existing
models, with a particular emphasis on exploiting the power of parallelism for fast global
reconfiguration. Apart from the pure theoretical interest of exploring fast transformations
on a grid, this model also provides a practical framework for efficient reconfigurations of real
systems. This approach, for example, might be applied to reconfigurable robotic systems in
which individual devices are equipped with linear-strength locomotion mechanisms. This
might be another system of external linear-strength forces that occur naturally (e.g. gravity,
water, winds) or artificially (e.g. magnetic surface, mechanical energy, a person’s hands)
with which the devices adhere appropriately to form a desired shape.
Section 1.2 is devoted to a thorough discussion of the relevant literature with a particular
focus on related studies on the main problem of this thesis, which is the shape formation
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problem in Section 1.2. Next, Section 1.3 provides an overview of the overall structure of
this thesis. Following that, in Section 1.4, we go over the specific problems that the thesis
addresses and summarise how this study contributes to the area of robotic systems along
with the publications in Section 1.5.
1.2 State of the art
We begin with a review of existing models and shape formation problems in the relevant
literature. As this research study is in line with newly established subfields of robotic
systems, we present a general, top-level overview of the most prominent related centralised
and distributed studies. A particular focus is given to the literature most closely associated
with the subject of shape formation, which is the main problem of this thesis. The overview
of relevant systems and models offered in this section is based mainly on the published
papers underpinning this thesis [10, 12, 13, 14, 15] and partially on the literature reviews in
other recent works [46, 47, 56, 63, 89, 110]. All omitted formal details, such as definitions,
conventions and proofs, can be found in the referenced literature.
A vast amount of literature on robotic systems has existed for a long time, and there
are certain commonalities among these studies. Almost all share some underlying principle
that permits the research community to establish a wide range of theoretical and practical
studies. Although there is an apparent paucity of theoretical literature in the context of
robotic systems (as noted in [89], among others), they contribute to some extent to the
ultimate goal of the emergence of a fine-grained collective system, such as programmable
matter. Here, we do not intend to provide a detailed description of each model or thoroughly
explore all proposed results in depth, as doing so would be beyond the scope of this thesis.
We thus intend to provide a brief survey of the most relevant systems, particularly from a
theoretical point of view, such as:
– Swarm and mobile robotic systems.
– Modular self-reconfigurable robotics and metamorphic systems.
– Models for programmable matter.
The methodology that can be used to categorise robotic systems has become somewhat
complicated due to the recent growth in the body of research as well as the overlapping
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features among these systems. In general, one can categorise robotic systems into active
and passive. Entities in the passive systems have no control over their movements. Instead,
they move via interactions with the environment in which they live based on their own
structural characteristics. Prominent examples of research on passive systems appear in
the areas of population protocols [19, 90, 91], DNA computing [6, 26], chemical reaction
networks (CRNs) [61, 108], and tile self-assembly [31, 60, 96, 101, 118]. Active systems, on
the other hand, allow computational entities to act and control their movements in order
to accomplish a given task, which is our primary focus in this work. The most popular
examples of active systems include metamorphic systems [66, 93, 117], swarm and mobile
robotics [43, 72, 98, 102, 124], modular self-reconfigurable robotics [17, 76, 126] and recent
research on programmable matter [46, 53].
While the passive models are less relevant to our approach, a number of them investigate
problems similar to those of interest in this thesis, particularly tile self-assembly models.
Furthermore, some models may be considered to be on the border between passive and
active systems [47]. For example, population protocols can be viewed as partially passive
with regard to their movements while at the same time conducting active interactions (com-
munication and computation). Similarly, slime moulds (e.g. [27, 99, 112]) can be viewed as
a hybrid system, in which individuals actively control their motion but behave passively in
cooperation with their environment. Likewise, some swarm robots that communicate phys-
ically in a passive medium lie somewhere between passive and active systems (for some
recent work in this area, see e.g. [36, 86, 87, 105, 122]).
On the other hand, active systems, particularly those modelling graph-based space and
discrete systems, are more relevant to our algorithmic work, in which individuals interact
and move actively with self-control. Most swarm robotic systems are fully active, including
those of microcontrollers (see the excellent recent reviews in [23, 29, 59, 80] as well as
those on the sub-area of reconfigurable modular robotic systems [17, 18, 97, 126]). There is
substantial literature in this area, especially from a practical perspective, including within
the closely related subfield of metamorphic systems [65, 66, 117].
Research on shape formation problem
We are primarily interested in relevant models that are being considered or have been
used to investigate the classical shape formation problem. Starting with passive systems,
most prominent approaches on shape formation appear mostly within the domain of DNA
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computing (e.g. [32, 55, 94]), in addition to tile-based self-assembly systems (e.g. [49, 100,
106, 109]) and population protocols (e.g. [88, 90]).
Indeed, shape formation is a well-known challenge in active robotic systems that has
been studied in nearly every model. Pattern formation is another name for this problem,
which appears frequently in swarm robotics. It has attracted a large amount of research
attention, especially regarding its practical and physical aspects. However, there is a dearth
of comprehensive surveys in the field summarising all formal and theoretical works on
pattern and shape formation. We thus strive to provide the most relevant findings, which
reflect typical examples of the acquired results.
1.2.1 Relevant models and results
Swarm robotic systems. Swarm robots are often composed of a group of autonomous
robots, each of which is outfitted with sensors that allow it to view, communicate and
manoeuvre in a given area. A wide range of problems has been considered within the context
of swarm robots, including shape formations [102], graph exploration [71] and gathering
problems [7]. It is an enormous field of research, with conferences dedicated specifically to
swarm robotics and subjects related to the discipline, such as ‘The International Conference
on Swarm Robotics and Swarm Intelligence’. Flocchini et al. [72] offered an excellent report
previewing several theoretical studies spanning a range of approaches in the area of mobile
(swarm) robots. One subfield – modular self-reconfigurable robotics – forms its own rich
area of research, as discussed next.
Modular self-reconfigurable robotics. The focus of this system is largely on the inner
aspects and motion features of robots, such as design, assembly, motion planning and
kinematic machine control, coupled with some theoretical treatments [75]. Formal theory
(e.g. [30, 82, 117]) promotes the hardware and practical achievements in a multiplicity of
modular robotic systems, mainly those with more capabilities than are accessible at small
scales (e.g. [67, 77, 102]). The recent Claytronics project [97], mentioned earlier, is a
remarkable exception, as it carefully considers the micro-scale limitations of robots. The
subclass of metamorphic systems (e.g. [35, 64, 65, 66]) is of particular interest, as it shares
several characteristics with our approach (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). A metamorphic system
may be thought of as ‘a robot of robots’ – that is, a collection of modular robots that
are connected physically and operate collectively as a single robot on the plane. Several
studies have exploited this model to investigate the shape formation [66, 89], locomotion
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[33, 65] and exploration [58] problems. Hurtado et al. [82] presented a rigorous theoretical
framework for distributed systems in modular robotics. This is one of the studies most
closely connected to our distributed model (Chapter 5), as both share some characteristics
such as an underlying square grid system and a focus on the movement mechanisms of
robots.
Now, we devote a separate discussion to metamorphic robotic systems. The models
studied in those systems [64, 65, 66, 89] consider a number of spherical devices given in the
form of a (typically connected) shape A and lying on a two-dimensional square grid. The
goal is to transform A into a desired target shape B via a sequence of valid movements of
individual devices. The mechanisms examined in those papers were the ability to rotate and
slide a device over neighbouring devices (always through empty space). Transformations
based on similar moves and assisted by small seeds were also considered in [8].
Dumitrescu and Pach [64] demonstrated that, by combining rotation and sliding, they
could guarantee the feasibility of individual movements and show that any pair of connected
shapes (of the same number of robots) could universally transform to each other. They
also proved connectivity – that is, all intermediate shapes were connected during trans-
formations. Michail et al. [89] then proved that, if the devices are equipped only with a
rotation mechanism, the decision problem of transforming A into B is in P. They gave a
constructive characterisation of the (rich) class of pairs of shapes that are transformable to
each other.
Further, the authors in [66] and [89] developed distributed transformations for the
shape formation problem by exploiting individual movements and presented some decid-
ability questions, including their main universality question, which was later proved in [64].
The distributed model in [65, 66] enables a device to have a sense of the current state of
the global configuration, while the model in [89] allows only for a local view. Both [66]
and [89] exploited the pipelining technique to design distributed and centralised universal
transformations, respectively, that work in linear parallel time. However, other researchers
have explored the problem on alternative geometries, such as the hexagonal girds exploited
in [93] and [117].
Recently, our line-pushing model was introduced in [10] as a new model for various
robotic systems, especially those of nano-scale devices, such as programmable matter. It
investigates an alternative linear-strength mechanism, by which a line of one or more devices
can translate by one position on a two-dimensional grid in parallel in a single time-step.
The main goal is to determine whether this new mechanism can in principle be exploited
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for the development of more efficient centralised and distributed algorithms, such as sub-
quadratic worst-case transformations. As a first step, we naturally restricted our attention
to centralised transformations. Our main result was a universal transformation of O(n log n)
worst-case running time (on the number of moves) that is permitted to break connectivity
[14] (where n denotes the number of devices of the shape and connectivity means that the
associated graph induced by the nodes occupied by the devices is connected).
By restricting our focus to connectivity-preserving transformations, we were able to
propose very fast transformations for a large class of connected shapes that takes the same
asymptotic O(n log n) moves. Our most general result is then a connectivity-preserving uni-
versal transformation that can transform any pair of connected shapes through a sequence
of sub-quadratic moves [12]. After examining basic concepts, we established an algorithmic
decentralised framework to enable line moves and implemented the first distributed trans-
formation that requires time asymptotically equivalent to that of the best-known centralised
transformations while preserving connectivity during its course [15]. The algorithm solves
the line formation problem, allowing agents to form a final straight line, starting from any
initial connected shape, whose associated graph contains a Hamiltonian path. More details
of our findings are covered in Section 1.4.
1.2.2 More peripheral related topics
On the theoretical side, a number of formal approaches on pattern formation have been
established to enhance the practical studies. For example, Flocchini et al. [73] studied
the fundamental algorithmic aspects for a set of anonymous robots (i.e. without IDs)
coordinating distributively and asynchronously on a plane of two axes and able to transform
into any predefined shape. Within this weak framework, they showed that such a formation
could not be achieved if the robots had no prior agreement about their environment (i.e.
common orientation). If, for example, the north direction is known to all robots, then any
odd-sized robot can accomplish the task, while even-sized robots cannot. More generally,
any set of robots can complete the transformation when two orthogonal directions are
provided (i.e. common chirality).
A similar formal study [44] identified the minimal computational restrictions that obliv-
ious robots (i.e. those with no memory) could impose in the setting of anonymous robotics
established by [73]. It also investigated under what conditions those oblivious robots could
form a set of geometric shapes starting from any arbitrary initial shape. Specifically, they
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studied the set of geometric shapes that anonymous and oblivious robots could form asyn-
chronously on a system suffering a lack of global orientation. Our distributed model has
a comparable setting in which the individuals are anonymous and identical. They have
only visual sensory information about their local surroundings with no means of explicit
communication with each other but differ in that they have constant memory.
From an engineering point of view, a recently revealed system [102] demonstrated the
ability to manipulate thousands of micro-robots called kilobots to form complicated two-
dimensional shapes. The vision behind this achievement involves creating tiny, simple
kilobots of limited power that can be cheaply deployed on a two-dimensional plane. These
kilobots can collectively transform into multiple shapes through local interactions in a
distributed manner and are very resistant to associated global dynamics concerns, such as
errors and robot failures. Although the algorithm functions locally, the number of kilobots
in the system is predetermined by a global control. This reliance on the size of the system
can be evaded by an application of [103]. Another model [21] considers a swarm of many
simple square-shaped robots aligned on a two-dimensional grid, all of which have a generic
procedure that allows them to approximate reconfiguration into any arbitrary polygonal
shape, thus improving the system’s ability to repair and self-heal during formation.
Further, the combinatorial game theory of one-player games (e.g. puzzles [25, 48]) may
offer some insights into algorithms and complexity in robotic systems, such as decidability
of several motion-planning problems [81]. In addition, the area of cellular automata is a
well-known theoretical framework for studying a wide range of problems, particularly in
bio-inspired systems [39]. Many books have discussed its theory, power and applications
(e.g. [83, 107, 120, 119]). Moreover, some models have recently been built with the goal of
studying the complexity and revealing the boundaries of active nano-scale entities, such as
the nubot model [121] and the amoebot model [51]. Next, we discuss those models in more
detail.
Models for programmable matter. We present some prominent and relevant models
that have been recently introduced within the domain of programmable matter.
Woods et al. proposed the nubot model to establish a solid foundation for studying
and analysing the complexities of growth and dynamic bio-inspired systems composed of
active molecular entities [121]. This model is inspired by biology and based on tile-based
self-assembly, molecular motors and circuits. It aims to reveal the connection between
complicated molecular structures and dynamics. It is depicted as a triangular grid with
entities called monomers that move relative to one another and can emerge and vanish
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from the grid. Changes in the states of individuals and their relative motions enable these
monomers to expand and contract, resulting in the formation of different assemblages in
the system. The nubot model differs from others in that there is always a large supply
of extra monomers available to be fed into the system on demand. Further, it exploits a
non-local propagation of movements across the system.
In the nubot model, all of its systematic main features permit a line formation in a
logarithmic time and number of states. Their primary result is the development of a uni-
versal transformation that allows monomers to grow any target two-dimensional connected
shapes within polylogarithmic time on the size of the shape. This is combined with the
time it takes to simulate a Turing machine (TM) that decides whether a given pixel is in the
target shape. The nubot framework is distinguished by its reliance on a key characteristic;
namely, a single monomer is able to deterministically push or pull around large structures
(i.e. other monomers). The question arose in [34] whether a more restrictive system could
obtain similar performance for these inherently uncontrolled and unpredictable molecular
movements. That study demonstrated the feasibility of forming squares in polylogarithmic
time and a line in sublinear expected time under engineered molecular models. Correspond-
ingly, this movement is analogous in spirit to the length-strength pushing mechanism used
throughout this thesis.
Recently, Derakhshandeh et al. introduced the amoebot model, which “offers a versatile
framework to model organising particles and facilitates rigorous algorithmic research in the
area of programmable matter” [51]. It is an amoeba-inspired model consisting of a collection
of entities (called particles) residing on a two-dimensional hexagonal grid that have limited
computational, communication and locomotion capabilities. Since its appearance in 2014,
it has been the subject of a growing body of research and has been used to study several
problems, including shape formation [52, 53, 56], leader election [24, 56, 63] and coating
[46]. During this time, the amoebot model has occasionally been revised and updated to
address specific problems. Generally, it shares some similarities with the nubot model, such
as the underlying grid and the extension and contraction movement of particles relative to
each other. In his PhD thesis, Daymude [47] comprehensively discussed all updates, recent
activities and developments within the framework of the amoebot model.
In the amoebot model, the first algorithm was introduced is to solve the line formation
problem in [54]. Next, the transformation was extended in [52] to cover other simple con-
nected shapes, such as a snake-like shape. Following that, a more general transformation
was developed in [53]: given an initial well-structured configuration of particles forming a
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triangle in which each particle encodes its final position, then the transformation allows
them to form a final target shape belonging to a set of connected shapes (regular hexagons)
within a sublinear number of rounds and quadratic expected time on the number of moves.
This transformation works under some assumptions, such as common agreement of orien-
tation (i.e. chirality), randomisation for symmetry breaking (i.e. to elect a leader) and a
sequential order of scheduler activation.
Most recently, Di Luna et al. [56] effectively abandoned those restrictions and devised
a wider general transformation that works for any feasible pair of connected shapes, where
‘feasible’ refers to which pair of connected shapes can be deterministically transformed to
each other. The final configuration is a scaled-up copy of the initial shape (i.e. is not
necessarily identical). That study brought the Look-Compute-Move (LCM) paradigm into
the amoebot framework to handle concurrency and avoid sequential activations. The trans-
formation completes its course in a quadratic number of rounds and movements, though it
only works for connected shapes that do not contain ‘holes’. In our distributed approach,
we use the LCM concept of mobile autonomous robots in the domain of line pushing.
Another relevant line of research in [43, 70, 79] studied a set of models considering a
single robot that moves over a static shape consisting of tiles. The goal is for the robot
to transform the shape by carrying one tile at a time. In those systems, the single robot
that controls and carries out the transformation is typically modelled as a finite automaton.
Those models can be viewed as partially centralised: on the one hand, they have a unique
controller, but on the other, that controller operates locally and suffers from a lack of global
information.
Furthermore, the pattern formation problem has also been widely researched in the
context of cellular automata, a classic and well-established model of computation devel-
oped in the 1940s by Stanislaw Ulam [114] and John von Neumann [116]. Packard and
Wolfram [95] presented an overview of preliminary findings. Many studies have exploited
cellular automata to form and investigate various patterns in biology (see a recent book in
[55]). One application can be seen in [94], where Nickson and Potapov exploited the model
of broadcasting automata to investigate the formation of discrete shapes induced by infor-
mational waves on a square grid lattice within von Neumann and Moore neighbourhoods.
This paradigm, which has linkages to many communication concepts in distributed com-
puting, can be simulated using cellular automata. Another application is in [32], where a
genetic algorithm was used to generate two- and three-dimensional target patterns through
evolving cellular automata.
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Therefore, our model is inheriting a number of characteristics from the above models.
For example, the idea of movements corresponds to similar models of active systems in
which an individual can decide when and where to move, as previously mentioned in swarm
robotics and some programmable matter models. The minimum number of movements in
our model can be related to block-pushing and sliding puzzles in respect to the evaluation on
lower bounds. Moreover, the agent’s local vision in our distributed model is inherited from
Moore neighbourhoods in cellular automata. Abstractly, our distributed transformation
(in Chapter 5), as well as the nubot model, can be modelled as an application of a cellular
automaton to a certain degree. Our model differs in terms of how the cells in cellular
automata can appear and disappear on the system during an execution. Further, modular
self-reconfigurable robotics influences our objective of the shape formation problem.
1.3 Thesis outline
Nowadays, there are massive efforts underway to enhance energy efficiency and raise aware-
ness of the need to reduce energy demand in many various domains. In particular, from
the perspective of researchers and theoreticians in robotics, this highlights the importance
of designing and deploying more energy-efficient robotic systems. The majority of the ex-
isting formal research has examined transformation efficiency in terms of the traditional
complexity metrics of time and, occasionally, space, while completely neglecting the cost
of energy usage. Given that actuation is a major source of energy consumption in real
programmable matter and robotic systems, move minimisation is expected to contribute to
the deployment and implementation of energy-efficient systems. In this thesis, we consider
this critical issue in the context of our new model of line moves [14]. Our objective was
to trade time for number of line moves and investigate whether the parallelism inherent in
this new type of movement could be exploited for more efficient centralised and distributed
transformations. In conjunction with this, our other main goal is to reveal the underlying
principle of the proposed model.
Chapter 2 establishes a generic algorithmic framework of line moves for our discrete
shape formations in centralised setting. This includes all conventions, definitions and basic
facts to formalise the technical properties and algorithmic tools used throughout the thesis.
Next, formal definitions are given for all shape formation problems considered in this work.
The final section of this chapter discusses the first lower bounds established for this model
under the constraints of two sets of transformations.
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As a first step towards understanding the power of the proposed model, we naturally
restrict our attention to centralised transformations in Chapters 3 and 4. This is because
distributed are model-dependent (in terms of, for example, knowledge and communication),
while centralised show what is possible in principle. Moreover, some of the ideas in cen-
tralised transformations might prove useful for their distributed counterparts. Chapter 3
explores two different shape formation problems. Throughout that chapter, we focus on a
worst-case instance and then present an efficient universal algorithm that correctly solves
the problem in which the transformations are allowed to drop the connectivity-preservation
condition during their course. We next develop and analyse the first connectivity-preserving
transformations for a worst-case pair of shapes, as well as a very fast connectivity-preserving
transformation for a large family of shapes (Chapter 4). The main contribution of that
chapter is a connectivity-preserving universal transformation.
The final technical chapter of this thesis establishes a decentralised linear-strength
framework for line moves (Chapter 5). It also introduces the first distributed transfor-
mation for robotic systems implementing the new mechanism. Furthermore, it formalises
all communication, interaction and vision in the tradition of finite state automata, allowing
for more precise handling of time, synchronisation and transformations. Our distributed
implementation solves the basic line formation problem and preserves all the good proper-
ties of the corresponding centralised solutions. These include the move complexity (i.e. the
total number of line moves) of the transformations and their ability to preserve the connec-
tivity of the shape throughout their course. In Chapter 6, we conclude with a discussion
of the thesis, highlighting a number of open problems and suggesting promising new future
research directions.
In this thesis, the proposed transformations are categorised into unrestricted (Chap-
ter 3), connectivity-preserving (Chapter 4) and distributed (Chapter 5), in an attempt to
provide a logical step-by-step story towards the main results. This arrangement is ex-
pected to facilitate the presentation and motivate the reader to comprehend the sequence
of development gradually, starting with elementary reasoning and basic operations. Fig-
ure 1.5 depicts a dependency digram that shows how transformations build on each other,
progressing chronologically from a hard-special case to more general restricted and dis-
tributed transformations with increasingly better bounds. In Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3,
the hard-case partitioning approach has been used to develop better bound transformations
in Section 3.1.2 and universal transformations in Section 3.2.1, which were then exploited
altogether to achieve universality more efficiently in Section 3.2.2. Thus, Section 3.1.3
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answers whether a uniform recursion of 3.1.2 could achieve better bound. In Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.1, which preserves connectivity for the hard-case, is influenced by Section 3.1.1
and then combined with Section 3.2.1 to produce more restricted universal algorithms in
Section 4.3. This also aided in the development of an alternative hard-instance strategy
(Section 4.1.2), whose algorithmic tools are integrated with those of Section 3.1.2 to gener-
ate connectivity-preserving Hamiltonian transformations of the best-known bound (Section
4.2), which are then distributed in Chapter 5.





Chapter 4 - connectivity-preserving
Section 4.1.1
Section 4.3Section 4.2












Figure 1.5: A dependency digram of transformations.
As evidenced by a number of publications (listed in Section 1.5), this thesis covers a
rang of linear-strength transformations modelling, design, and implementation. First, in
Chapter 2, the line-pushing model and some of its technical features were introduced in
[10]. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, the O(n
√
n)-time and O(n log n)-time hard-case partition-
ing approaches in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, as well as an O(n
√
n)-time and O(n log n)-time
universal transformations in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, were initially published in [10]. Then,
they were extended and combined with the firstO(n
√
n)-time connectivity-preserving trans-
formations (Section 4.1.1) in [14]. Following that, the O(n log n)-time Hamiltonian (Sec-
tion 4.2) and O(n
√
n)-time universal transformations (Section 4.3) in Chapter 4 were pre-
sented in [12] to solve the connectivity-preservation condition. Finally, [15] makes the first
O(n log n)-time distributed connectivity-preserving transformation in Chapter 5.
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1.4 Technical contributions
Let us consider a system deployed on a two-dimensional square grid in which a collection
of spherical devices (referred to as nodes or agents from now on) are typically connected to
each other, forming a shape SI . By a finite number of valid individual moves, SI can be
transformed into a desired target shape SF . In [64, 65, 66, 89] and related models, where
in any time-step at most one node can move a single position in its local neighbourhood, it
can be proved (see, for instance, [89]) that there will be pair of shapes that require Ω(n2)
moves to be transformed into each other. This follows directly from the inherent ‘distance’
between the two shapes and the fact that this distance can be reduced by only a constant
in every time-step. An immediate question has arisen then:
“How can we come up with more efficient transformations?”
Two main alternatives have been explored in the literature in an attempt to answer this
question. One is to consider parallel time, meaning that the transformation algorithm can
move more than one node (up to a linear number of nodes if possible) in a single time-
step. This is particularly natural and fair for distributed transformations, as it allows all
nodes to have their chances to take a move in every given time-step. For example, such
as transformations based on pipelining [66, 89], where essentially the shape transforms by
moving nodes in parallel around its perimeter, can be shown to require O(n) parallel time
in the worst case. This technique has also been applied in systems (e.g. [102]).
The other approach is to consider more powerful actuation mechanisms, that have
the potential to reduce the inherent distance faster than a constant per sequential time-
step. These are typically mechanisms where the local actuation has strength higher than
a constant. This is different from the above parallel-time transformations, in which local
actuation can only move a single node one position in its local neighbourhood and the
combined effect of many such moves at the same time is exploited. In contrast, in higher-
strength mechanisms, it is a single actuation that has enough strength to move many nodes
at the same time. Prominent examples in the literature are the linear-strength models of
Aloupis et al. [17, 18], in which nodes are equipped with extend and contract arms, each
having the strength to extend and contract the whole shape as a result of applying such an
operation to one of its neighbours. Further, the prospered model of Woods et al. [121], in
which a chain of nodes is being dragged parallel to one of the axes directions by a single
rotating node (acting as a linear-strength rotating arm).
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Our proposed model in Chapter 2 follows similar approach, by introducing and inves-
tigating a linear-strength model in which a node can push a line of consecutive nodes one
position (towards an empty cell) in a single time-step. One of the most fundamental feature
of the proposed model is transformability. Section 2.4 shows that it can easily simulate the
combined rotation and sliding mechanisms of [64, 89] by restricting moves to lines of length
1 (i.e. individual nodes). It follows that this model is also capable of universal transfor-
mations, with a time complexity at most twice the worst-case of those models, i.e. again
O(n2). Naturally, our focus is set on exploring ways to exploit the parallelism inherent in
moving lines of larger length in order to speed-up transformations and, if possible, to come
up with a more efficient in the worst case universal transformation.
Further, as reversibility of moves is still valid in our model (Section 2.4), we adopt the
approach of transforming any given shape SI into a spanning line SL (vertical or horizontal).
This is convenient, because if one shows that any shape SI can transform fast into a line SL,
then any pair of an initial SI and final SF shapes (of the same size) can then be transformed
fast to each other by first transforming fast SI into SL and then SL into SF by reversing
the fast transformation of SF into SL. Given this, our focus in the thesis is to investigate
whether the presented linear-strength mechanism can achieve faster transformations that
transform any pair of connected shapes to each other. Next, we establish Ω(n log n) lower
bounds for two restricted sets of transformations in Section 2.5. These are the first lower
bounds, under restrictions, for this model and are matching the best known O(n log n)
upper bounds.
In Chapter 3, we start our investigation on a set of unrestricted transformations in
which the nodes are not necessarily preserving the system connectivity (i.e. the associated
graph induced by the occupied nodes is connected) during their course. Thus, we begin by
identifying the diagonal shape SD (which is considered connected in our model and is very
similar to the staircase worst-case shape of [89]) as a potential worst-case initial shape to
be transformed into a line SL. This intuition is supported by the O(n2) individual node
distance between the two shapes and by the initial unavailability of long line movements:
the transformation may move long lines whenever available, but has to pay first a number
of movements of small lines in order to construct longer lines. In this benchmark (special)
case, the trivial lower and upper bounds Ω(n) and O(n2), respectively, hold. More details
of this worst-case are discussed in Section 2.1.
For example, take the diagonal worst-case shape SD (e.g. Figure 3.1 (a)) and try to
convert it into a straight line SL. Observe that any transformation requires Θ(n2) sequential
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individual movements to transform SD into SL, see for example Figure 2.4. By exploiting
linear-strength mechanism, let us now perform the following simple strategy; (1) divide SD
into several diagonal segments of length
√
n each (see Figure 3.1 (a)), then (2) turn each
segment into a straight line segment via individual moves, which takes linear time for each
segment (Figure 3.1 (b) and (c)). Next, (3) transfer every line segment all the way down
to the bottom of SD (Figure 3.1 (d)) in which each line segment pushes a maximum of
n distance. Finally, (4) change the orientation of all line segments in linear time to form
the target straight line SL (Figure 3.1 (e)). This transformation takes a total of O(n
√
n)
time-steps. Thus, in contrast to the aforementioned models, the new mechanism allows for
sub-quadratic strategies, like the one just sketched. The complete technical description of
this strategy will be presnted later in Section 3.1.1.
As the O(
√
n) length of uniform partitioning into segments is optimal for the above
type of transformation, we turn our attention into different approaches, aiming at further
reducing the running time of transformations. Allowing once more to break connectivity,
we develop an alternative transformation in Section 3.1.2 based on successive doubling.
The partitioning is again uniform for individual ‘phases’, but different phases have different
partitioning length. The transformation starts from a minimal partitioning into n/2 lines
of length 2, then matches them to the closest neighbours via shortest paths to obtain a
partitioning into n/4 lines of length 4, and, continuing in the same way for log n phases. It
thus maintains the invariant of having n/2i individual lines in each phase i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ log n.
Proving that the cost of pairwise merging through shortest paths in each phase is linear in
n, it is sufficient to conclude that this approach transforms the diagonal into a line in time
O(n log n), thus yielding a substantial improvement.
Observe that the problem of transforming the diagonal line shape into a straight line
seems to involve solving the same problem into smaller diagonal segments (in order to trans-
form those into corresponding line segments). Then, one may naturally wonder whether a
recursive approach could be applied in order to further reduce the running time. Section
3.1.3 provides a negative answer to this, for the special case of uniform recursion and at the
same time obtain an alternative O(n log n) transformation for the diagonal-to-line problem.
Then, the focus turns on attempting to generalise the ideas developed for the above
benchmark case in order to come up with equally efficient universal transformations. In
Section 3.2, we successfully managed to generalise both the O(n
√
n) and the O(n log n)
approaches, obtaining universal transformations of worst-case running times O(n
√
n) and
O(n log n), respectively. We achieve this by enclosing the initial shape into a square bound-
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ing box and then subdividing the box into square sub-boxes of appropriate dimension. For
the O(n
√
n) bound, a single such partitioning into sub-boxes of dimension
√
n turns out
to be sufficient. For the O(n log n) bound we again employ a successive doubling approach
through phases of an increasing dimension of the sub-boxes, that is, through a new parti-
tioning in each phase. Therefore, our ultimate theorem (followed by a constructive proof,
providing the claimed transformation) states that:
“In this model, when connectivity need not necessarily be preserved during the
transformation, any pair of connected shapes SI and SF can be transformed to each other
in sequential time O(n log n).”
The connectivity-preservation is an important assumption for many robotic systems,
see for example [42]. It is a desirable property for the design of any robust transformation
to enhance reliable communication among different types of networks. This condition is
substantial for acquiring a computationally distributed nature, as well as for practical
applications that often require energy for data transmission and the implementation of
various locomotion methods. Further, maintaining connectivity could be crucial to prevent
the configuration from falling apart and to keep all agents powered. Thus, any disconnection
that occurs during transformations must be performed very carefully to prevent the creation
of any potentially separated sections that cannot be reconnected again.
Hence, Chapter 4 restricts the attention on designing centralised transformations with
the aim of minimising the total number of moves subject to the constraint of preserving
connectivity of the shape throughout the course of the transformation. That is, in each
intermediate configuration we always want to guarantee that the associated graphs induced
by the occupied nodes are connected. First, we take the algorithmic idea of partitioning
one step further, by developing two transformations building upon it, that can achieve the
same time-bound while preserving connectivity throughout their course: one is based on
folding segments in Section 4.1.1 and the other on extending them in Section 4.1.2.
Next, we present an O(n log n)-time transformation in Section 4.2, calledWalk-Through-
Path, that works for all pair of shapes (SI , SF ) that have the same order and belong to the
family of Hamiltonian shapes. A Hamiltonian shape is any connected shape S associated to
a graph G(S) that contains a Hamiltonian path (see also Itai et al. [84] for the Hamiltonian
paths). At the heart of our transformation is a recursive successive doubling technique,
which starts from one endpoint of the Hamiltonian path and proceeds in log n phases.
In every phase i, it moves a terminal line Li of length 2i a distance 2i higher on the
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Hamiltonian path through a LineWalk operation. This leaves a new terminal sub-path Si
of the Hamiltonian path, of length 2i. Then the general procedure is recursively called on
Si to transform it into a straight line L′i of length 2
i. Finally, the two straight lines Li
and L′i which are perpendicular to each other are combined into a new straight line Li+1
of length 2i+1 and the next phase begins.
A core technical challenge in making the above transformation work is that Hamiltonian
shapes do not necessarily provide free space for the LineWalk operation. Thus, moving a
line has to take place through the remaining configuration of nodes while at the same
time ensuring that it does not break their and its own connectivity, including keeping itself
connected to the rest of the shape. We manage to overcome this by revealing a nice property
of line moves, according to which a line L can transparently walk through any configuration
S (independently of the latter’s density) in a way that: (i) preserves connectivity of both
L and S and (ii) as soon as L has gone through it, S has been restored to its original state,
that is, all of its nodes are lying in their original positions. This property is formally proved
in Proposition 4.
Section 4.3 demonstrates a universal transformation, called compression, that within
O(n
√
n) moves transforms any pair of connected shapes of the same order to each other,
while preserving connectivity throughout its course. Starting from the initial shape SI
computed on a spanning tree T of G(S), enclose the shape into a square box of size n and
divide it into sub-boxes of size
√
n, each of which contains at least one sub-tree of T . By
moving lines in a way that does not break connectivity, we compress the nodes in a sub-box
into an adjacent sub-box towards a parent sub-tree. By carefully repeating this we manage
to arrive at a final configuration which is always a compressed square shape. The latter
is a type of a nice shape (a family of connected shapes defined in 2.1.1), which can be
transformed fast into a straight line in linear time. We provide an analysis of this strategy
based on the number of charging phases, which turns out to be
√
n, each making at most
n moves, for a total of O(n
√
n) moves.
Despite the fact that the preceding transformations reveals the underlying transfor-
mation complexity, they are not directly applicable to real robotic systems. Hence, the
next main goal is to develop the first distributed transformations implementing this linear-
strength move. If possible, it will always guarantee to preserve all the good properties of
the corresponding centralised solutions. These include the move complexity (i.e. the total
number of line moves) of the transformations and their ability to preserve the connectivity
of the shape throughout their course.
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The central coordinator of the previous transformations have a global control over all
individual nodes in the system. Thus, it is fully aware of the number of nodes in the system
and their initial/final configuration. Moreover, it is responsible for deciding which line will
be pushed and who will push that line. This contains the push direction, distance and
timing in a particular sequential or parallel order. Further, the central authority has the
power to notify nodes on the line about their move and relocation in a single time-step, as
well as to terminate the transformations. Hence, communication takes less time and may
not even be an issue in the centralised setting.
However, there are considerable technical challenges that must be overcome in order to
develop such a distributed solution. As will become evident, the lack of global knowledge
of the individual nodes and the condition of preserving connectivity greatly complicate the
transformation, even when restricted to special families of shapes. For example, nodes
should deduce whether they are part of a line through local vision and communication,
as well as decide who is in charge of pushing. Timing is an essential issue as the pushing
node needs to know when to start and stop pushing. When moving or turning, all nodes
of the line must follow the same route, ensuring that no one is being pushed off. There is
an additional difficulty due to the fact that nodes do not automatically know whether they
have been pushed (but it might be possible to infer this through communication and local
observation).
In Chapter 5, we establish an algorithmic framework that enables individuals to exploit
the linear-strength of line moves in a distributed manner: Consider a discrete system of
n simple indistinguishable devices, called agents, forming a connected shape SI on a two-
dimensional square grid. Agents act as finite-state automata (i.e. they have constant
memory) that can observe the states of nearby agents in a Moore neighbourhood (i.e. the
eight cells surrounding an agent on the square gird). They operate in synchronised Look-
Compute-Move (LMC) cycles on the grid. All communication is local, and actuation is
based on this local information as well as the agent’s internal state.
Let us consider a very simple distributed transformation of a diagonal line shape SD
into a straight line SL, |SD| = |SL| = n, in which all nodes execute the same procedure
in parallel synchronous rounds. In general, the diagonal appears to be a hard instance
because any parallelism related to line moves that might potentially be exploited does not
come for free. Initially, all nodes are occupying the consecutive diagonal cells on the grid
(x1, y1), (x1 +1, y1 +1), . . . , (x1 +n−1, y1 +n−1). In each round, a node pi = (x, y) moves
one step down if (x− 1, y − 1) is occupied, otherwise it stays still in its current cell. After
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O(n) rounds, all nodes form SL within a total number of 1 + 2 + . . . + n = O(n2) moves,
while preserving connectivity during the transformation. See Figure 2.5.
Figure 1.6: A simulation of the simple procedure. From left to right, rounds 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
The above transformation, even though time-optimal has a move complexity asymptot-
ically equal to the worst-case single-move distance between SI and SF . This is because it
always moves individual nodes, thus not exploiting the inherent parallelism of line moves.
Our goal, is to trade time for number of line moves in order to develop alternative dis-
tributed transformations which will complete within a sub-quadratic number of moves.
Given that actuation is a major source of energy consumption in real robotic systems (e.g.
programmable matter), moves minimisation is expected to contribute in the deployment
and implementation of energy-efficient systems.
Our main contribution then is the first distributed connectivity-preserving transforma-
tion that exploits the line moves within a total of O(n log n) moves, which is asymptotically
equivalent to that of the best-known centralised transformations. The algorithm solves the
line formation problem that allows agents to form a final straight line SL, starting from
any shape SI , whose associated graph contains a Hamiltonian path.
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In this chapter, we provide a generic algorithmic framework for our discrete shape forma-
tion problems. It brings together all notations, definitions and basic facts that are used
throughout the thesis.
First, we formally define the overall settings of the centralised system (the distributed
version is later introduced separately in Chapter 5 due to consistency). Following that, in
Section 2.1, we present a formal description of connected shapes, then focus particularly on
a multiple set of discrete shapes addressed in the transformations. Next, we introduce our
shape formation model in Section 2.2, including the linear-strength mechanism alongside
other related special-case models. After that, Section 2.3 formally defines all of the shape
formation problems considered in this thesis. We then provide several properties that
typically facilitate the development of our transformations. The final section, Section 2.5,
establishes the first lower bounds of this models for two restricted sets of transformations.
2.1 Discrete shapes
All transformations considered in this thesis operate on a two-dimensional square grid, in
which each cell has a unique position of non-negative integer coordinates (x, y), where x
represents columns and y denotes rows in the grid. A set of n nodes (or called agents) on
the grid forms a shape S (of the order n), where every single node u ∈ S occupies only one
cell, cell(u) = (ux, uy). Nodes and agents are used interchangeably to denote entities of
centralised and distributed systems, respectively. A node u can be indicated at any given
time by the coordinates (ux, uy) of the unique cell that it occupies at that time. A node
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v ∈ S is a neighbour of (or adjacent to) a node u ∈ S if and only if their coordinates satisfy
ux − 1 ≤ vx ≤ ux + 1 and uy − 1 ≤ vy ≤ uy + 1 (i.e. their cells are adjacent vertically,
horizontally or diagonally). Throughout, all logarithms are to base 2.
Definition 1 (A discrete shape). A discrete shape S is a finite set of nodes on a two-
dimensional square grid.
A shape S is associated with a graph G(S) = (V,E), where u ∈ V iff u is a node of S
and (u, v) ∈ E iff u and v are neighbours in S. In other words, G(S) is the graph induced
by the occupied nodes of S. Then, a connected shape is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (A connected shape). A shape S is connected iff G(S) is a connected graph.
A spanning tree of G(S) is denoted by T (S) (or just T when clear from context). When-
ever we state that such a tree is given we make use of the fact that T (S) can be computed
in polynomial time. In what follows, n denotes the number of nodes in a shape under
consideration. The following definitions from [89] shall be useful for our transformations.
To illustrate the shape, we colour black any cell occupied by a node (as in Figure 2.1).
Definition 3. A hole H of S is a set of empty cells enclosed by non-empty cells that are
occupied by nodes u ∈ S, such that any simple path of infinite length that starts from an
empty cell in the hole h ∈ H and moves, only vertically and horizontally, must pass through
a black cell of a node u ∈ S.
Definition 4. A compact shape is a connected shape that does not contain any holes.
Definition 5. The perimeter (border) of S is defined as a polygon of unit length line
segments, which surrounds the minimum-area of the interior of S.
Definition 6. The surrounding layer of a connected shape S consists of all empty cells in
the grid that share at least a line segment or a corner with the S’s perimeter.
Definition 7. The external surface of a connected shape S consists of all non-empty cells
in the grid that share at least a line segment or a corner with the S’s perimeter.
Figure 2.1 depicts the perimeter, surrounding layer and external surface of S as a yellow
line, grey cells and cells of black spherical nodes, respectively. The following proposition
shows that the external surface of a connected shape S is connected (proved in [89]).
Proposition 1. The surrounding layer of any connected shape S is itself a connected shape.
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Figure 2.1: All nodes of S occupy the black cells, where black spherical nodes reside on the
external surface of S. The surrounding layer’s cells are coloured grey, while the yellow line
depicts the perimeter of S. The dashed black cells define a hole of S.
Proof. The proof is a modification of Proposition 2 from [89] to fit our model. Assume S
is connected, then the perimeter of S is connected too; and hence, it forms a cycle. Each
segment of the perimeter is contributed by two cells, belonging to the external surface and
the surrounding layer (recall Definitions 5, 6 and 7). Now, if one walks on the perimeter
(vertically or horizontally) or turns (left or right) clockwise or anticlockwise at any segment,
one of the following cases will occur:
• Pass through two adjacent vertical or horizontal cells on the surrounding layer and
the external surface of S.
• Stay put at the same position (cell) on the external surface and move through three
neighbouring cells connected perpendicularly on the surrounding layer of S.
• Stay put at the same position (cell) on the surrounding layer and pass through three
neighbouring cells connected perpendicularly on the external surface of S.
• Stay put at the same position (cell) on the surrounding layer and:
1. Either pass through two neighbouring cells connected diagonally on the external
surface of S.
2. Or pass through three neighbouring cells connected perpendicularly on the ex-
ternal surface of S.
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Thus, all cases above preserve the connectivity of the surrounding layer and the external
surface of S.
2.1.1 Family of shapes
Now, we define different essential shapes and introduce some classes of connected discrete
shapes that are considered in this thesis.
Definition 8 (A straight line). A straight line SL is a connected shape of n nodes occupying
a sequence of consecutive cells vertically in (x, y), (x, y+1), . . . , (x, y+n−1) or horizontally
in (x, y), (x+ 1, y), . . . , (x+ n− 1, y) (not, e.g. diagonally).
Definition 9 (A diagonal shape). A diagonal line shape SD is a connected shape of n nodes
occupying a sequence of consecutive cells diagonally in (x, y), (x + 1, y + 1), . . . , (x + n −
1, y + n− 1).
Figure 2.2(c) shows an example of the diagonal line shape. Now, we consider two
family of more general shapes, Central Line shapes, to use as efficient intermediate shapes
at more complex transformation and Hamiltonian shapes to exploit as an infinite class
of connected shapes, which offers insight and reveals useful properties towards the future
possible development of universal transformations.
Central Line shapes
Let us first introduce a family of Central Line shapes, which we also call N I C E shapes.
A central line or a nice shape is, informally, any connected shape that contains a particular
line called the central line (denoted LC). Intuitively, one may think of LC as a supporting
(say horizontal) base of the shape, where each node u not on LC must be connected to
LC through a vertical line. Figure 2.2 shows some examples of a nice shape and non nice
shapes.
Definition 10 (A nice shape). A nice shape S ∈ N I C E is a compact connected shape,
which contains a central line LC ⊆ S, such that every node u ∈ S \ LC is connected to LC
via a line perpendicular to LC
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Figure 2.2: The central line LC occupies black cells of nice shapes in (a), (b) and (d). The
shape in (c) is not nice (due to the lack of LC) as is the shape in (e), which has a hole
(white cells), preventing the existence of LC .
Hamiltonian shapes
We define another family of shapes, called Hamiltonian shapes and denoted H. Figure 2.3
presents some examples of this class of shapes.
Definition 11 (A Hamiltonian shape). A shape S is called Hamiltonian iff G(S) = (V,E)
contains a path starting from a node u ∈ V , visiting every node in V exactly once and
ending at a node v ∈ V , where v 6= u.
In this thesis, the diagonal SD and the straight line SL are considered to be an extreme-
case for a pair of shapes that can be transformed to each other. On a two-dimensional square
grid, SL represents an extreme instance of the Central Line shapes, that is, SL contains the
longest central line (of length n) that a connected shape can have. Likewise, SD is another
hard-case shape belonging to the family of Hamiltonian shapes due to the fact that all
nodes of SD occupy n distinct rows and columns, that is, it draws n lines on the grid, each
of length 1. Further, the O(n2) individual node distance between the two shapes (SD, SL),
as well as the initial lack of long line movements, reinforce this intuition. See an illustration
in Figure 2.4. A more detailed discussion of this is given later in Section 2.5.
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(a) A double-spiral shape (b) A shape of two different Hamiltonian paths
in yellow.











∆ = 1 + . . . + n = O(n2)
Figure 2.4: The O(n2) individual node distance between SD (blue nodes) and SL (grey
nodes).
2.2 The shape formation model
In this thesis, we investigate a linear-strength transformation model, called the line-pushing
model. A line L is a sequence of consecutive non-empty cells occupied by nodes, u ∈ S,
vertically or horizontally (not, e.g. diagonally). A line move is an operation by which all
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nodes of L move together in parallel in a single move, towards an empty cell adjacent to
one of L’s endpoints. That is, one of L’s endpoints pushes all nodes of L in parallel in a
single time-step on one position in a given (one of the four possible) direction of a grid. A
line move may also be referred to as a step (or move or movement) and time is discrete and
measured in number of moves throughout. A move in this model is equivalent to choosing
a node u and a direction d ∈ {up, down, right, left} and moving u one position in direction
d. This will additionally push by one position the whole line L of nodes in direction d, L
(possibly empty) starting from a neighbour of u in d and ending at the first empty cell.
2.2.1 The linear-strength model
More formally and in slightly different terms: A line L = (x, y), (x+ 1, y), . . . , (x+k−1, y)
of length k, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, can push all its k nodes rightwards in parallel in a single
move to positions (x + 1, y), (x + 2, y), . . . , (x + k, y) iff there exists an empty cell to the
right of L at (x + k, y). The ‘down’, ‘left’, and ‘up’ moves are defined symmetrically, by
rotating the whole system 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ clockwise, respectively.
Definition 12 (A permissible line move). Let L be a line of k nodes, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Then, L can move as follows (depending on its original orientation, i.e. horizontal or
vertical):
1. Horizontal. Can push all k nodes rightwards in parallel in a single move from (x, y), (x+
1, y), . . . , (x+k−1, y) to positions (x+1, y), (x+2, y), . . . , (x+k, y) iff there exists an
empty cell to the right of L at (x+ k, y). Similarly, it can push all k nodes to the left
to occupy (x− 1, y), (x, y), . . . , (x+ k, y), iff there exists an empty cell at (x− 1, y).
2. Vertical. Can push all k nodes upwards in parallel in a single move from (x, y), (x, y+
1), . . . , (x, y + k − 1) into (x, y + 1), (x, y + 2), . . . , (x, y + k), iff there exists an
empty cell above L at (x, y + k). Similarly, it can push all k nodes down to occupy
(x, y − 1), (x, y), . . . , (x, y + k), iff there exists an empty cell below L at (x, y − 1).
2.2.2 The sliding and rotation model
There are related settings in which the available moves to the nodes are rotation and sliding
[64, 89]. First, the sliding operation is equivalent in all those models, that is, if a node u is
located at a cell of the grid, u = (x, y), then u can slide right to an empty cell at (x+1, y+1)
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over a horizontal line of length 2, such as in Figure 2.5(a). On the other hand, the rotation
models typically perform a single operation to rotate a node u1 = (x, y) around another
u2 = (x, y − 1) by a 90◦ clockwise rotation iff there exist two empty cells at (x+ 1, y) and













y − 1 u2
(b)
Figure 2.5: (a) An example of sliding u1 over u2 and u3 to an empty cell to the right. (b)
Rotate u1 a 90◦ clockwise around u2.
2.3 Shape formation problem
A number of nodes are given in the form of a (typically connected) shape SI lying on a
two-dimensional square grid, the shape formation problem is to transform (reconfigure) SI
into a desired target shape SF via a sequence of valid movements of individual nodes. More
formally, the shape formation problem can be defined as a tuple M = (I, F ), where I is
the set of initial shapes and F is the set of final shapes.
A configuration of the system is defined as a mapping C : Z × Z → {0, 1}, where
C(x, y) = 0 if cell(x, y) is empty or C(x, y) = 1 if cell(x, y) is occupied by a node. Equiv-
alently, a configuration can be defined as a set {(x, y) : x, y ∈ Z and C(x, y) = 1}. Let
C0 denote the initial configuration of the system. We say that C ′ is directly reachable
from C and denoted C → C ′, if C can be transformed into C ′ in one line move. More-
over, C ′ is reachable from C, denoted C →∗ C ′, if there is a sequence of configurations
C = C1, C2, . . . , Ct = C
′ such that Ci → Ci+1 holds for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t− 1}.
Throughout this thesis, we consider a number of the shape formation problems defined
formally as follows:
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DiagonalToLine. Given an initial connected diagonal line SD and a target vertical or
horizontal connected spanning line SL of the same order, transform SD into SL, without
necessarily preserving the connectivity during the transformation.
DiagonalToLineConnected. Restricted version of DiagonalToLine in which con-
nectivity must be preserved during the transformation.
HamiltonianLine. Given any initial Hamiltonian shape SI , the agents must form a final
straight line SL of the same order from SI via line moves while preserving connectivity
throughout the transformation.
HamiltonianConnected. Given a pair of connected Hamiltonian shapes (SI , SF ) of the
same order, where SI is the initial shape and SF the target shape, transform SI into SF
while preserving connectivity throughout the transformation.
UniversalTransformation. Give a general transformation, such that, for all pairs of
shapes (SI , SF ) of the same order, where SI is the initial shape and SF the target shape,
it will transform SI into SF , without necessarily preserving connectivity during its course.
UniversalConnected. Given any pair of connected shapes (SI , SF ) of the same order,
where SI is the initial shape and SF the target shape, transform SI into SF while preserving
connectivity throughout the transformation.
2.4 The linear-strength transformation properties
As already mentioned, there are related settings in which any pair of connected shapes
SI and SF of the same order can be transformed to each other1 while preserving the
connectivity throughout the course of the transformation.2 This, for example, has been
proved for the case in which the available moves to the nodes are rotation and sliding [64, 89].
We now show that the models of [64] and [89] are special cases of our model, implying that
all transformations established there (with their running time at most doubled, including
1We also use SI → SF to denote that shape SI can be transformed to shape SF .
2In this thesis, whenever transforming into a target shape SF , we allow any placement of SF on the
grid, i.e., any shape S′F obtained from SF through a sequence of rotations and translations.
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universal transformations) are also valid transformations in the present model.
Proposition 2. The rotation and sliding model is a special case of the line-pushing model.
Proof. We establish a technique to prove that our model is able to simulate rotation and
sliding models of [64, 89] on a two-dimension square grid system. First, the sliding operation
is equivalent in all those models, that is, if a node u is located at a cell of the grid, u = (x, y),
then u can slide right to an empty cell at (x+1, y+1) over a horizontal line of length 2, such
as in Figure 2.5(a). The ‘down’, ‘left’, and ‘up’ moves are defined symmetrically, by rotating
the whole system 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ clockwise, respectively. Now, the presented model is
capable of performing the same sliding rule in those models, i.e., push a line of length 1
vertically or horizontally, as explained in Definition 12. For rotation, all mentioned models
perform a single operation to rotate a node u1 = (x, y) around another u2 = (x, y − 1) by
a 90◦ clockwise iff there exists two empty cells at (x + 1, y) and (x + 1, y + 1), see Figure
2.5(b). Analogously, this holds for all possible rotations by again rotating the whole system
90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ clockwise, respectively. Still, the rotation mechanism is also adopted by
this model following Definition 12, and actually it costs twice for a single rotation to take
place, compared with others. Subsequently, it implies that all transformations established
there (with its running time at most doubled), including universal transformations and
preserving connectivity (recall Proposition 1), are also valid transformations in the present
model.
We are now ready to show the following lemmas which will be used multiple times
during our transformations:
Lemma 1. It is possible to turn a horizontal line of length k into a vertical line of length
k or vice versa in 2k − 2 steps.
Proof. To simplify the argument, assume that a two-dimensional square grid contains only
a straight line L1 of k nodes at (x, y), . . . , (x, y + k − 1), where k ≥ 1, and empty cells on
(x + 1, y), . . . , (x + k − 1, y), as depicted in Figure 2.6. This assumption can be dropped
easily when L1 is a part of a connected shape S in the grid. Now, L1 wants to change its
direction; for the sake of simplicity, let us assume that L1 turns from vertical to horizontal,
where L1 occupies k consecutive rows and a single column. Hence, the first bottommost
node, u1 ∈ L1, moves one position right to occupy an empty cell on (x + 1, y), which
consequently creates a new empty cell at (x, y) that was occupied by u1. Then, by linear-
strength pushing mechanism, the consecutive k − 1 ∈ L1 nodes push down one move
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altogether in parallel in a single-time-move towards the new empty cell (x, y) to occupy
positions (x, y), . . . , (x, y + k − 2). Thus, L1 consists now of k − 1 nodes occupying k − 1
consecutive rows, as shown in Figure 2.6(a), (b) and (c). Observe that u1 take one time-step
to move right, and all k − 1 nodes push down in one time-step. By repeating this at most
2k− 2 steps, it shall completely turn L1 to occupy a single row and k consecutive columns.
Therefore, any straight line of k nodes changes its direction in a number of steps at most
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Figure 2.6: A line of k nodes changes orientation by two consecutive steps per node. (a)
Move u1 one step right. (b) and (c) All k − 1 nodes push down altogether in a single step.
In (d), the line has finally transformed from vertical to horizontal after 2k steps.
A property that typically facilitates the development of transformations, is reversibility
of moves. To this end, we next demonstrate that line moves are reversible.
Lemma 2 (Reversibility). Let (SI , SF ) be a pair of connected shapes of the same number
of nodes n. If SI → SF (‘→’ denoting ‘can be transformed to via a sequence of line moves’)
then SF → SI .
Proof. First, we should prove that each single line move is reversible. Figure 2.7 left shows
four nodes forming two vertical and one horizontal lines, L1 = {u1, u2}, L2 = {u3, u4}
and L3 = {u2, u3}, respectively. Assume this configuration has no more space to the left,
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beyond the dashed line; therefore, L1 moves to occupy the empty cell (i+ 2, j + 1). Now,
all L1 nodes are moving altogether to fill in positions (i + 1, j + 1) and (i + 2, j + 1), as
depicted in Figure 2.7 right. Consequently, the previous line move creates another empty
cell at (i, j+1), which can be occupied reversibly by L1. Since every line move is reversible,

























Figure 2.7: An example of a reversible line move.
By reversibility (Lemma 2), we provide the following proposition for nice shapes (Central
Line shapes):
Proposition 3. Let (A ,B) ∈ N I C E be a pair of nice shapes of the same order. Then
A → B and B → A in O(n) steps.
Proof. Let SN I C E be a nice shape of order n that contains a central line of i nodes, for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and assume without loss of generality, that LC is horizontal and occupies
row y1. By Definition 10, there will be n − i nodes, where all are connected to LC via a
line orthogonal to LC . Similarly, we can say there are L1, L2, . . . , Lw vertical lines of total
n − i nodes, where 1 ≤ w < n, which are all perpendicularly connected to LC . Now, by
Lemma 1, such a vertical line would perform a number of steps twice its length to change
its direction, occupy row y1 and be an extension to LC . Then, it follows that all those
vertical lines requires a total cost of at most 2(n − i) = O(n) steps to eventually occupy
n consecutive cells in row y1 where a straight line of order n remains. By Lemma 2, we
conclude that any pair of nice shapes are transformable to each other via a straight line in
O(n) steps.
We define a rectangular path P over the set of cells as P = [c1, c2, c3, . . . , ck], where
ci, ci+1 ∈ Z× Z are two cells adjacent to each other either vertically or horizontally, for all
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i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}. Given any rectangular path P , by CP we donate the configuration of
P , which is the subset of C (configuration of the system) restricted to the cells of P . The
following proposition proves a basic property of line moves which will be a core technical
tool for our Hamiltonian shapes transformations.
Proposition 4 (Transparency of Line Moves). Let S denote any shape, L ⊆ S any line
and P a rectangular path starting from a position adjacent to one of L’s endpoints. There
is a way to move L along P , while satisfying all the following properties:
1. No delay: The number of steps is asymptotically equal to that of an optimum move of
L along P in the case of CP being empty (i.e., if no cells were occupied). That is, L
is not delayed, independently of what CP is.
2. No effect: After L’s move along P , C ′P = CP , i.e., the cell configuration has remained
unchanged. Moreover, no occupied cell in CP is ever emptied during L’s move (but
unoccupied cells may be temporarily occupied).
3. No break: S remains connected throughout L’s move.
Proof. Whenever L walks through an empty cell (x, y) of P , a node u ∈ L fills in (x, y).
If L pushes the node u of a non-empty cell of P , a node v ∈ L takes its place. When L
leaves a non-empty cell (x, y) that was originally occupied by node v, L restores (x, y) by
leaving its endpoint u ∈ L in (x, y). Finally, Figure 2.9 shows how to deal with the case in
which L turns at a non-empty corner-cell (x, y) of P , which is only connected diagonally
to a non-empty cell of S and is not adjacent to any cell occupied by L. Figure 2.8 shows




corner cell (x, y)
Figure 2.8: A path P of a given configuration CP . A line L will pass along P .
Now assume that L turns at a non-empty corner cell (x, y) of P (say without loss of
generality, from horizontal to vertical direction). Typically the node occupying the corner
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cell(x, y) moves vertically one step along P , and then L pushes one move to fill in the empty
cell (x, y) by a node u ∈ L. Unless (x, y) is being only connected diagonally to a non-empty
cell that is not a neighbour of any node u ∈ L. Figure 2.9 shows how to deal with the case
in which L turns at a non-empty corner-cell (x, y) of P , which is only connected diagonally
















Figure 2.9: (a) A line L moving through a path P and arriving at a turning point of P . u
occupies a corner cell of P , and v occupies a cell of S and is only connected diagonally to u
while not being adjacent to any cell occupied by L. (b) L pushes u one position horizontally
and turns all of its nodes vertically. Then u moves back to its original position in P . All
other orientations are symmetric and follow by rotating the shape 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦.
Therefore, it always temporarily maintain global connectivity and restores all of those
nodes to their original positions. Hence, L’s move takes a number of moves to pass through
any CP equal to or even less than its optimum move in the case of empty CP . Therefore, L
can transparently walk through any configuration S (independently of the latter’s density)
in a way that: (i) preserves connectivity of both L and S and (ii) as soon as L has gone
through it, S has been restored to its original state, that is, all of its nodes are lying in
their original positions.
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2.5 Lower bounds on line moves
The question of lower bound on line moves appears intriguing, i.e. to answer whether there
is an o(n log n)-time transformation (e.g. linear) or whether there is an Ω(n log n)-time
lower bound matching our best transformations (even when connectivity can be broken).
We suspect the latter but lack sufficient facts to substantiate or verify it. As will become
seen, it seems challenging to lower bound in the general case, most likely due the trade-off
between the cost of inherent individual distances and the cost of parallelism inherent in
line moves. Thus, this section reports our attempts on this and presents the first lower
bounds established for this model restricted to two sets of transformations. It is expected
to provide useful discussion that might help in proving the lower bounds on line moves.
In this section, we identify the connected shape of a diagonal line SD (see Definition
9) as a potential worst-case initial shape to be transformed into a line SL (see Definition
8). This intuition is supported by the O(n2) individual node distance between the two
shapes and by the initial unavailability of long line movements: the transformation may
move long lines whenever available, but has to pay first a number of individual and small
line movements in order to construct longer lines.
In this benchmark (special) case, the trivial lower and upper bounds Ω(n) and O(n2),
respectively, hold. Moreover, observe that a sequential gathering of the nodes starting from
the top right and collecting the nodes one after the other into a snake-like line of increasing
length is still quadratic, because, essentially, for each sub-trip from one collection to the
next, the line has to make a ‘turn’, meaning to change both a row and a column. In
models of single individual moves (e.g. rotation and sliding in [64, 89]), this costs a number
of steps equal to the length of the line, that is, roughly, 1 + 2 + . . . + (n − 1) = Θ(n2)
total time. In other words, each node in SD occupies a unique row and column where
n = #rows = #columns by which a transformation pays the maximum number of moves
to transform it into SL . Further, the diagonal SD is very similar to the staircase worst-case
shape of [89]. In what follow, we establish Ω(n log n) lower bounds for two restricted sets
of transformations. These are the first lower bounds for this model and are matching the
best known O(n log n) upper bounds.
Given an associated graph G = (V,E) of SD in which V is a set of nodes in SD and
E is non-negative edge weights (Manhattan distance between nodes). Then, to simplify
the problem, gather all nodes on SD at the bottom-most node. That is, every node in SD
must perform one or more hops through other nodes and end up at the bottom-most node.
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When going through a node the two or more nodes can continue traveling together and
exploit parallelism.
Any such solution to the problem forms a spanning tree T ⊆ G, where every leaf to
root path corresponds to the hops of a specific node until it reached the end. The cost of
each subtree is: c(T ) is the total sum of the distances of its edges plus the cost of nodes
c(V ). Every edge E(u, v) has a cost equal to the distance of moving u to v, where each
node has a cost of paying for each internal node of a subtree the number of nodes in its
subtree. The latter cost is due to not being able to exploit parallelism whenever turning,









i · v ∈ d(T )i, (2.2)
where d(T ) is the depth of tree T and d(T )i is the number of nodes at level i. The total
cost in number of moves given by such a tree T is the sum of 2.1 and 2.2:
c(T ) = c(E) + c(V ). (2.3)
Now, the two sums seem to give some trade-off. If the depth is very small, then the
cost due to distances seems to increase (e.g. if all nodes travel into one hop, they all
pay their distances and the cost is quadratic). This approach is similar to any sequential
transformation of individual movements which pays a cost of Θ(n2) to transform SD into SL.
The summation of the total individual distances is, Σ∆ = 0 + 1 + 2 + . . .+ (n−1) = Θ(n2),
independently of whether connectivity is preserved or not during transformations. This is
because of the inherent individual distance between SD and SL. On the other hand, the
tree T of very large depths looks as a spanning line where a lot of parallelism must be
exploited. The distance in this case would cost only c(E) = n− 1. While the sum of turns
at each node becomes quadratic, c(V ) = n2. Therefore, we observe that more balanced
trees of logarithmic depth, such as binomial trees, manage to balance both sums and give
total cost n log n. Due to the trade-off, it does not seem easy to lower bound in the general
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case. Further, it does not seem easy to lower bound the edges-sum even by some parameters
depending on the depth (so that both sums will be using similar parameters). It might not
even be related to that parameter. Therefore, we tried to further simplify the problem by
restricting the solutions to extremely limited depths. Below, we have successfully managed
to establish some special-case lower bounds for this problem.
It is quite obvious that no uniform strategy can yield better bound than the O(n log n)-
time universal strategy of Section 3.2, by simply increasing the number of lines that are
merging in every phase to decrease the number of phases. Hence, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 5. Any strategy represented by a balanced tree performs at most O(n log n)
steps.
Proof. Observe that such a strategy is essentially trying to increase the degrees of the nodes
of a balanced tree and decrease its depth. For example, take any merging parameter k ≥ 2.
Notice that the O(n log n)-time transformation (DL-Doubling in Chapter 3) has k = 2, as it
is merging pairs of lines and get log n phases. So, in every phase i we are going to partition
the L lines into L/k groups of k consecutive lines each and merge the lines within each
group into a single line.
First, in phase 1, L = n, and we are partitioning into n/k groups. For each group we
are paying at least k2 asymptotically to merge the lines in it. Therefore for phase 1 we pay
(n/k)k2 = nk (this is similar also to the O(n
√
n)-time transformation in Section 3.2, but
there it only did it once and gathered all the lines to the bottom and not in any further
phases). Then in phase 2 L = n/k, we are partitioning into L/k = n/k2 groups. Each
group is paying at least k3 asymptotically, because the distance between consecutive lines
has now increased to k (roughly). Thus, it gives again cost at least nk, which should hold
for the other phases.
Now, observe that this strategy gives logk n = log n log k phases. If each is paying nk,
then the total cost is (nk)(log n log k) = n log n(k log k), which for all k ≥ 2 is at least
2n log n = Ω(n log n). This would be helpful because it excludes any attempts to get a
better than the O(n log n)-time transformation by simply playing with the degrees of the
tree in a uniform way (which in turn decreases its depth and thus the number of phases).
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2.5.1 An Ω(n log n) lower bound for the 2-HOP tree
We start to study a special case lower bound for all solutions that represented by a tree T of
minimum depths. Assume any such solution moves all nodes in only one-way via shortest
paths towards their target positions. Once a node joins other nodes, they do not split after
that during the transformation. Let d(T ) denote the depth of the tree. For d(T ) = 1, the
tree becomes a star, and the total cost is quadratic in this case, due to the summation of
individual distances c(E) = 0 + 1 + 2 + . . .+ (n− 1) = Θ(n2).
Then, we investigate the tree T of depth at most 2, d(T ) = 2. Observe that we
asymptotically pay for each node in the tree at least the square of the number of children.
The reason is that at most 2 children can be at distance 1, then at most 2 can be nodes
of distance 2; hence, at most 2 of distance i in general due to the neighbouring properties




2, where d(ui) is the number of children of ui. That is, the squares of the
degrees of all internal nodes, excluding their parent (the root ui).
Let T of k nodes be a tree of depth 1, as shown in Figure 2.10. Then, the total






where d(ui) is the degree of node ui.
u0
u1 u2 uk
Figure 2.10: A tree T of k nodes.
Given the tree T of k we show the first case of a minimum total cost T must pay if it
has a node ui ∈ T with degree at least n log n;
Lemma 3. If ∃ d(ui) ≥
√
n log n, then c(T ) ≥ n log n, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. Consider the tree T of k nodes in Figure 2.10. If
k ≥
√
n log n, then the tree shall have a minimum total cost of c(T ) ≥ d(u0)2 = k2 =





= n log n. In general, if there exists a node ui ∈ T , for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k, such that
d(ui) ≥
√
n log n, then the total cost of the tree must be at least c(T ) ≥ n log n.
Now, let us assume that all nodes in the tree have degrees less than
√
n log n. Thus, we
show the lower bound of Lemma 3 holds in this case.
Lemma 4. Let d(ui) <
√
n log n ∀i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ d(u0) = k. Then, c(T ) > n log n.
Proof. Given a tree T of n nodes that has depth of 2, and a subtree T ′ ⊆ T of k nodes as
in Figure 2.10. So, let d(ui) <
√
n log n , for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d(u0) = k. Assume without loss of
generality that the nodes ui ∈ T ′, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d(u0) = k, are ordered in non-increasing
degrees from left to right (increasing order i), that is, d(u1) ≥ d(u2) ≥ . . . ≥ d(uk). Hence,
there are n− (k + 1) ∈ T nodes remaining to be assigned. As d(u1) ∈ T ′ is the maximum,
it must hold that, d(u1) ≥ n−(k+1)k , thus
n−(k+1)
k ≤ d(u1) <
√
n log n. Next, there are
n− (k+ 1)− d(u1) ∈ T nodes need to be allocated. As d(u2) ∈ T ′ is the maximum among
the rest, it must hold that d(u2) ≥ n−(k+1)−d(u1)k−1 , thus
n−(k+1)−d(u1)
k−1 ≤ d(u2) <
√
n log n.















k − (i− 1)
≤ d(ui) <
√
n log n. (2.6)







n log n− 1√
n log n
, (2.7)
when i = 2, we will get,
d(u2) ≥





n log n− 1√
n log n− 1
. (2.8)
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d(u0) · n2 + n
d(u0)∑
i=0





We need to bound the summation of (2.10):
d(u0)∑
i=0
n(i2 log n− 2i
√

















n log n · d(u0)2. (2.11)
Now, plug (2.11) into (2.10), then it will give a total cost of the tree c(T ) that asymptotically
bounded on:




n2 · d(u0) + n log n · d(u0)3 −
√
n log n · d(u0)2
)
>
n2 · d(u0) + n log n · d(u0)3√
n log n
− n log n. (2.12)










n log n =
= Ω(n log n). (2.13)
As a result, both Lemmas 3 and 4 show that the total cost of any spanning tree c(T )
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of n nodes and depth at most d(T ) ≤ 2 is always bounded by Ω(n log n).
Theorem 1. Any 2-HOP spanning tree of n nodes and depth at most d(T ) ≤ 2 has a total
cost c(T ) of Ω(n log n).
2.5.2 A conditional Ω(n log n) lower bound - one way transformation
Now, we present another restricted lower bound for transformations of line moves. Again,
our techniques is based on one-way assumption in which all nodes move in one direction
via shortest paths towards the target node (e.g. from top to bottommost node in the
diagonal). Whenever a node joins other nodes, they continue travelling together and do
not split thereafter. Assume a potential placement of SL horizontally on the bottommost
row y1 or vertically at the leftmost column x1 of the shape. Without loss of generality,
assume all lines are moving down and leftwards. This is convenient as they always push a
minimum distance towards their target positions on the potential placement of SL.
Enclose each individual node of SD into a square box of dimension d∆ = 1, this gives
a total of n boxes, see the black squares boxes in Figure 2.11. Then, double the dimension
d∆ = 2 to surround n/2 boxes of two nodes each, see the red squares boxes in Figure 2.11.
Repeat doubling dimensions log n times, until arriving at a single box of d∆ = n, which
contains all nodes of SD. Assume that n is a power of 2, the total number of all boxes then
shall be n+ n/2 + n/4 + . . .+ 1 = 2n− 1 boxes, where there are n boxes of d∆ = 1, n/2 of
d∆ = 2, . . . and 1 box of d∆ = n.
Now, observe that such a transformation at any order during its course, must pay at
least n steps to push n nodes out from their black boxes of d∆ = 1. Hence, a trivial lower
bound of Ω(n) holds. Further, when a line l1 of 1 node occupying a box of d∆ = 1 is
pushed one move to cross the boundary, no one will be pushed for free, see a demonstration
in Figure 2.12(a). The same argument follows, when a line l2 of length 2 contained into
a 2 × 2 red box, pushes a distance of 2, say to the left, then no line will leave its red box
for free, as depicted in Figure 2.12(b). By this observation, any transformation requires at
least d∆ · n/d∆ moves to evacuate all lines from n/d∆ boxes of d∆, where the dimension
d∆ = 2
k for all 0 ≤ k ≤ log n. Hence, no line will be pushed for free at any order during
the course ot the transformation.
With this, we can then calculate the total minimum moves that must be paid to empty
all 2n− 1 boxes containing lines (of various lengths). That is, any strategy needs to pay a
minimum number of d∆ = 2k moves to evacuate each occupied box at any order of its course.



















Figure 2.12: (a) If a node (line of length 1) inside a black box pushes one move, no one
will be pushed for free. (b) A line of length 2 pushing a distance of 2 towards the left and
getting out of its red box.
Thus, the total minimum moves can be given by (1 ·n)+(2 ·n/2)+(4 ·n/4)+ . . .+(n ·1) =
n + n + . . . + n. Since we have log n different dimensions, this gives a total of n log n
minimum number of moves. Hence, any transformation exploiting line moves asks for at
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least Ω(n log n) moves to transfer all n nodes from their initial cells in SD to their final
cells at the potential placement of SL, i.e. to transform SD into SL. Therefore, we can say
that:
Proposition 6. Any shape transformation exploiting line moves and restricted to a one-way
direction requires Θ(n log n) moves to transform SD into SL.
Chapter 3
Unrestricted transformations
As a first step towards understanding the power of the proposed model, we naturally restrict
our attention to centralised transformations, assuming that the connectivity needs not be
necessarily preserved during the execution. This unrestricted framework provides more in-
sight into the underlying principle of the parallelism inherent in line moves, which has the
potential to be exploited for efficient, i.e. sub-quadratic worst-case, transformations. Fur-
thermore, some of the algorithmic tools in unrestricted centralised transformations might
prove useful for more restricted versions.
In this chapter, we consider a number of transformations that not necessarily preserve
the connectivity of the shape throughout the execution. In Section 3.1, we first introduce
the partitioning transformation of time at most O(n
√
n) moves for the apparent extreme-
case of converting the diagonal line shape into a straight line in Section 3.1.1. As the
uniform partitioning into segments is optimal for the above type of transformation, we
turn our attention into different unrestricted transformations, aiming at further reducing
the running time. Hence, Section 3.1.2 presents an alternative transformation based on
successive doubling, yielding a substantial improvement of at most O(n log n) moves to
transform the diagonal into a line. Then, we show in Section 3.1.3 that a uniform recursion
approach for this special case obtains an alternative O(n log n) transformation and could
not be applied to further reduce the running time for the diagonal-to-line problem.
Following that, Section 3.2 generalises the techniques created for the preceding bench-
mark case and introduces universal transformations with equivalent efficiency. Both the
O(n
√
n) and the O(n log n) approaches have been successfully generalised, obtaining uni-
versal transformations of worst-case running times O(n
√
n) in Section 3.2.1 and O(n log n)
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in Section 3.2.2, respectively. This is accomplished by surrounding the initial shape in a
square bounding box and then subdividing the box into square sub-boxes of appropriate




n is found to be adequate
for the first bound, O(n
√
n). We then use a successive doubling strategy for the O(n log n)
bound, this time through phases of increasing sub-box dimension, that is, a new partitioning
in each phase.
3.1 The Diagonal-To-Line transformation
As mentioned earlier, we identify the diagonal connected shape SD of order n (see Definition
9) as an initial potential worst-case shape to be transformed into a straight line SL. Our
goal is then to transform SD into SL in which the shape is allowed to break its connectivity
throughout transformations. We do this, because this problem seems to capture the worst-
case complexity of transformations in the line-pushing model. For example, SD can be
viewed as a staircase shape of stairs of length 1, which is much harder than the staircase
worst-case shape of [89] of stairs of length 2. Further, this particular diagonal shape consists
of the maximum number of n lines of length 1 across all connected shapes drawn on the
square grid.
Below, we demonstrate an O(n
√
n)-time strategy, called DL-Partitioning, to transform
the diagonal SD into a straight line SL without necessarily preserving the connectivity
during the transformation.
3.1.1 DL-Partitioning: An O(n
√
n)-time Transformation
This transformation solves DiagonalToLine as follows. Divide the diagonal into several
segments, as in Figure 3.1(a), each segment performs a trivial (inefficient, but enough for
our purposes) line formation by moving each node independently to its leftmost column
(Figure 3.1(b)). Hence, all segments are transformed into lines (Figure 3.1(c)). Now,
transfer each line segment all the way down to the bottommost row of the diagonal SD
(Figure 3.1(d)). Finally, turn the orientation of all line segments to form the target straight
line (Figure 3.1(e)).
More formally, let SD denote a diagonal of n nodes occupying (x, y), (x+1, y+1), . . . , (x+
n−1, y+n−1), such that x and y are the leftmost column and the bottommost row of SD,
respectively. Then, SD is divided into d
√
ne segments, l1, l2, . . . , ld√ne, each of length b
√
nc.







































y + n− 1
x x+
√





n− 1 x+ n− 1
(e)
Figure 3.1: (a) Divide the diagonal into
√
n segments of length
√
n each. (b) A closer view
of a single segment, where 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
√
n− 1 are the distances for the nodes to form a line
segment at the leftmost column. (c) Each line segment is transferred downwards to the
bottommost row of the shape in (d). (e) All line segments turned to fill in the bottommost
row, and hence, form the target straight line.
Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the case of integer
√
n. Without loss of generality, DL-Partitioning
consists of three phases:
• Phase 1: Transforms each diagonal segment l1, l2, . . . , l√n into a line segment. Notice




n nodes occupying positions (x + hk, y +
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n−1), for hk = n−k
√
n;
see Figure 3.1(b). Each of these nodes moves independently to the leftmost column
of lk, namely column x+hk, and occupy (x+hk, y+hk), (x+hk, y+hk +1), . . . , (x+
hk, y + hk +
√
n − 1). By the end of Phase 1,
√
n vertical line segments have been
created (Figure 3.1(c)).
• Phase 2: Transfers all
√
n line segments from Phase 1 down to the bottommost row
y. Observe that line segment lk has to move distance hk (see Figure 3.1(d)).
• Phase 3: Turns all
√
n line segments into the bottommost row y (Figure 3.1(e)) into
positions (x+ hk, y), (x+ hk + 1, y), . . . , (x+ hk +
√
n− 1, y).
Now, we are ready to analyse the running time of all phases of DL-Partitioning.
Theorem 2. DL-Partitioning solves the DiagonalToLine problem in O(n
√
n) moves.
Proof. In the first phase, the cost of the trivial line formation is the run of all distances for
d
√
ne nodes to be gathered at the leftmost column of a single segment lk. Observe that in
Figure 3.1(b), the d
√
ne nodes of lk have to move distances of ∆ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (
√
n − 1).
Therefore, the total run t1 of all distance of other
√
n−1 nodes in a single segment (except
the bottommost node lk which stays still), is:



















Multiplying (3.1) by d
√
ne implies the total distances T1 for all segments:








ne line segments move downwards the in phase 2 (except the one already there).
Thus, any line segment lk has to transfer a distance of n− k
√
n to reach the y bottommost
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The last phase basically turns (re-orientates) each line of d
√
ne nodes into the y bottommost
row of length n. Now, each line segments lk contributes a node at the bottommost row
y, therefore, we have d
√
ne nodes are sitting on row y, and the other n − d
√
ne nodes are
waiting to be pushed (turned) into the bottommost row of length n. By Lemmas 1 and 9,
the transformation fills in the bottommost row y, and each node turns within two moves
to reach y, implying a total T3 for all n− d
√
ne as follows:
T3 = 2 · (n− d
√






The sum of (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) gives the total cost T in moves for all phases,

















3.1.2 DL-Doubling: An O(n log n)-time Transformation
We now investigate another approach (called DL-Doubling) that solves DiagonalToLine
more efficiently in a total of O(n log n) moves. This algorithm achieves a better bound of
O(n log n) than the prior one in Section 3.1.1, which was O(n
√
n). The main idea is as
follows. The initial configuration can be viewed as n lines of length 1. We start (in phases)
to successively double the length of lines (while halving their number) by matching them
in pairs through shortest paths, until a single straight line remains. Let the lines existing
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in each phase be labelled 1, 2, 3, . . . from top-right to bottom-left. In each phase, we shall
distinguish two types of lines, free and stationary, which correspond to the odd (1, 3, 5, . . .)
and even (2, 4, 6, . . .) lines from top-right to bottom-left, respectively. In any phase, only
the free lines move, while the stationary stay still.
In particular, in phase i, every free line j moves via a shortest path to merge with the
next (top-right to bottom-left) stationary line j + 1. This operation merges two lines of
length k into a new line of length 2k residing at the column of the stationary line. In
general, at the beginning of every phase i, 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, there are n/2i−1 lines of length
2i−1 each. These are interchangeably free and stationary, starting from a free top-right one,
and at distance 2i−1 from each other. The minimum number of steps by which any free
line of length ki, 1 ≤ ki ≤ n/2 can be merged with the stationary next to it is roughly at
most 4ki = 4 · 2i (by two applications of turning of Lemma 1). By the end of phase i (as
well as the beginning of phase i+ 1), there will be n/2i lines of length 2i each, at distances
2i from each other. The total cost for phase i is obtained then by multiplying n/2i free
lines, each is paying at most 4 · 2i to merge with the next stationary, thus, a linear cost in
each one of log n phases in total. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration of DL-Doubling.
More formally, given an initial diagonal line SD of n nodes. Due to symmetry, it
is sufficient to show transformations occurring on one orientation. Initially, the set of
n/2 free nodes are on (x1, y1), (x3, y3), . . . , (xn−1, yn−1) while the n/2 stationary occupy
(x2, y2), (x4, y4), . . . , (xn, yn). In each phase i, 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, each line doubles and has
a length of 2i. In phase i = 1, all free lines of length 1 move a distance ∆ = 1 to
their left to occupy (x2, y1), (x4, y3), . . . , (xn, yn−1) and merge with the next following n/2
stationary lines. Hence, a total of n/2 vertical lines of length 2 are created with bottommost
nodes occupying (x2, y1), (x4, y3), . . . , (xn, yn−1), as depicted in the top of Figure 3.2. In
the second phase, those n/2 vertical lines are arranged into two sets, n/4 free and n/4
stationary lines interchangeably at distance ∆ = 22−1 = 2 from each other. Thus, all of
the free move a distance ∆ = 3 to form n/4 vertical lines of length 4 each. DL-Doubling
repeats this process log n to eventually end up with the final straight line SL of order n.
Observe that each free line goes through several turns in order to merge with the
next following stationary line. In particular, each free line performs the following: turn
its orientation, push one move to connect perpendicularly with the stationary and finally
turns orientation again where both form a double-length line. Lemma 1 states that during
any phase i, a free line of length ki, where 1 ≤ ki ≤ n/2, performs at most 4ki = 4 · 2i
moves to merge with closest stationary line. Thus, we give the following lemma.
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n/2 free lines of length 1
n/2 stationary lines of length 1
Each free line moves ∆ = 1 to join
the colsest stationary line at phase 1
n/4 free lines of of length 2
n/4 stationary lines of length 2
n/8 free lines of of length 4
n/8 stationary lines of of length 4
Each free line moves ∆ = 3 to
the colsest stationary line at phase 2
After (logn− 2) phases











Figure 3.2: The process of the O(n log n)-time DL-Doubling. Nodes reside inside the black
and grey cells.
Lemma 5. By the end of phase i, DL-Doubling takes at most O(n) moves to form n/2i
lines of length 2i each, where 1 ≤ i ≤ log n.
Proof. Given that in phase i each free line of length 2i−1 pays at most 4 · 2i−1 = 2i+1 − 3
















Thus, for each phase i, the bound of O(n) moves holds trivially and inductively.
Utilising Lemma 5, we can now formulate the following:
Theorem 3. DL-Doubling solves the DiagonalToLine problem in O(n log n) moves.
Proof. The goal line SL of length n increases exponentially in each of the log n phases
during the transformation. With that, the total running time T of this transformation is
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Then, plug 3.8 into 3.6, this yields,














= O(n log n).
Thus, it has been proved that DL-Doubling transforms SD of n nodes into SL in a total
of O(n log n) moves.
3.1.3 An O(n log n)-time Transformation Based on Recursion
An interesting observation for DiagonalToLine (i.e. without necessarily preserving con-
nectivity), is that the problem is essentially self-reducible. This means that any transforma-
tion for the problem can be applied to smaller parts of the diagonal, resulting in small lines,
and then trying to merge those lines into a single straight line. An immediate question is
then whether such recursive transformations can improve upon the O(n log n) best upper
bound established so far. The extreme application of this idea is to employ a full uniform
recursion (call it DL-Recursion), where SD is first partitioned into two diagonals of length
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n/2 each, and each of them is being transformed into a line of length n/2, by recursively
applying to them the same halving procedure. Finally, the top-right half has to pay in a
total of at most 4(n/2) = 2n to merge with the bottom-left half and form a single straight
line (and the same is being recursively performed by smaller lines).
More formally, consider a diagonal SD of n nodes where the bottom-left and top right
nodes occupy (x1, y1) and (xn, yn), respectively. Then, the goal is to collect all nodes at
the leftmost column, say xn. The collection can be arranged in a recursive way by creating
stop points (partitions) on SD in which each stop point always creates equal partitions of
the same length. This can be parametrised by nx for each partition, where 2 ≤ x ≤ n. For
example, if x = 2, we have a stop point that halves SD into 2 partitions of length dn2 e. As a
consequence, the first node on the top will stop at the middle of SD and wait for all nodes
to its right to gather at that point (column) and then continue directly to the gathering
(column) xn.
Now, let us repeat the same precess on each of the x partitions recursively, by considering
the partition as a diagonal of length roughly nx − 1, which is divided into x sub-partitions
each of length n
x2
roughly. Every recursion shrinks the partitions by a factor of 1x . For
example, in the x = 2 case, we halve the length of the partitions every time we subdivide,
therefore, we will end the recursion when it arrives at partitions of length 1, which will
happen after log n repetitions. That occurs similarly for the general x case by simply end
after logx n repetitions. For example, Figure 3.3 demonstrates this procedure.
1
n






































Next Partition After log n
n− 1
Figure 3.3: Shows all steps of subdividing the diagonal shape recursively by a factor of 1x ,
where x = 2.
Next, we draw an abstract underlying tree of the partitioning process to trace all neces-
sary computations required to travel from the diagonal SD into a bottommost left column
xn. Figure 3.4 presents the tree of n nodes and weighted edges indicate the minimum
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distances (shortest paths) ∆ between them. The abstract tree has a degree and depth
of log2 n, which is also the number of phases that are needed to chase the segmentation
recursively. Here, node n is the root of the tree occupies the target column at xn, and it
has log n child nodes n− 1, n− 2, n− 4, . . . , n2 of distances ∆ = 1, 2, 4, . . . ,
n
2 , respectively.
Now, the distance ∆ between a parent u and child node v defines two basic properties: 1)
the number of sub-child nodes (siblings) of v, namely each child node v gets log ∆(u, v)
sub-child nodes, and 2) the maximum cost by which a child node v requires to merge with
its parent u, and it is computed by (2∆+1 − 3) (a reader may consult Lemma 5 and The-




steps to join its parent node n in a distance of ∆ = n− n2 =
n
2 , and at the same time, this
tells us that this child node is also holding log n2 sub-child nodes. On the contrary, n − 1
node got no sub-child since log 1 = 0, so it is a leaf that requires (21+1 − 3) = 1 steps to




8 , . . . , 2.
Having said that, the implementation of any transformation strategy that solves the
above recursion problem can generally be reordered without affecting the cost, and each stop
point takes place in the reordered version. That is because the abstract tree representation
remains conveniently invariant (i.e. inherits the same cost) for any arrangement by which a
transformation can exploit to collect nodes into the target point (column or row). However,
this recursion proceeds in log n phases of cost , where in each phase i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ log n,
we upper bound a cost that the transformation A pays at most to move all nodes in each
phase (even though A may move them in an entirely different order). In phase 1, A works
on nodes 1, 3, 5, . . . , n − 1 to eventually align all of them; hence, no matter in what order
the nodes move, A performs at most O(n2 ) steps during the first phase.
In the second phase, (columns or rows) of nodes 2, 4, 6, . . . , (n − 2) are occupied by 2
nodes. Those pairs of nodes principally move at some point (even together or as part of
other nodes going through them) to its parent nodes (i.e. the next occupied column or
row), with paying a cost of (22+1 − 3) = 5 each. Repeat the same argument for the rest of
the phases, the upper bound now is based on the following observation: whenever k nodes,
where 1 ≤ k < n, all move as maximum as (2k+1 − 3) steps to merge with the next stop
point (parent node). In other words, suppose that k nodes are a line of k nodes, it walks
at most (2k+1 − 3) steps to form a line with the next occupied row or column.
Generally, we can say that at any phase i of any transformation A solves the recursion
problem, where 0 ≤ i ≤ log n, there is a node v with other 2i nodes occupying the same
column (row), where the distance between v and its parent u (the next occupied column














































Figure 3.4: The underlying tree representation of a recursive partitioning of a diagonal.
Edges are weighted by the minimum distance (∆) between nodes. See the text for more
explanation.
(row) is ∆(u, v) = 2i. Then, our purpose is to upper bound A’s cost for v to reach and
merge with u; therefore, v walks at most (2i+1 − 3) steps to form a line with u.
By analysing the running time of such a uniform recursion, we obtain that it is still
O(n log n), partially suggesting that recursive transformations might not be enough to
improve upon O(n log n) (also possibly because of an Ω(n log n) matching lower bound,
which is left as an open question). If we denote by Tk the total time needed to split and
merge lines of length k, then the recursion starts from 1 line incurring Tn and ends up with
n lines incurring T1. In particular, we analyse the recurrence relation:
Tn = 2 · Tn/2 + 2n = 2(2 · Tn/4 + n) + 2n = 4 · Tn/4 + 4n = 4(2 · Tn/8 + n/2) + 4n
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= 8Tn/8 + 6n = · · · = 2i · Tn/2i + 2i · n = · · · = 2logn · Tn/2logn + 2(log n)n.
Since T1 = 1, we get,
Tn = n · T1 + 2n(log n) = n+ 2n(log n)
= O(n log n).
To prove this, let us rewrite the recurrence as,
Tn = aTn/b + Θ(n
d), (3.9)




case 1: Θ(nd), if d > logb a;
case 2: Θ(nd log n), if d = logb a;
case 3: Θ(nlogb a), if d < logb a.
Recall that the recurrence runtime is,
Tn = 2Tn/2 + 2n.
Hence, we have a = 2 and b = 2 and thus logb a = log2 2 = 1. Since d = logb a = 1, we
can apply case 2 of the master method and conclude that Tn = O(n log n). Now, let us
drop the assumption (n is a power of two) and prove that Tn = O(n log n) for all n. In the
general case, the running time gets the following recurrence:
Tn = Tdn/2e + Tbn/2c + Θ(n).
By replacing aTn/b in 3.9 by a1Tdn/be + a2Tbn/bc, where a1, a2 ≥ 0 and a1 + a2 = a, then
the master theorem still holds, and hence the bound Tn = O(n log n) remains true for all
n. Finally, we give the following theorem,
Theorem 4. DL-Recursion transforms any diagonal SD of order n into a line SL in
O(n log n) moves.
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3.2 Universal Transformations
In this section, we develop universal transformations that transform any initial connected
shape SI into any target shape SF of the same order n exploiting line moves in which the
connectivity of the shape can be broken during the transformation. Due to reversibility
(Lemma 2), it is sufficient to show that any initial connected shape SI can be transformed
into a straight line (implying then that any pair of shapes can be transformed to each other
via the line and by reversing one of the two transformations).
3.2.1 U-Box-Partitioning: An O(n
√
n)-time Transformation
We present a universal transformation, called U-Box-Partitioning, that solves Univer-
salTransformation in O(n
√
n) moves. Observe that any initial connected shape SI
can be enclosed in an appropriately positioned n× n square (called a box ). Our universal
transformation is divided into three phases:




n sub-boxes (n in total in order to cover
the whole n× n box). In each sub-box move all nodes in it down towards the bottommost
row of that sub-box as follows. Start filling in the bottommost row from left to right, then
if there is no more space continue to the next row from left to right and so on until all nodes
in the sub-box have been exhausted (resulting in zero or more complete rows and at most
one incomplete row). Moving down is done via shortest paths (where in the worst case a
node has to move distance 2
√
n). This brute-force line formation is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Phase B: Choose one of the four length-n boundaries of the n × n box, say without
loss of generality the left boundary. This is where the straight line will be formed. Then,




Phase C: Turn all lines (possibly consisting of more than one line on top of each other),
by a procedure similar to that of Figure 3.1(e), to end up with a straight line of n nodes
on the left boundary.
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1. Occupied sub-box : Denoted by s and contains k nodes of SI , where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
2. Unoccupied sub-box : An empty sub-box (has no nodes).
Given that, we show some basic properties of occupied sub-boxes. Given an occupied
sub-box s of k nodes, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then the maximum number of lines which can
be formed inside s is at most d k√
n
e. As mentioned above, those k lines can be aligned
horizontally at bottommost rows or vertically at leftmost columns of the occupied sub-box
by a brute-force line formation in Figure 3.5. Hence, the following lemma gives an upper
bound on the number of sub-boxes that any initial connected shapeSI may occupy.
Lemma 6. A connected shape SI of order n occupies O(
√
n) sub-boxes.
Proof. By Corollary 1, any SI can occupy at most O(nd ) sub-boxes of dimension d. In this
case, U-Box-Partitioning divides the n×n square box into n×n sub-boxes of size d =
√
n,
with SI occupying no more than n√n = O(
√
n) sub-boxes.
Below, we prove the correctness and analyse the running time of phase A.




Proof. By Lemma 6, let SI be a connected shape of n nodes occupies
√




n each, and s ∈ SI be any occupied sub-box of k nodes, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then,
s performs a trivial line formation to collect all k nodes at its bottommost (or leftmost)
boundary. Consider the worst case of s having a node that occupies the top-right corner
and wants to gather at the bottom-left. It needs to move a distance of at most ∆ = 2
√
n
via shortest path to arrive at the bottom-left corner. Observe that s forms at least one
complete line of length
√
n or one incomplete of less than
√
n. Since SI is connected, there
must be at most
√





(complete or incomplete) living inside all of those occupied sub-boxes. With that, a line l of
w nodes, for all 1 ≤ l, w ≤
√
n, is formed within a total moves t that given by:








Finally, all of the
√
n lines ask for a total cost T1 of moves to complete the brute-force
line formation inside the occupied sub-boxes, which is computed by multiplying 3.10 by
√
n,




n · t =
√














Figure 3.5: An example of a brute-force line formation to collect all k nodes at bottommost
rows of a sub-box of size 6× 6 containing k = 11 nodes.
In phase B, set any (length-n) boundary of the n × n square box as the gathering
boundary of all lines that are formed in phase A. Then, the following lemma computes the
total moves of the gathering.




Proof. It follows from Lemmas 6 and 7. Let SI be a connected shape of order n enclosed by




n occupied sub-boxes of k nodes each, where
1 ≤ k ≤ n. By phase A, there are l lines, for all 1 ≤ l ≤
√
n, formed inside all
√
n occupied
sub-boxes. Without loss of generality, define the left border of the n×n box as the gathering
boundary for all those lines. The distance between any line inside an occupied sub-box and
the defined boundary is no longer than n−
√
n. Thus, each line moves a distance δ by at
most δ ≤ n−
√
n to arrive at the gathering boundary. Then, all lines l reach the left border
with a total cost T2 of at most:
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By the end of phase B, all
√
n lines have transferred and arrived at the length-n gather-
ing boundary, where each contributes a node to that boundary. By Lemma 9, in phase C,
all of those lines fill in the length-n border in order to form the goal straight line. Formally,
we give the following Lemma.
Lemma 9. Consider any length-n boundary and n nodes forming k lines, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
that are perpendicular to that boundary. Then, by line moves, the k lines require at most
O(n) moves to form a line of length n on that boundary. This implies that Phase C is
completed in O(n) moves.
Proof. In Figure 3.6, the lines {l1, l2, . . . , lk} of n nodes are connected perpendicularly the
dashed line which denotes the length-n gathering border, where 1 ≤ k ≤
√
n. The n nodes
are sufficient to completely fill up the border of length ∆ = n. Now, pick the first line l1 of
k1 nodes and start to push k1 into the topmost point of the boundary, until either 1) k1 are
exhausted, or 2) reaching the topmost point of the boundary and still have nodes waiting
to be pushed. In this case, l1 can easily begin to push the remaining of k1 downwards at
the boundary. Repeat the same strategy for all other lines shall fill in the length-n border
completely by n nodes.
Observe that each of the k lines contributes one node to length-n boundary and there
is still n − k nodes waiting to be pushed at that boundary. By an application of Lemma
1, each of the n− k nodes requires 2 moves to be included to the border. This means that
all n − k nodes must conduct a total of 2(n − k) moves in order to completely fill up the
border of length n. Thus, for all k lines of n nodes connected perpendicularly to a length-n
border, U-Box-Partitioning pushes the k lines of n nodes into the length-n border in a total
T3 of at most,




By Lemmas 6, 7 and 9, the following lemma state that any connected shape SI can
transform into a line SL in sub-quadratic moves.






Figure 3.6: The dashed line indicates the length-n gathering boundary of the n × n box,
whilst the bold black lines represent the k lines of n nodes.
Lemma 10. U-Box-Partitioning transforms any connected shape SI into a straight line SL
of the same order n, in O(n
√
n) moves.
Proof. The sum of 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 computes the overall moves T as follow:









which finally provides an upper bound O(n
√
n) of U-Box-Partitioning to transform any
arbitrary connected shape SI into a single straight line SL of the same number of nodes.
In conclusion, putting Lemma 10 and reversibility (Lemma 2) together implies that, for
any pair of connected shapes SI and SF of the same order, U-Box-Partitioning can be used
to transform SI into SF (and SF into SI) in O(n
√
n) moves. Then, we formally state that:
Theorem 5. U-Box-Partitioning solves UniversalTransformation in O(n
√
n) moves.
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3.2.2 U-Box-Doubling: An O(n log n)-time Transformation
We now introduce U-Box-Doubling, an alternative universal transformation that solves Uni-
versalTransformation more efficiently in O(n log n) moves, compared to the previous
one of O(n
√
n). This transformation has benefited from the strategies outlined in Sections
3.1.2 and 3.2.1. Refer to the dependency digram in Figure 1.5 for the development sequence
of the transformations.
Given a connected shape SI of order n, do the following. Enclose SI into an arbitrary
n× n square box that is completely containing SI (this is always possible). For simplicity,
we assume that n is a power of 2, but this assumption can be dropped. Proceed in log n
phases as follows: In every phase i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, partition the n×n box into 2i×2i
sub-boxes, disjoint and completely covering the n × n box. Assume that from any phase
i−1, any 2i−1×2i−1 sub-box is either empty or has its k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ 2i−1, bottommost
rows completely filled in with nodes, possibly followed by a single incomplete row on top
of them containing l, where 1 ≤ l < 2i−1, consecutive nodes that are left aligned on that
row. This case holds trivially for phase 1 and inductively for every phase. That is, in odd
phases, we assume that nodes fill in the leftmost columns of boxes in a symmetric way.
Every 2i × 2i sub-box (of phase i) consists of four 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes from phase i− 1,
each of which is either empty or occupied as described above.
The operation of Boundary-Filling is to fill in empty cells at a boundary of the 2i×2i sub-
box by nodes of lines that are aligned perpendicularly to that boundary. Due to symmetry,
we only show the left boundary case. That is, start filling in empty cells from the leftmost
column bottom-top and continuing to the right, by exploiting a linear procedure similar
to that of Figure 2.6 (and of nice shapes). Without loss of generality, fill in the leftmost
column until the row is exhausted or the column is being completely occupied, in this case,
start filling in the next column to the right (see Figure 3.7(b)). If an incomplete column
remains in the top left 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-box, push the nodes in it to the bottom of that
column.
Consider the case where i is odd, thus, the nodes in the 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes are
bottom aligned. For every 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-box, move each line from the previous phase
that resides in the sub-box to the left as many moves as required until that row contains a
single line of consecutive nodes, starting from the left boundary of the sub-box, as shown
in Figure 3.7(a). Then, perform Boundary-Filling on the left boundary the 2i × 2i sub-
box, as in Figure 3.7(b). The case of even i is symmetric, the only difference being that
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(a) Pushing left in each 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-box
of the 2i × 2i sub-box.
(b) The operation of Boundary-Filling on the
left boarder of the 2i × 2i sub-box.
Figure 3.7: An example of the transformations during phase i.
the arrangement guarantee from i − 1 is left alignment on the columns of the 2i−1 × 2i−1
sub-boxes and the result will be bottom alignment on the rows of the 2i × 2i sub-boxes of
the current phase. This completes the description of the transformation. We first prove
correctness:
Lemma 11. Starting from any connected shape SI of order n, U-Box-Doubling forms by
the end of phase log n a line of length n.
Proof. In phase log n, the procedure partitions into a single box, which is the whole original
n × n box. Independently of whether gathering will be on the leftmost column or on the
bottommost row of the box, as all n nodes are contained in it, the outcome will be a single
line of length n, vertical or horizontal, respectively.
Lemma 12. In every phase i, the ‘super-shape’ formed by the occupied 2i× 2i sub-boxes is
connected.
Proof. By induction on the phase number i. For the base of the induction, observe that for
i = 0 it holds trivially because the initial SI is a connected shape. Assuming that it holds
for phase i − 1, we shall now prove that it must also hold for phase i. By the inductive
assumption, the occupied 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes form a connected super-shape. Observe
that, by the way the original n× n box is being repetitively partitioned, any box contains
complete sub-boxes from previous phases, that is, no sub-box is ever split into more than
one box of future phases. Additionally, observe that a sub-box is occupied iff any of its
own sub-boxes (of any size) had ever been occupied, because nodes cannot be transferred
between 2i × 2i sub-boxes before phase i + 1. Assume now, for the sake of contradiction,
that the super-shape formed by 2i × 2i sub-boxes is disconnected. This means that there
exists a “cut” of unoccupied 2i × 2i sub-boxes as in Figure 3.8.
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a cut of unoccupied 2i × 2i sub-boxes
occupied 2i × 2i sub-boxes
Figure 3.8: An example of a ‘cut’ of unoccupied 2i × 2i sub-boxes.
Replacing everything by 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes, yields that this must also be a cut of
2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes, because a node cannot have transferred between 2i × 2i sub-boxes
before phase i + 1. But this contradicts the assumption that 2i−1 × 2i−1 sub-boxes form
a connected super-shape. Therefore, it must hold that the 2i × 2i sub-boxes super-shape
must have been connected.
Next, we give an upper bound on the number of occupied sub-boxes in a phase i.
Lemma 13. Given that U-Box-Doubling starts from a connected shape SI of order n, the
number of occupied sub-boxes in any phase i is O( n
2i
).
Proof. First, observe that a 2i × 2i sub-box of phase i is occupied in that phase iff SI
was originally going through that sub-box. This follows from the fact that nodes are not
transferred by this transformation between 2i× 2i sub-boxes before phase i+ 1. Therefore,
the 2i × 2i sub-boxes occupied in (any) phase i are exactly the 2i × 2i sub-boxes that the
original shape SI would have occupied, thus, it is sufficient to upper bound the number of
2i × 2i sub-boxes that a connected shape of order n can occupy. Or equivalently, we shall
lower bound the number Nk of nodes needed to occupy k sub-boxes.
In order to simplify the argument, whenever SI occupies another unoccupied sub-box,
we will award it a constant number of additional occupations for free and only calculate
the additional distance (in nodes) that the shape has to cover in order to reach another
unoccupied sub-box. In particular, pick any node of SI and consider as freely occupied that
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sub-box and the 8 sub-boxes surrounding it, as depicted in Figure 3.9(a). Giving sub-boxes
for free can only help the shape, therefore, any lower bound established including the free
sub-boxes will also hold for shapes that do not have them (thus, for the original problem).
Given that free boxes are surrounding the current node, in order for SI to occupy
another sub-box, at least one surrounding 2i × 2i sub-box must be exited. This requires
covering a distance of at least 2i, through a connected path of nodes. Once this happens,
SI has just crossed the boundary between an occupied sub-box and an unoccupied sub-
box. Subsequently, it has just crossed the boundary between an occupied sub-box and an
unoccupied sub-box. Then, by giving it for free at most 5 more unoccupied sub-boxes, SI
has to pay another 2i nodes to occupy another unoccupied sub-box; see Figure 3.9(b). We
then continue applying this 5-for-free strategy until all n nodes have been used.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: (a) A node of shape SI in red and the occupied sub-boxes that we give for free
to the shape. (b) The node just exited the sub-box with arrow entering an unoccupied
sub-box. By giving the 5 horizontally dashed sub-boxes for free, a distance of at least 2i
has to be travelled in order to reach another unoccupied sub-box.
To sum up, the shape has been given 8 sub-boxes for free, and then for every sub-box
covered it has to pay 2i and gets 5 sub-boxes. Thus, to occupy k = 8 + l · 5 sub-boxes, at
least l · 2i nodes are needed, that is,
Nk ≥ l · 2i. (3.15)
But, that leads to
k = 8 + l · 5⇒ l = k − 8
5
. (3.16)
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But shape SI has order n, which means that the number of nodes available is upper bounded
by n, i.e. Nk ≤ n, which gives:
k − 8
5
· 2i ≤ Nk ≤ n⇒
k − 8
5











We conclude that the number of 2i×2i sub-boxes that can be occupied by a connected shape
SI , and, thus, also the number of 2i × 2i sub-boxes that are occupied by U-Box-Doubling
in phase i, is at most 5(n/2i) + 8 = O(n/2i).
As a corollary of this, we obtain:
Corollary 1. Given a uniform partitioning of n×n square box containing a connected shape
SI of order n into d× d sub-boxes, it holds that SI can occupy at most O(nd ) sub-boxes.
We are now ready to analyse the running time of U-Box-Doubling.
Lemma 14. Starting from any connected shape of n nodes, U-Box-Doubling performs
O(n log n) moves during its course.
Proof. We prove this by showing that in every phase i, 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, the transformation
performs at most a linear number of moves. We partition the occupied 2i × 2i sub-boxes
into two disjoint sets, B1 and B0, where sub-boxes in B1 have at least 1 complete line (from
the previous phase), i.e. a line of length 2i−1, and sub-boxes in B0 have 1 to 4 incomplete
lines, i.e. lines of length between 1 and 2i−1 − 1. For B1, we have that |B1| ≤ n/2i−1. In
each phase, we may have horizontal or vertical lines that need to be aligned to the left or
bottom boundary of their 2i × 2i sub-box, respectively, depending on the parity of i. As
the two cases are symmetric, without loss of generality we only show horizontal lines which
are moving to their left. Hence, for every complete line, we pay at most 2i−1 to transfer it
left. As there are at most n/2i−1 such complete lines in phase i, the total cost for this is
at most 2i · (n/2i−1) = n.
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Each sub-box in B1 may also have at most 4 incomplete lines from the previous phase,
as in Figure 3.7 left, where at most two of them may have to pay a maximum of 2i−1 to
be transferred left (as the other two are already aligned). As there are at most n/2i−1
sub-boxes in B1, the total cost for this is at most 2 · 2i−1 · (n/2i−1) = 2n. Therefore, the
total cost for pushing all lines towards the required border in B1 sub-boxes is at most:
n+ 2n = 3n. (3.18)
For B0, we have (by Lemma 13) that the total number of occupied sub-boxes in phase i
is at most 5(n/2i) + 8, therefore, |B0| ≤ 5(n/2i) + 8 (taking into account also the worst
case where every occupied sub-box may be of type B0). There is again a maximum of 2
incomplete lines per such sub-box that need to be transferred a distance of at most 2i−1,







= 5n+ 8 · 2i ≤ 13n. (3.19)
By paying the above costs, all occupied sub-boxes have their lines aligned to the left, and
the final task of the transformation for this phase is to apply a linear procedure in order to
fill in the left boundary of the 2i × 2i sub-box. This procedure costs at most 2k for every
k nodes aligned as above, in a total of at most (2n − 2) steps (see Lemma 1). As there is
an additional cost of 2i−1 for an incomplete line to be transferred into the bottom left, as
shown in Figure 3.6, the total cost for this phase is at most:
2n− 2 + (2i−1) ≤ 3n. (3.20)
This completes the operation of U-Box-Doubling for phase i. Putting (3.18), (3.19), and
(3.20) together, we obtain that the total cost Ti, in moves, for phase i is,
Ti ≤ 3n+ 13n+ 3n = 19n.
As there is a total of log n phases, we conclude that the total cost T of the transformation
is,
T ≤ 19n · log n
= O(n log n).
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Finally, together Lemma 11, Lemma 14, and reversibility (Lemma 2) imply that; for any
pair of connected shapes SI and SF of the same order n, transformation U-Box-Doubling
can be used to transform SI into SF (and SF into SI) in O(n log n) moves. Then, we
formally state:




The connectivity-preservation condition is crucial in many robotic systems, see for example
[42]. It is a desired feature for any resilient transformation that aims to improve the reliabil-
ity of communication in different types of networks. Furthermore, maintaining connectivity
among all robots is vital for practical applications that regularly require energy for data
transmission and the execution of various locomotion mechanisms. Although this is often a
desirable condition in distributed systems, we study it first in the context of global knowl-
edge within our centralised framework. This is because distributed are model-dependent (in
terms of, for example, knowledge and communication), whereas centralised systems demon-
strate what is theoretically feasible and probably help to come up with different techniques
that may be applicable to the distributed algorithms. The majority of the connectivity
solutions presented in this chapter aided in the design of distributed transformations later
in Chapter 5.
This chapter investigates the case where the transformations are more constrained and
must preserve the shape’s connectivity during its execution. To this end, we present solu-
tions that provably ensure that the corresponding graphs of all intermediate configurations
are connected throughout the transformations.
We start our investigation with the potentially hard-case of transforming the diagonal
line shape into a straight line in Section 4.1. First, we solve this problem by presenting an
O(n
√
n)-time transformation called DLC-Folding in Section 4.1.1. This approach divides
the diagonal into
√
n segments of length
√
n each and proceeds in
√
n phases. In each
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phase, it folds the segments sequentially in a top-down order via two main operations, turn
and push. In the final phase, the algorithm forms a square shape, which can be transformed
fast into a line. Thus, this transformation (folding) preserves connectivity and takes total
time O(n
√
n). Next, in Section 4.1.2, we provide another O(n
√
n)-time transformation
called DLC-Extending, which also maintains connectivity during the transformation using a
different technique. This approach begins at a topmost
√
n-length segment of the diagonal,
then extends and doubles its size through an implementation of two primitives, turn and
push until arriving at the target straight line of length n.
Going a step further in Section 4.2, we manage to reduce the running time and presented
very fast connectivity-preserving transformations for the case in which the associated graphs
of the initial and goal shapes contains to a Hamiltonian line. Our transformations, in
particular, perform O(n log n) moves, which is asymptotically equivalent to the best known
running time of connectivity-breaking transformations shown in the previous chapter. It
is called Walk-Through-Path and proceeds in log n phases. In each phase i, this procedure
transforms a terminal 2i nodes on the Hamiltonian path into a straight line whose length
is doubled as follows. First, a respective line of length 2i−1 from the previous phase i− 1 is
identified. Afterwards, a feasible transformation path is computed via a specific operation
called LineWalk. Once having that transformation path, the respective line (of length 2i−1)
pushes to its destination. This line is then merged recursively with the remaining nodes in
that phase to form a new line of length 2i.
The last section in this chapter, Section 4.3, demonstrates our most general algorithm
which is a connectivity-preserving universal transformation that can transform any pair
of connected shapes of the same order to each other within subquadratic time, namely,
through a sequence of at most O(n
√
n) moves. This algorithm encloses the initial shape,
which is represented by a spanning tree T , into a square box of size n and spilites it into
sub-boxes of size
√
n, each of which contains at least one sub-tree of T . It then compresses
the nodes in a sub-box into a neighbouring sub-box towards a parent sub-tree by shifting
lines in a way that does not break connectivity. A final compressed square configuration is
achieved by carefully repeating this technique. The latter is a type of Central Line shapes
(or nice shapes), defined in Section 2.1.1, which can be fast transformed into a straight line
in linear time. By the reversibility of our model, we then analyse this strategy based on
the number of charging phases, which turns out to be
√
n each with at most n moves, for
a total of O(n
√
n) moves.
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4.1 The Diagonal-To-Line transformation
In this section, we present two shape transformations that can reconfigure the diagonal
connected shape SD into a straight line SL while preserving connectivity during transfor-
mations. Recall that we focus on this apparently hard instance due to several special
properties that cannot be found in other connected shapes. For example, each single node
of SD occupies a unique x- and y- axis, forming an initial shape of n lines of length 1.
This gives the O(n2) individual node distance between SD and SL. Below, we provide two
O(n
√
n)-time transformations, DLC-Folding and DLC-Extending, that preserve connectiv-











Figure 4.1: A diagonal line of 25 nodes.
4.1.1 Folding: An O(n
√
n)-time Transformation
Consider an SD of n nodes occupying (x, y), (x+ 1, y + 1), . . . , (x+ n− 1, y + n− 1), such
as the diagonal line of 25 nodes depicted in Figure 4.1. Below, we give an O(n
√
n)-time
transformation to transform SD into SL by exploiting the line-pushing mechanism, while
preserving connectivity of the shape throughout transformations.
This strategy divides SD into
√
n segments each of length
√
n and proceeds in
√
n
phases. Informally, DLC-Folding performs two different operations, turn and push to fold
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the diagonal segments in every phase as follows: turn diagonals into straight lines, push
them a distance of
√
n towards the following diagonal segment and then inversely turn the
lines again into diagonals. Figure 4.2 shows the transformations in the first phase where it
folds the top segment of SD. This transformation keeps folding segments above each other,
until arriving at the bottom segment. By the end of the final phase, DLC-Folding forms
a Central line shape (nice shape), which can then be trivially transformed into a line (see



















Figure 4.2: Folding the top segment of the diagonal line.
Turn TurnPush
Base point p1
Figure 4.3: The first phase of folding.
TurnPushBase point p2 Turn
Figure 4.4: The second phase of folding.
More formally, let SD denote a diagonal of n nodes, where (x, y) is the left bottom point
of SD. Then, SD is divided into
√
n segments, l1, l2, . . . ,
√
n, each of which has a length of
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TurnPushTurn
Base point p3
Figure 4.5: The third phase of folding.
TurnPushTurn
Base point p4
Figure 4.6: The fourth phase of folding. The resulting connected shape in the far right is
a nice shape.
√
n, where l1 and l√n are the top and bottom segments of SD, respectively. Each segment lk,









where i = x+ hk and j = y + hk, for hk = n− k
√
n. Here, lk has a base point bk = (i, j),
which is the bottommost node of lk.
Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to demonstrate one orientation. The top segment l1
folds around b1 in the first phase as follows: (1) Turn all
√
n nodes into the bottommost row





into (i, j), (i+1, j), . . . , (i+
√
n−1, j). Thus, a horizontal line of length
√
n is formed whose
base point b1 keeps place at (i, j). Then, (2) Push l1 a distance of
√
n towards the leftmost
column y of SD to occupy (i−
√
n, j), (i+ 1−
√




n, j). Next, (3)
perform an inverse operation of (1) which converts the line l1 into a diagonal again to stay








n + 2), . . . , (i +
√
n − 1 −
√
n, j) (except the base point b1 which stays still in place, at
(i−
√
n, j)). By the end of this phase, two parallel diagonal segments l1 and l2 (shown in
Figure 4.2) were formed as components of a new connected shape defined below.
Definition 13. A Ladle is a connected shape of order n consisting of two parts, D and S.
For a given phase k, where 2 ≤ k ≤ d
√
ne, we have Ladlek = Dk +Sk, where both parts are
connected via a base point bk = (i, j), such that:
- Dk, is a diagonal containing n− k
√
n+ 1 nodes occupying (x, y), (x+ 1, y+ 1), . . . , (i, j),
such that (x, y) are the left bottom point of Ladlek, where
√
n < i = j < n −
√
n + 1. Dk
is connected to Sk via (i, j).
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lines. Sk is connected to Dk via its bottommost node at (i, j).


















n − 1, j +
√
n − 1)
Figure 4.7: A Ladle shape in phase k, where j′ = j + k − 1.
Figure 4.7 shows an example of Ladle shape in phase k. Now, the following lemmas
prove correctness of DLC-Folding :
Lemma 15. Let SD be a diagonal of order n partitioned into d
√
ne segments l1, l2, ..., l√n.
By the end of the first phase, DLC-Folding converts SD into a Ladle.
Proof. Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to show the implementation on the top segment
of SD. The first phase formed (1) a diagonal part occupies (x, y), (x + 1, y + 2), . . . , (x +
n −
√
n − 1, y + n −
√
n − 1) and (2) two parallel diagonal segments of 2
√
n nodes where
both are connected via the base point (x + n −
√
n − 1, y + n −
√
n − 1). Observe that
this point is the topmost node of the diagonal part and the bottommost of the two parallel
diagonal segments while the rest nodes are making a single diagonal line. Thus, this new
shape meets all conditions of a Ladle mentioned in Definition 13.
Lemma 16. Given a Ladle of n nodes in phase k, where 1 < k ≤
√
n. Then, DLC-Folding
increases the size of Sk by
√
n and decreases the length of Dk by
√
n in phase k + 1.
Proof. The size of the Ladle = |n| must be the same each phase and at all times. In phase
k, a Ladlek consists of two parts, Dk = |n − k
√
n + 1| and Sk = |k
√
n| connected via a
common node (i, j) (see Definition 13). Now, we want to fold the Sk section, which has k
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segments of length
√
n placed diagonally on top of each other. Without loss of generality,
transfer all
√
n vertical lines downward to the bottommost row i of Sk, which must form k
horizontal lines by entirely filling up the k bottom rows of Sk. As a result, the horizontal
lines form a rectangle, as seen in Figure 4.8(a), which can be pushed
√
n distance to the
left, as shown in Figure 4.8(b). Hence, the strategy turns these lines inversely above the
next diagonal segment (except the rightmost one), as depicted in Figure 4.8(c). By the end
of phase k + 1, a new Ladle has been created, consisting of Dk+1 = |n − (k − 1)
√
n + 1|
and Sk+1 = |(k+ 1)
√





in phase k+ 1, the size of Sk+1 increased by
√
n nodes, while the length of Dk+1 decreased
by
√
n. Thus, for any phase k, where 1 < k ≤
√
n, this holds trivially and inductively.
Next, we prove that DLC-Folding transforms SD into a Central Line (nice) shape within√
n phases.
Lemma 17. DLC-Folding converts SD into a Central Line shape through
√
n phases.
Proof. From Lemma 15, by phase k = 2, SD converts into a Ladle2 of D2 = |n− 2
√
n+ 1|
and S2 = |2
√
n|. Then, according to Lemma 16, by the final phase k =
√
n, D√n = φ
is exhausted, whereas the parallelogram part acquires all n nodes, S√n = |n|. Hence, the




n lines, which is a Central Line shape.
Let us now analyse the running time of DLC-Folding.
Lemma 18. Given a diagonal SD of order n partitioned into
√
n segments, DLC-Folding
folds the topmost (bottommost) segment in O(n) moves.
Proof. By a brute-force line formation of the first phase, the top (bottom) segment of SD
of length
√
n becomes a line (similar of Figure 3.1(b)), which is trivially computed by:














The line then pushes at most
√
n moves before turning inversely into a diagonal at the
same cost of (n −
√
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(i − 1, j′)
(i − 1, j − 1)
√ n
Base point bk+1
Sk+1 = (k + 1)
√
n




Figure 4.8: Folding a Ladlek over phase k, where j′ = j + k− 1. See Lemma 16 for further
explanation.
= O(n).
Lemma 19. By the end of phase k, for all 1 < k ≤
√
n, DLC-Folding takes at most O(n)
moves to transform Ladlek into Ladlek+1.
Proof. During phase k, all
√
n lines of Sk = |k
√
n| convert into k lines within a total run
of moves by at most:
1 + 2 + ...+ (
√
n− 1) = O(n). (4.1)
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Now, those k lines push a distance of
√
n in a total of at most:
k
√
n = O(n), (4.2)
moves. Then, the
√
n lines turn diagonally above the following segment incurring the same

























This holds trivially from phase 2 and inductively for every phase k, where 1 < k ≤
√
n.
Altogether, Proposition 3 and Lemmas 18 and 19 imply that,
Theorem 7. DLC-Folding solves DiagonalToLineConnected in O(n
√
n) moves.







Now, by Lemma 19, the total running time for all k phases, 1 < k ≤
√









































Sum the cost of the first phase in (4.5) to the remaining phases (4.6) to obtain the total
cost of moves T3 for this transformation as follows:
T3 = T1 + T2























Since the resulting shape of DLC-Folding is a Central Line (nice) shape, which can be
transformed into a line SL in O(n) moves (see Proposition 3), therefore, the overall cost T
required to transform SD into SL, is bounded by:




4.1.2 Extending: An O(n
√
n)-time Transformation
DLC-Extending is another approach for transforming the diagonal SD into a straight line SL
in O(n
√
n) moves that preserves connectivity throughout transformations. This algorithm
may not have an advantage over the above, though it has influenced the development of
the following Hamiltonian transformations in Section 4.2 (recall the dependency digram
in Figure 1.5). Thus, we devote a separate section to present this transformation in more
details.
Using a similar partitioning of SD into
√
n segments, this strategy performs two primi-
tives, turn and push in each of the
√
n phases. In each phase k, 1 ≤ k ≤
√
n, the extension
is implemented as follows: (1) Turn: a diagonal segment lk of SD transforms into a line by a
brute-force line formation. (2) Push: the line formed in (1) pushes towards the other end of
the SD, extending the k-length target straight line by
√
n. Repeat this in each phase shall
arrive at the ultimate straight line SL of length n. Figure 4.9 shows an implementation of
DLC-Extending on a diagonal of 25 nodes.
More formally, consider an initial diagonal SD of n nodes partitioned as in DLC-Folding
(see Section 4.1.1). For the sake of simplicity, we only examine converting from the topmost




n− 1), where i =
x+hk and j = y+hk, for hk = n−k
√
n. Analogously, this corresponds to the bottommost
section. Initially, the diagonal l1 performs a brute-force line formation to turn into a line, i.e.
collect all nodes to occupy the leftmost columns of l1 on (i, j), (i, j+ 1), . . . , (i, j+
√
n− 1).
Due to symmetry, the same transformation holds to collect them at the bottommost row.





Figure 4.9: An implementation of DLC-Extending on a diagonal of 25 nodes.
Then, the line l1 pushes
√
n moves to positions (i, j−
√
n), (i, j+ 1−
√





n). Figure 4.10 demonstrates the first phase.
In the second phase, the next diagonal segment l2 turns into a line to occupy a position
where both l1 and l2 are connected perpendicularly via (i, j −
√
n), as depicted in Figure
4.11). Hence, l1 changes its direction to be in line with l2 and both merge into a single
straight line of length 2
√
n. This creates a specific connected shape, called Tshape and
defined as follows:
Definition 14. A Tshape is a connected shape of order n consisting of two parts, D and
S. Both are connected via a common intersection point (i, j). In phase k, 1 < k <
√
n,
T kshape = Dk + Sk is defined as follows:
• Dk is a diagonal line containing n − k
√
n + 1 nodes occupying (x, y), (x + 1, y +
1), . . . , (i, j), where x and y are the leftmost column and the bottommost row of T kshape,
























































Figure 4.11: Two primitives, turn and push, during the second phase.
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respectively, for all
√
n < i = j < n−
√
n+ 1.
• Sk is a horizontal or vertical line of length k
√
n nodes occupying (i−
√
n− 1, j), (i+
1−
√
n− 1, j), . . . , (i′, j) or (i, j−
√
n− 1), (i, j+ 1−
√
n− 1), . . . , (i, j′), respectively,
where i′ = i+ k
√
n− 1 and j′ = j + k
√
n− 1
Figure 4.12 shows an example of T kshape = Dk + Sk in phase k. Now, we prove the


















n − 1, j)
(i, j)
(i + k −
√
n − 1, j)
intersection point =
Figure 4.12: A Tshape in phase k.
Lemma 20. Let SD be a diagonal of order n partitioned into d
√
ne segments l1, l2, ..., l√n.
By the end of the second phase, DLC-Extending converts SD into a Tshape.
Proof. Applying the two main primitives, turn and push, sequentially on the two topmost
segments, l1 and l2, shall form two connected components: (1) A diagonal at (x, y), (x+1, y+
1), . . . , (i, j), where i = x+n−2
√
n−2 and j = y+n−2
√
n−2. (2) A horizontal or vertical
line of length 2
√
n occupying (i− 2
√
n, j), . . . , (i+ 2
√
n, j) or (i, j− 2
√
n), . . . , (i, j+ 2
√
n).
Both (1) and (2) intersect at (i, j) and meet Definition 14.
The following lemma demonstrates that the two primitives of DLC-Extending hold for
any phase k, for all 2 ≤ k <
√
n.
Lemma 21. Given a T kshape of n nodes in phase k, for all 2 ≤ k <
√
n. Then, DLC-
Extending transforms T kshape into T
k+1
shape in phase k + 1.
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Proof. By Definition 14, assume Sk is horizontal in phase k (this is sufficient as the vertical
holds due to symmetry). First, the topmost diagonal segment of Dk turns into a line of
√
n








n+1), . . . , (i−
√
n + 1, j − 1). Thus, the shape’s connectivity is still preserved, and the new constructed
line is now perpendicular with Sk. Next, the line segment Sk pushes towards the new line
vertically by a length of
√









a new connected shape in phase k + 1 is now consisting of Dk+1 of length n − (k − 1)
√
n
and Sk+1 of length (k + 1)
√
n, where both intersect at a common point (i−
√
n− 1, j); as
shown in Figure 4.13. Finally, we derive that DLC-Extending decreases the length of Dk+1
by
√
n and increases the length of Sk+1 by
√

































































Figure 4.13: An implementation of DLC-Extending on T kshape during phase k.
By the end of the final phase
√
n, the following lemma shows that DLC-Extending forms
a straight line SL of n nodes.
Lemma 22. DLC-Extending transforms SD into a straight line SL by the end of phase
√
n.
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Proof. By Lemmas 20 and 21, the end of phase
√














































n and |S√n−1| = n−
√
n. Therefore, DLC-Extending forms the straight
line SL, via turn and push, by the end of the finial phase
√
n.
To sum up, the following theorem states that, given any diagonal of n nodes, this
transformation solves the DiagonalToLineConnected problem within O(n
√
n) moves.




Proof. By Lemmas 20, 21 and 22, DLC-Extending performs transformations using the two
main primitives, turn and push, throughout a total of
√
n phases. The brute-force line
formation of ‘turn’ on a single diagonal segment costs a number of moves t1 given by:


















With that, multiply 4.8 by d
√



















Then, the cost of the push primitive increases gradually every phase k by a factor of d
√
ne,
for all 1 ≤ k ≤
√
n. Thus, in phase k, it costs a total number of moves t2 that asymptotically
bounded by (see Lemma 1):
t2 = 2k. (4.10)
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Finally, putting 4.9 and 4.11 together, we conclude that DLC-Extending takes a total cost
of moves T given by,












4.2 Walk-Through-Path: An O(n log n)-time Hamiltonian shapes
transformation
In this section, we build upon the above strategies aiming to design a very efficient and
general transformation that are additionally able to keep the shape connected throughout
their course. We present Walk-Through-Path, an O(n log n)-time transformation for the
HamiltonianConnected problem that works for any pairings shapes (SI , SF ) ∈ H of
the same order and belong to the family of Hamiltonian shapes denoted H (see Definition
11). Recall that a Hamiltonian shape is any connected shape S whose associated graph
G(S) contains a Hamiltonian path (consult also [84] for Hamiltonian paths). In the con-
tinuous setting, a natural analogue of Hamiltonian paths is space-filling curves [104] (e.g.
Hilbert curve), referring to a curve which covers the entire two-dimensional square (or n-
dimensional in general).
Our transformation starts from one endpoint of the Hamiltonian path of SI and ap-
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plies a recursive successive doubling technique to transform SI into a straight line SL in
O(n log n) time. By replacing SI with SF in Walk-Through-Path and reversing the resulting
transformation, one can then go from SI to SF in the same asymptotic time.
4.2.1 Transforming diagonal shape into line shape
We first demonstrate the core recursive technique of this strategy in a special case which
is sufficiently sparse to allow local reconfigurations without the risk of affecting the con-
nectivity of the rest of the shape. In this special case, SI is a diagonal of any order and
observe that SI , SF ∈ H holds for this case. We then generalise this recursive technique
to work for any SI ∈ H and add to it the necessary sub-procedures that can perform local
reconfiguration in any area (independently of how dense it is), while ensuring that global
connectivity is always preserved.
Let SI be a diagonal of n nodes un, un−1, . . . , u1, occupying cells (x, y), (x + 1, y +
1), . . . , (x + n − 1, y + n − 1), respectively. Assume for simplicity of exposition that n is
a power of 2; this can be dropped later. As argued above, it is sufficient to show how SI
can be transformed into a straight line SL. In phase i = 0, the top node u1 moves one
position to align with u2 and form a line L1 of length 2, as depicted in Figure 4.14(a). Next
phase, L1 moves and turns to align with u4, then repeat whatever done in phase i = 0
again on nodes u3 and u4 (where both form a diagonal segment D2 to create a line L′1, and
then combine the two perpendicular lines L1 and L′1 into a line L2 of length 4, as shown in
Figure 4.14(b).
In any phase i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, a line Li occupies 2i consecutive cells in a terminal
subset of SI (see an example in Figure 4.15(a)). Li moves through a shortest path towards
the far endpoint of the next diagonal segmentDi of length 2i (Figure 4.15(b)). Note that for
general shapes, this move shall be replaced by a more general Line-Walk operation (defined
in the sequel). By a recursive call on Di, Di transforms into a line L′i (Figure 4.15(c)).
Finally, the two perpendicular lines Li and L′i are combined in linear time into a straight
line Li+1 of length 2i+1 (Figure 4.15(d)). Observe that connectivity might be broken as L′i
moving up and Li pushing left in Figure 4.15(d); hence, this case can be resolved in many
ways, such as Figure 2.9 in Proposition 4. By the end of phase log n, a straight line SL of
order n has been formed.


















Figure 4.14: First and second phase of Walk-Through-Path transformation on the diagonal
shape.
4.2.2 Transforming Hamiltonian shapes into a straight line
A core technical challenge in making the above transformation work in the general case, is
that Hamiltonian shapes do not necessarily provide free space, thus, moving a line has to
take place through the remaining configuration of nodes while at the same time ensuring
that it does not break their and its own connectivity. In the more general LineWalk op-
eration that we now describe, we manage to overcome this by exploiting transparency of
line moves, according to which a line L can transparently walk through any configuration
S (independently of the latter’s density); see Proposition 4.
LineWalk. At the beginning of any phase i, there is a terminal straight line Li of
length 2i containing the nodes v1, . . . , v2i , which is connected to an Si ⊆ SI , such that Si
consists of the 2i subsequent nodes, that is v2i+1, . . . , v2i+1 . Observe that Si is the next
terminal sub-path of the remaining Hamiltonian path of SI . We distinguish the following
cases:
(1) If Li and Si are already forming a straight line, then go to phase i+ 1.
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Li
D i
(a) A line Li and a diagonal segment
Di both of length 2i
Li
(b) Li moves through a shortest path








(d) A line Li+1 of length 2i+1 formed
by combining Li and L′i.
Figure 4.15: A snapshot of phase i of HamiltonianToLine transformation applied on a diag-
onal line shape. Light grey cells represent the ending positions of the corresponding moves
depicted in each sub-figure.
(2) If Si is a line perpendicular to Li, then combine them into a straight line by pushing
Li to extend Si and go to phase i+ 1.
(3) Otherwise, check if the (Manhattan) distance between v2i and v2i+1 is δ(v2i , v2i+1) ≤
2i, then Li moves from v2i = (x, y) vertically or horizontally towards either node
(x, y′) or (x′, y) in which Li turns and keeps moving to v2i+1 = (x′, y′) on the other
side of Si.
(4) If not, Li must first pass through a middle node of Si at v2i+2i−1 = (x′′, y′′), therefore
Li repeats (3) twice, from v2i to v2i+2i−1 and then towards v2i+1 .
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Note that cases (3) and (4) ensure that Li is not disconnected from the rest of the shape.
Moreover, moving Li must be performed in a way that respects transparency (Proposition
4), so that connectivity of the remaining shape is always preserved and its configuration is
restored to its original state. These details are described later in this section.
Algorithm 1, HamiltonianToLine, gives a general strategy to transform any Hamiltonian
shape SI ∈ H into a straight line in O(n log n) moves. In every phase i, it moves a terminal
line Li of length 2i a distance 2i higher on the Hamiltonian path through a LineWalk
operation. This leaves a new terminal sub-path Si of the Hamiltonian path, of length 2i.
Then the general procedure is recursively called on Si to transform it into a straight line
L′i of length 2
i. Finally, the two straight lines Li and L′i which are perpendicular to each
other are combined into a new straight line Li+1 of length 2i+1 and the next phase begins.
The output of HamiltonianToLine is a straight line SL of order n.
Algorithm 1: HamiltonianToLine(S)
S = (u0, u1, ..., u|S|−1) is a Hamiltonian shape
Initial conditions: S ← SI and L0 ← {u0}
for i = 0, . . . , log |S| do
LineWalk(Li)
Si ← select(2i) // select the next terminal subset of 2i consecutive
nodes of S
L′i ← HamiltonianToLine(Si) // recursive call on Si
Li+1 ← combine(Li, L′i) // combines Li and L′i into a new straight line
Li+1
end
Output: a straight line SL
4.2.3 Correctness and runtime analysis
Now, we are ready to show correctness of HamiltonianToLine transformation, which is ca-
pable of transforming any Hamiltonian shape S ∈ H into a line shape of the same order,
while preserving connectivity.
Lemma 23. Starting from an initial Hamiltonian shape SI ∈ H of order n, HamiltonianTo-
Line forms a straight line SL ∈ H of length n.
Proof. By the beginning of the final phase, the shape configuration consists of two parts,
a straight line L of length 2logn−1 and a shape S of 2logn−1 nodes. During this phase, L
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performs a LineWalk operation, S transforms recursively into L′ and then L combines with
L′ into a straight line SL of length 2logn = n. Consequently, SL shall occupy n consecutive
cells on the grid, either vertically or horizontally.
Lemma 24. The operation of Line-Walk preserves the whole connectivity of the shape
during phase i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ log n.
Proof. Let SI ∈ H be a Hamiltonian shape of order n in phase i, which terminates at a
straight line Li of length 2i nodes, starting from v1 to v2i . During phase i, this transfor-
mation doubles the size of Li by merging with the subsequent 2i nodes, which starts from
v2i+1 to v2i+1 on the Hamiltonian path.
We now show case (1) and (2) of the Line-Walk operation on a horizontal Li as the other
cases are symmetric by rotating the shape 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦ clockwise. In case 1, Li and Si
are already forming a straight line Li+1 of length 2i+1, and hence, the whole configuration of
the shape remains unchanged. In case (2), Li and Si are forming two perpendicular straight
lines in which Li can easily push into Si and extend it by 2i. By exploiting transparency of
line moves in Proposition 4, as Li pushes and Si extends to form Li+1, they are replacing
and restoring any occupied cell along their way through any configuration (independently
of how density is). As a result, the Line-Walk operation preserves connectivity of Li, Si
and the whole shape.
Now, let Li and Si be of the same configuration of case (3) or (4) described above, where
Li has length of 2i and Si consists of 2i nodes v2i+1, . . . , v2i+1 , occupying multiple rows and
columns. Due to symmetry, assume Li is horizontal on (x, y), (x + 1, y), . . . , (x + 2i, y)
and Si is the next terminal sub-path of the remaining Hamiltonian path. The Manhattan
distance between v2i = u and v2i+1 = v (given by δ(u, v) = |ux − vx|+ |uy − vy|) computes
the path that the line Li will go through to reach the far endpoint of Si. There are two
possible paths of one corner from u to v: (1) starts horizontally from cell (ux, uy) then turns
at (vx, uy) continuing vertically towards (vx, vy), or (2) starts from (ux, uy) then turns at
(ux, vy) continuing horizontally towards (vx, vy).
In case (3), the distance between v2i and v2i+1 is δ(v2i , v2i+1) ≤ 2i, thus Li moves
horizontally from v2i = (x, y) through (x′, y) at which Li changes its direction towards
v2i+1 = (x
′, y′). A path may consist of at least 2i empty cells Li goes through to reach
the destination cell (x′, y′) in a worst-case scenario. Recall that Li already consists of 2i
nodes, which guarantees connectivity all the way until arriving at (x′, y′). Once Li has
arrived there, it can safely change its direction to line up with v2i+1 and occupy the column
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x′, while preserving connectivity. Further, any non-empty cells of the path are eventually
restored due to the transparency of line moves shown in Proposition 4. Finally, the same
argument holds for (4) by applying (3) twice. Figure 4.16 shows an example of case (3)












(b) The case when δ(v2i , v2i+1) > 2i.
Figure 4.16: Two cases of Line-Walk operation.
Now, we are ready to analyse the running time of HamiltonianToLine transformation.
Lemma 25. Given an initial Hamiltonian shape SI ∈ H of order n, HamiltonianToLine
transforms SI into a straight line SL in O(n log n) moves, while preserving connectivity
during the course of the transformation.
Proof. The bound O(n) trivially holds for case (1) and (2). We then analyse a worst-case
of (3) and (4) in which the transformation matches its maximum running time. Let Ti
denote the total number of moves from phase 1 up to i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ log n. In phase i, a
straight line Li of length 2i traverses along a path of at most 2 · (2i − 2) = 2i+1 − 4 cells in
which Li changes its direction twice paying a cost of at most 2i+2 − 4 moves. There is an
additive factor of 2 for a special-case in which Li turns at a non-empty corner as depicted
in Figure 2.9. With that, the operation of Line-Walk takes total moves k′i of at most:
k′i = (2
i+1 − 4) + (2i+2 − 4) + 2 = 6(2i − 1).
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By the end of phase i, Li and L′i combine together into a straight line Li+1 of length 2
i+1,
in a total cost k′′i of at most:
k′′i = 2(2
i − 1),
moves. Hence, the operation of Line-Walk and combination of Li and L′i require at most






= 6(2i − 1) + 2(2i − 1) = 8(2i − 1)
= O(2i).
Now, let Ti−1 denote a total number of moves for a recursive call of HamiltonianToLine trans-
formation on Si (of 2i nodes) to transform it into a straight line L′i, then the transformation
in phase i requires at most:
Ti = 2 · Ti−1 + ki,
moves. Given that the first phase i costs T1 = 1, we compute the recursion as follows:
Ti = 2 · Ti−1 + ki = 2Ti−1 + 2i = 2(2Ti−2 + 2i−1) + 2i = . . .
= 2i · T1 + i · n = 2i + i · n
Thus, we claim that in the final phase i = log n, HamiltonianToLine transformation has a
total cost Tlogn of at most:
Tlogn = 2
logn + n log n = n+ n log n
= O(n log n).
By induction, the basic case holds trivially. Let us assume it is true for phase i, and we
show that this must also be valid for phase i+ 1:
Ti+1 = 2
i+1 + (i+ 1)n = 2(2i) + i · n+ n
As a result, in the final phase i = log n, we conclude that HamiltonianToLine transformation
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performs a total cost Tlogn of at most O(n log n) moves.
By Lemmas 24 and 25, HamiltonianToLine transformation can transform any Hamilto-
nian shape S ∈ H into a straight line SL ∈ H of the same order within O(n log n) moves,
while preserving connectivity. By reversibility of line moves (consult Lemma 2), any pair of
Hamiltonian shapes SI , SF ∈ H of the same order can be transformed to each other by first
transforming SI into SL and then reversing the transformation of SF into SL, within the
same asymptotic time of O(n log n) moves. Thus, we have arrived at the following theorem:
Theorem 9. For any pair of Hamiltonian shapes SI , SF ∈ H of the same order n, SI can
be transformed into SF (and SF into SI) in O(n log n) moves, while preserving connectivity
of the shape during the course of the transformation.
4.3 Compression: An O(n
√
n)-time universal transformation
This section demonstrates a universal shape transformation that solves the Universal-
Connected problem in O(n
√
n) moves. It is called Compress and transforms any pair of
connected shapes (SI , SF ) of the same order to each other, while preserving connectivity
during its course. The following is a high-level description of this strategy.
Starting from the initial shape SI of order n with an associated graph G(SI), compute





n square sub-boxes. Each occupied sub-box contains one or more maximal
sub-trees of T . Each such sub-tree corresponds to a sub-shape of SI , which from now on
we call a component. Pick a leaf sub-tree Tl, let Cl be the component with which it is
associated, and Bl their sub-box. Let also Bp be the sub-box adjacent to Bl containing
the unique parent sub-tree Tp of Tl. Then compress all nodes of Cl into Bp through line
moves, while keeping the nodes of Cp (the component of Tp) within Bp. Once compression
is completed and Cp and Cl have been combined into a single component C ′p, compute a new





square. The latter belongs to the family of Central Line (or nice) shapes (see Definition
10) and can, thus, be transformed into a straight line in linear time.
Given that, the main technical challenges in making this strategy work universally is
that a connected shape might have many different configurations inside the sub-boxes it
occupies, while the shape needs to remain connected during the transformation. In the
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following, we describe the compression operation, which successfully tackles all of these
issues by exploiting the linear-strength of line moves.
4.3.1 Universal transformation by compression approach
Let Cl ⊆ SI be a leaf component containing nodes v1, . . . , vk inside a sub-box Bl of size√
n ×
√
n, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and Cp ⊆ SI the unique parent component of Cl occupying
an adjacent sub-box Bp. If the direction of connectivity between Bl and Bp is vertical
or horizontal (see an example in Figure 4.17), push all lines of Cl one move towards Bp
sequentially one after the other, starting from the line furthest from Bp. Repeat the same
procedure to first align all lines perpendicularly to the boundary between Bl and Bp (Figure
4.17(d)) and then to transfer them completely into Bp (Figures 4.17(e)). Hence, Cl and Cp
are combined into C ′p, and the next round begins.
The above moves are carried out in such a way that all lines (in Cl or Cp) pushed by this
operation do not exceed the border of Bp. While Cl compresses vertically or horizontally,
it may collide with a component Cr ⊆ SI inside Bl. In this case, Cl stops compressing and
combines with Cr into C ′r, and the next round begins. If Cl compresses diagonally towards
Cp (vertically then horizontally or vice versa) via an intermediate adjacent sub-box Bm and
collides with Cm ⊆ SI inside Bm, then Cl completes compression into Bm and combines
with Cm into C ′m. Figure 4.18 shows how to compress a leaf component into its parent
component occupying a diagonal adjacent sub-box.
Algorithm 2, Compress, provides a universal procedure to transform an initial connected
shape SI of any order into a compressed square shape of the same order. It takes two
arguments: SI and the spanning tree T of the associated graph G(SI). In any round:
Pick a leaf sub-tree of Tl corresponding to Cl inside a sub-box Bl. Compress Cl into an
adjacent sub-box Bp towards its parent component Cp associated with parent sub-tree Tp.
If Cl compressed with no collision, perform combine(Cp, Cl) which combines Cl with Cp
into one component C ′p. If Cl collides with another component Cr inside Bl, then perform
combine(Cr, Cl) into C ′r. If not, as in the diagonal compression in which Cl collides with
Cm in an intermediate sub-box Bm, then Cl compresses completely into Bm and performs
combine(Cm, Cl) into C ′m. Once compression is completed, update(T ) computes a new sub-
tree and removes any cycles. The algorithm terminates when T matches a single component
of n nodes compressed into a single sub-box.


















Figure 4.17: A leaf component Cl in blue compressing from the left sub-box Bl towards
its parent component Cp in black inside a horizontal adjacent right sub-box Bp. From the
top-left, Cl pushes all lines to align them perpendicularly to the boundary between Bl and
Bp then compresses them into Bp. All other orientations are symmetric by rotating the
shape 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦ clockwise.
4.3.2 Correctness and runtime analysis
In this section, we prove correctness of Compress transformation. First, we show that it
can transform any pair of connected shapes (SI , SF ) of the same order to each other, while
preserving connectivity throughout. We then discuss its running time, which takes a total
cost of at most O(n
√
n) moves to compress any connected shape.





n square sub-boxes, we provide the following definitions that are
used in the rest of this chapter.
Definition 15 (Connectivity of sub-boxes). By the above partitioning, two occupied sub-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.18: A leaf component Cl in blue compressing from the top-left sub-box towards its
parent component Cp in black inside a diagonal adjacent bottom-right sub-box. From the
top-left, Cl compresses first horizontally towards an intermediate top-right sub-box, then
vertically into the bottom-right. All other orientations are symmetric by rotating the shape
90◦, 180◦ or 270◦ clockwise.
boxes, B1 and B2, are connected iff there are two distinct nodes u, v ∈ SI , such that u
occupies B1 and v occupies B2 where u and v are two adjacent neighbours connected verti-
cally, horizontally or diagonally.
Definition 16 (Connectivity of components). By the above partitioning, two connected
components, C1 and C2, are connected iff there are two distinct elements u ∈ C1 and
v ∈ C2, such that u and v are two adjacent neighbours connected vertically, horizontally or
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Algorithm 2: Compress(S)
S = (u1, u2, ..., u|S|) is a connected shape, T is a spanning tree of G(S)
repeat
Cl ← pick(Tl) // select a leaf component associated with a leaf
sub-tree
Compress(Cl) // start compressing the leaf component
if Cl collides then
C ′r ← combine(Cr, Cl) or C ′m ← combine(Cm, Cl) // as described in
text
else
C ′p ← combine(Cp, Cl) // combine Cl with a parent component
end
update(T ) // update sub-trees and remove cycles after compression





Output: a square shape SC
diagonally.







n square box can contain at most 2
√
n components.
Proof. Any component Cl ⊆ SI inside a sub-box Bl must be connected through a path to
one of
√
n/2 non-adjacent cells at a length-
√
n boundary of Bl, resulting in 2
√
n for the




Then, the following lemma proves that any connected shape S of n nodes can be com-
pressed into a square box of dimension
√
n.
Lemma 27. Let S be a connected shape of order n occupies
√





each. Then, it is always possible to compress all n nodes into a single sub-box.




n = n, then it is sufficient to be
filled by at most n nodes.
Next, the following lemma shows that Compress transformation eventually forms a Cen-
tral Line (nice) shape, which can be transformed fast into a straight line in linear time.













Figure 4.19: A square box of four length-
√
n boundaries, each of
√
n/2 non-adjacent cells.
Lemma 28. Starting from an initial connected shape SI of order n, Compress transforma-
tion eventually forms a nice shape SN I C E of order n.
Proof. Regardless of which sub-box the shape will compress into, the resulting final shape
will form a square of size
√
n, which satisfies all conditions of nice shapes in Definition
10.
Given an initial connected shape SI of n associated with a graph G(SI), compute a
spanning tree T of G(SI). Then enclose SI into an n × n square box and divide it into√
n ×
√
n square sub-boxes. Each occupied sub-box contains one or more maximal sub-
trees of T . Each such sub-tree corresponds to a component. Pick a leaf sub-tree Tl, let Cl
be the component with which it is associated, and Bl their sub-box. Let also Bp be the
sub-box adjacent to Bl containing the unique parent sub-tree Tp of Tl. We then provide
the following lemma:
Lemma 29. Compress transformation compresses a leaf component Cl ⊆ SI of k ≥ 1 nodes,
while preserving the global connectivity of the shape.
Proof. Due to symmetry, we present only one direction as all other directions hold by
rotating the shape 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ clockwise. Assume Bl is a left sub-box horizontally
adjacent to right sub-box Bp. All k horizontal lines (rows) of Cl move sequentially towards
Bp, starting from the line furthest from the boundary between Bl and Bp. Given a line
l ∈ k with length i, 1 ≤ i ≤
√
n. Then, l must be in one of the following cases in order to
push one move horizontally from Bl into Bp:
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• Case 1. Starting from the left to right boundary of Bl, a line l of length
√
n occupies
cells (x, y), . . . , (x +
√
n, y), and thus l moves one step to the right, occupying (x +
1, y), . . . , (x +
√
n + 1, y) in a such way similar to a simple position permutation of
l’s nodes to their right neighbour positions. Regardless of the shape configuration, l
creates an empty cell at (x, y) while remaining connected to any other nodes occupying
cells (x, y± 1), . . . , (x+
√














Figure 4.20: A line l of length
√
n occupies the whole dimension of a sub-box in (a), is
pushing one step right in (b).
• Case 2. A line l of length smaller than
√
n. It is similar of Case 1 in which l moves













Figure 4.21: A line l of length i <
√
n in (a), is pushing one step right in (b).
• Case 3. Two horizontal lines l and l′, both smaller than
√
n in length, occupy
the same row and are separated by one empty cell. Say l starts from the leftmost
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column x and ends at x + i, with an empty cell (x + i + 1, y) and l′ occupying
(x + i + 2, y), . . . , (x +
√
n, y). This is similar to Case 2 in which l moves one step
towards cell (x+ i+ 1, y), then both lines merge into one, creating a new empty cell













Figure 4.22: (a) Two lines occupying a row are separated by one empty cell inside Bl, both
of length less than
√
n. The left line moves one step to the right, then both combined into
a single line in (b).
As mentioned earlier, when a leaf component Cl occupying Bl compresses towards its parent
Cp occupying Bp, we now demonstrate that no line crosses the border of Bp.
• Case 4. A line l of length i <
√
n, beginning at the left boundary and terminating
at cell x + i of Bp, is adjacent to an empty cell to the right at (x + i + 1, y). Once
l is pushed one move to the right, it fills in the empty cell and occupies positions
(x+ 1, y), . . . , (x+ i+ 1, y) with length i+ 1. This is similar of Case 2 in Figure 4.21.
• Case 5. A line l of length
√
n starts from the left to right boundary of Bp. Once
l is pushed one move towards the right, it turns to fill in empty cells at the right
boundary of Bp, starting from the rightmost column to the left. Figures 4.23 and
4.24 depicts two different examples of filling the boundary of Bp.
In all of the above cases, the horizontal line l pushes one move towards the right while
maintaining the whole connectivity of the configuration. As an immediate observation:
whenever a line l ⊂ SI inside a sub-box Bl pushes one move towards the boundary between
(Bl, Bp), the global connectivity of the whole shape is preserved. This holds also for all k



















Figure 4.23: (a) A line l of length
√
n takes up a whole dimension of a parent sub-box Bp
with an empty cell above its right end node. As l pushes to the right, the end node moves













Figure 4.24: (a) A line l of length
√
n occupies the entire dimension of Bp, with rightmost
column completely filled. l fills up the nearest empty cell in the second column from the
right in this case (b).
lines that move one step from Bl to Bp, sequentially one after another at any order, starting
from the furthest-to-nearest line from Bp. Thus, this must hold for any finite number of
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line moves required to compress a leaf component Cl towards its parent Cp.
Let us now analyse the running time of this transformation. In some cases, the com-
pression cost can be as little as one move or as high as linear movements. For that, we
divide the overall cost into charging phases to facilitate the analysis. We then manage to
upper bound the cost of each charging phase independently of the sequential order of com-
pression. Below we provide a rough upper bound for all possible shape configurations. We
first show the total cost required to compress a leaf component Cl inside Bl into a parent
Cp occupying an adjacent sub-box Bp.





n sub-boxes Bl and Bp, receptively. Then, Cl compresses into
Cp inside Bp within at most O(n) moves while preserving connectivity during compression.
Proof. Assume a worst-case configuration when Bl and Bp are connected diagonally. In this
case, the compression needs to go through an intermediate sub-box Bm first then carry on
towards Bp. Each line kl ∈ Cl moves at most distance
√
n to cross the boundary between
Bl and Bp; hence, all kl lines need to pay at most n moves to completely transfer into Bm
and another n moves to compress into Bp. Further, we give an extra 2n moves for filling
in a boundary at Bp (as depicted in Figure 4.24). Thus, the transformation pays at most
t moves to compress Cl into Cp,
t = n+ n+ 2n = 4n
= O(n).
Given some partitionings, a family of connected shapes can be separated into n con-
nected components deployed on
√
n sub-boxes. For a variety of reasons, this family looks
to approach a worst-case complexity where the Compress transformation achieves its max-
imum cost. To begin, such partitioning separates a shape from this family into as many
components as possible up to n. Furthermore, the shape’s diameter, defined as the distance
between its two furthest nodes, has a maximum length of n. Unlike other densely connected
shapes with smaller diameters, the compression cost of these shapes can be rather high due
to the lack of long lines, which necessitates extra effort for individuals and short lines.
Thus, we provide this observation which closely follows Corollary 1.
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Observation 1. There is a set of connected shapes denoted C, such that an instance S ∈ C
can have n components occupying the
√
n sub-boxes.
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 illustrate partitioning instances of two shapes from C. Since S ∈ C
is connected, each occupied sub-box has at most O(
√
n) connected components of size 1.
Apart from the sequential sequence of the transformation, our goal now is to upper bound







Figure 4.25: A shape of zigzag line with a partitioning positioned to cross the middle
through every two nodes.





n square shape in O(n
√
n) moves while preserving connectivity during its
course.
Proof. Let us analyse the compression cost of these shapes based a worst-case scenario.
To simplify the analysis, we divide the total cost T into
√
n charging phases t1, . . . t√n,
each corresponds to an occupied sub-box. Then we upper bound the cost in each phase
independently of the compression order. In any charging phase ti, for all 1 ≤ i ≤
√
n, the
strategy compresses at most O(
√
n) lines distance of O(
√
n), incurring a cost of n moves,
while preserving connectivity. In the worst case of Lemma 30, the compression may traverse
through diagonal sub-boxes, incurring at most 2n moves and an additional cost of 2n moves
for boundary rearrangements. Thus, the cost phase ti is bounded by:
ti = 4n,





Figure 4.26: A diagonal zigzag line with a partitioning positioned to cross the middle
through every two nodes.
moves, which is mostly enough for an occupied sub-box to be cleared of its lines. Then,
the cost of all
√
n charging phases is sufficient to empty all occupied sub-boxes of all lines
inside them over the transformation, for a maximum total cost T :









By Lemmas 29 and 31, any connected shape S of order n can be transformed into
a Central Line (nice) shape, denoted SN I C E , within O(n
√
n) moves while preserving
connectivity. By reversibility, any pair of connected shapes SI and SF of the same order
can be transformed to each other within the same asymptotic time of O(n
√
n) moves by
first transforming SI into SN I C E and then reversing the transformation from SF into
SN I C E . Finally, the following theorem implies that:





In the previous chapters, we studied and revealed the underlying transformation principles
of line moves – including modelling, feasibility and complexity – as well as presenting
several algorithmic solutions that are best suited for each given design and task, coupled
with provable guarantees on their performance. All of those transformations, however, are
centralised and cannot be directly applicable to real distributed robotic systems. Thus, our
current goal is to provide distributed transformations that, if possible, retain all the good
properties of the corresponding centralised solutions. These include the move complexity
(i.e. the total number of line moves) of the transformations and their ability to preserve
the connectivity of the shape during their course.
In this chapter, we establish an algorithmic framework that allows individuals to utilise
their linear-strength mechanism in a distributed manner. We develop the first distributed
connectivity-preserving transformation that exploits line moves and matches the bound of
the best-known centralised transformations. In Section 5.1, we define a discrete system
of n simple indistinguishable devices, called agents, forming a connected shape SI on a
two-dimensional square grid. Agents act as finite-state automata (i.e. they have constant
memory) that can observe the states of nearby agents in a Moore neighbourhood (i.e. the
eight cells surrounding an agent on the square gird). They operate in synchronised Look-
Compute-Move (LCM) cycles on the grid. All communication is local, and actuation is
based on this local information as well as the agent’s internal state.
Within this distributed setting of identical agents, breaking symmetry emerges as a
fundamental issue, rendering many agreement problems in distributed computing systems
impossible. For example, there is no deterministic algorithm to elect a leader for a set
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of agents sharing an identical local view. In [123], this concept is formally defined as
the symmetricity of a network. By concentrating on the shape formation problem, it is
necessary for the agents to have some common agreement on a coordinate system [74, 111].
They may, for example, form any arbitrary target shape if they have a common sense of
direction, unit distance and coordinate axes. Furthermore, the degree of synchronisation is
another major issue in distributed computing in general, and it has a special impact on the
feasibility of algorithms in graph-based robotic systems (see for example [50]). Thus, as a
first attempt at distributing line moves on the two-dimensional square grid, we adopted a
full-synchronised model of agents that share a sense of orientation which will be discussed
in more detail later.
Recall our O(n log n)-move connectivity-preserving centralised strategy presented in
Section 4.2 that solves the HamiltonianLine problem. Section 5.2, similarly, presents a
solution to the line formation problem, that is, for any initial Hamiltonian shape SI , form
a final straight line SL of the same order. It is quite common for newly proposed models in
distributed systems to commence with the basic shape formation problems, e.g. the line,
as a first stepping stone towards more general transformations, see for example the nubot
model [121] and the amoebot model [54]. This is confirmed by the fact that if every shape
can be transformed into a special (specific) intermediate shape (in our case a straight line),
any pair of shapes (with the same number of agents) can be transformed to each other.
In Section 5.2, we present the transformation in depth, including all of its algorithmic
aspects and technical tools. We assume that a pre-processing phase provides the Hamil-
tonian path, that is, a global sense of direction is made available to the agents through a
labelling of their local ports (e.g. each agent maintains two local ports incident to its pre-
decessor and successor on the path). Similar assumptions exist in the literature of systems
of complex shapes that contain a vast number of self-organising and limited entities. A
prominent example is [102] in which the transformation relies on an initial central phase to
gain some information about the number of entities in the system.
On a high-level, the algorithm transforms a Hamiltonian shape into a straight line in
log n phases (each consisting of six sub-phases) as follows: In phase i, 2i−1 terminal agents
on the path forming a straight line merge with the next 2i−1 agents of any configuration, in
order to form a new straight line of length 2i; hence, the line length is doubled in each phase.
On one end of the Hamiltonian path, a pre-elected leader (by a central control) leads this
process. By transmitting and swapping states along the Hamiltonian path in Sections 5.2.1
and 5.2.2, agents that participate in forming the respective line, are identified. Afterwards
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a feasible transformation path is computed in Section 5.2.3. This is done by exploiting
the agent’s knowledge about their respective successor in the Hamiltonian path, and thus
their respective local Hamiltonian direction. In Section 5.2.4, the agents thereby act as a
distributed binary counter. Once having that computed path, the leader pushes the line
from the prior phase (of length 2i−1) to its destination. This line, in Sections 5.2.5 and
5.2.6, is then merged recursively with the active agents in that phase.
5.1 The distributed model of line moves
Below, we define our distributed transformation model that make use of line moves. Al-
though some settings were discussed before in Chapter 2, we need to define them again here
for consistency and to put everything in place, as a new separate model, and to avoid any
confusion with the centralised model. We consider a system consisting of n agents forming
a connected shape S on a two-dimensional square grid in which each agent p ∈ S occupies a
unique cell cell(p) = (x, y), where x indicates columns and y represents rows. Throughout,
an agent shall also be referred to by its coordinates. Each cell (x, y) is surrounded by eight
adjacent cells in each cardinal and ordinal direction, (N, E, S, W, NE, NW, SE, SW ).
At any time, a cell (x, y) can be in one of two states, either empty or occupied. An
agent p ∈ S is a neighbour of (or adjacent to) another agent p′ ∈ S, if p′ occupies one of the
eight adjacent cells surrounding p, that is their coordinates satisfy p′x−1 ≤ px ≤ p′x +1 and
p′y − 1 ≤ py ≤ p′y + 1, see Figure 5.1. For any shape S, we associate a graph G(S) = (V,E)
defined as follows, where V represents agents of S and E contains all pairs of adjacent
neighbours, i.e. (p, p′) ∈ E iff p and p′ are neighbours in S. We say that a shape S is
connected iff G(S) is a connected graph. The distance between agents p ∈ S and p′ ∈ S
is defined as the Manhattan distance between their cells, ∆(p, p′) = |px − p′x| + |py − p′y|.
A shape S is called Hamiltonian shape iff G(S) contains a Hamiltonian path, i.e. a path
starting from some p ∈ S, visiting every agent in S and ending at some p′ ∈ S, where
p 6= p′.
Each agent is equipped with the linear-strength mechanism defined in Section 2.2. Recall
that, given a line L consisting of a sequence of k agents occupying consecutive cells on
the grid, say without loss of generality L = (x, y), (x + 1, y), . . . , (x + k − 1, y), where
1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then, the agent p ∈ L occupying (x, y) is capable of performing an operation
of a line move by which it can push all agents of L one position rightwards to positions
(x+ 1, y), (x+ 2, y), . . . , (x+ k, y) in parallel in a single time-step (i.e. all of the k agents is








Figure 5.1: An agent p is a neighbour to any agent locating at one of the eight surrounding
cells in grey.
pushed one step right at the same time, while only the pushing agent is aware of this move
and the other k−1 agent are not necessarily informed in a single time-step). The line moves
towards the ‘down’, ‘left’ and ‘up’ directions are defined symmetrically by rotating the
system 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ clockwise, respectively. This linear-strength pushing mechanism
can be equipped internally to an agent or in a system of external forces that occur naturally
(e.g. gravity) or artificially (e.g. magnetic surface). We call the number of agents in S the
size or order of the shape.
We assume that the agents share a sense of orientation through a consistent labelling
of their local ports. Agents do not know the size of S in advance neither they have any
other knowledge about S. Each agent has a constant memory (of size independent of n)
and a local visibility mechanism by which it observes the states of its eight neighbouring
cells simultaneously. The agents act as finite automata operating in synchronous rounds
consisting of Look-Compute-Move (LCM) steps.
Thus, in every discrete round, an agent observes its own state and for each of its eight
adjacent cells, checks whether it is occupied or not. For each of those occupied, it also
observes the state of the agent occupying that cell. Then, the agent updates its state or
leaves it unchanged and performs a line move in one direction d ∈ {up, down, right, left}
or stays still. A configuration C of the system is a mapping from Z2≥0 to {0} ∪Q, where Q
is the state space of agents. We define S(C) as the shape of configuration C, i.e. the set of
coordinates of the cells occupied in S. Given a configuration C, the LCM steps performed
by all agents in the given round, yield a new configuration C ′ and the next round begins.
If at least one move was performed, then we say that this round has transformed S(C) to
S(C ′).
An agent p ∈ S is defined as a 5-tuple (X,M,Q, δ,O), where Q is a finite set of
states, X is the input alphabet representing the states of the eight cells that surround an
agent p on the square grid, so |X| = |Q|8, M = {↑, ↓,→,←, none} is the output alphabet
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corresponding to the set of moves, a transition function δ : Q × X → Q ×M setting a
new state and action by receiving an input and being in a particular state and the output
function O : δ ×X →M specifying the produced action for a specified input.
5.2 The distributed Hamiltonian transformation
In this section, we develop a distributed algorithm that uses line movements to form a
straight line SL from an initial connected shape SI that is associated with a graph that
has a Hamiltonian path. As we will argue, this strategy performs O(n log n) moves, that
is, it is as efficient with respect to moves as the best-known centralised transformation, and
completes within O(n2 log n) rounds, while keeping the whole shape connected during its
course. As these are the initial attempts to distribute line moves, let us start with some
prerequisites:
• We assume that through some pre-processing the Hamiltonian path P of the initial
shape SI has been made available to the n agents in a distributed way. That is, each
agent pi knows the local ports incident to its predecessor pi−1 and its successor pi+1,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• The head p1 and the tail pn, respectively, are where P begins and finishes. They are
also responsible for pushing the line on an interchangeable basis during the transfor-
mation.
• The head p1 is leading the process (as it can be used as a pre-elected unique leader)
and is responsible for coordinating and initiating all procedures of this transformation.
In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that n is a power of 2; this can be easily
dropped later. The transformation proceeds in log n phases, each of which contains six
sub-phases (or sub-routines). Each sub-phase consists of one or more synchronous rounds.
The transformation begins with a simple line of length 1, then gradually flattens all agents
along P while doubling its length, until it reaches the final straight line SL of length n.
The high-level description of this strategy is provided below.
A state q ∈ Q of an agent p will be represented by a vector with seven components
(c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7). The first component c1 contains a label λ of the agent from a finite
set of labels Λ, c2 is the transmission state that holds a string of length at most three, where
each symbol of the string can either be a special mark w from a finite set of marks W or
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an arrow direction a ∈ A = {→,←, ↓, ↑,↖,↗,↙,↘} and c3 will store a symbol from c2’s
string, i.e. a special mark or an arrow. The local Hamiltonian direction a ∈ A of an agent p
indicating predecessor and successor is recorded in c4, the counter state c5 holds a bit from
{0, 1}, c6 stores an arrow a ∈ A for map drawing (as will be explained later) and finally
c7 is holding a pushing direction d ∈ M . The “·” mark indicates an empty component; a
non-empty component is always denoted by its state. An agent p may be referred to by
its label λ ∈ Λ (i.e. by the state of its c1 component) whenever clear from context. For
simplicity, we shall only mention the affected components of the state of the agents.
By the beginning of phase i, 0 ≤ i ≤ log n − 1, there exists a terminal straight line
Li of 2i active agents occupying a single row or column on the grid, starting with a head
labelled lh and ending at a tail labelled lt, while internal agents have label l. All agents in
the rest of the configuration are inactive and labelled k. During phase i, the head lh leads
the execution of six sub-phases:
(1) DefineSeg: Identify the next segment Si of length 2i in the Hamiltonian path.
(2) CheckSeg: Check whether Si is in line or perpendicular line to Li. Go to (6) if
perpendicular or start phase i+ 1 otherwise.
(3) DrawMap: Compute a route map that takes Li to the end of Si.
(4) Push: Move Li along the drawn route map.
(5) RecursiveCall: A recursive-call on Si to transform it into a straight line L′i.
(6) Merge: Combine Li and L′i together into a straight line Li+1 of 2
i+1 double length.
Then, phase i+ 1 begins.
Figure 5.2 gives an illustration of a phase of this transformation when applied on the
diagonal line shape. First, it identifies the next 2i agents on P . These agents are forming a
segment Si which can be in any configuration. To do that, the head emits a signal which is
then forwarded by the agents along the line. Once the signal arrives at Si, it will be used
to re-label Si so that it starts from a head in state sh, has 2i − 2 internal agents in state
s, and ends at a tail st; this completes the DefineSeg sub-phase. Then, lh calls CheckSeg
in order to check whether the line defined by Si is in line or perpendicular to Li. This can
be easily achieved through a moving state initiated at Li and checking for each agent of
Si its local directions relative to its neighbours. If the check returns true, then lh starts a









































Figure 5.2: Similar to Figure 4.15, a snapshot of phase i of the Hamiltonian transformation
on the shape of a diagonal line . Each occupied cell shows the current label state of an
agent. Light grey cells show ending cells of the corresponding moves.
new round i+ 1 and calls Merge to combine Li and Si into a new line Li+1 of length 2i+1.
Otherwise, lh proceeds with the next sub-phase, DrawMap.
In DrawMap, lh designates a route on the grid through which Li pushes itself towards
the tail st of Si. It consists of two primitives: ComputeDistance and CollectArrows. In
ComputeDistance, the line agents act as a distributed counter to compute the Manhattan
distance between the tails of Li and Si. In CollectArrows, the local directions are gathered
from Si’s agents and distributed into Li’s agents, which collectively draw the route map.











Figure 5.3: A zoomed-in picture of the core recursive technique RecursiveCall shown in
Figure 5.2(c).
Once this is done, Li becomes ready to move and lh can start the Push sub-phase. During
pushing, lh and lt synchronise the movements of Li’s agents as follows: (1) lh pushes while lt
is guiding the other line agents through the computed route and (2) both are coordinating
any required swapping of states with agents that are not part of Li but reside in Li’s
trajectory. Once Li has traversed the route completely, lh calls RecursiveCall to apply the
general procedure recursively on Si in order to transform it into a line L′i. Figure 5.3 shows
a graphical illustration of the core recursion on the special case of a diagonal line shape.
Finally, the agents of Li and L′i combine into a new straight line Li+1 of 2
i+1 agents through
the Merge sub-procedure. Then, the head lh of Li+1 begins a new phase i+ 1. Now, we are
ready to proceed with the detailed description of each sub-phase.
5.2.1 Defining the next segment Si
Given a terminal straight line Li on the Hamiltonian path P , this sub-phase identifies the
next segment Si and activates its 2i agents. The algorithm works as follows: The line
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head lh transmits a special mark “ H○” to go through all active agents in P . It updates its
transmission component c2 as follows: δ(lh, ·, ·, a ∈ A, ·, ·, ·) = (lh, H○, ·, a ∈ A, ·, ·, ·). This
is propagated by active agents by always moving from a predecessor pi to a successor pi+1,
until it arrives at the first inactive agent with label k, which then becomes active and the
head of its segment by updating its label as δ(k, H○, ·, a ∈ A, ·, ·, ·) = (sh, ·, ·, a ∈ A, ·, ·, ·).
Similarly, once a line agent pi passes “ H○” to pi+1, it also initiates and propagates its own
mark “ l○” to activate a corresponding segment agent s. The line tail lt emits “ T○” to
activate the segment tail st, which in turn bounces off a special end mark “⊗” announcing
the end of DefineSeg. By that time, the next segment Si consisting of 2i agents, starting
from a head labelled sh, ending at a tail st and having 2i − 2 internal agents with label s,
has been defined. The “⊗” mark is propagated back to the head lh along the active agents,
by always moving from pi+1 to pi.
Lemma 32. DefineSeg correctly activates all agents of Si in O(n) rounds.
Proof. When an active agent pi with label inline l or tail lt observes the head mark “ H○” on
the state of its predecessor pi−1, it then updates transmission state c2 to “ H○” and initiates a
special mark on its waiting state c4. This can be either inline “ L○” or tail “ T○” mark. Once
an inactive agent notices predecessor with “ L○” or “ T○” mark, it activates and changes its
label c1 to the corresponding state, “s” or “st”, respectively. Immediately after activating
the tail st, it bounces off a special end mark “⊗” transmitted along all active agents back
to the head lh of the line to indicate the end of this sub-phase. That is, the tail st sets “⊗”
in transmission state, so when agent pi observes successor pi+1 showing “⊗”, it updates its
transmission state to c2 ← ⊗. When witnessing predecessor and successor with an empty
transmission state, an agent resets c2 to “·”. Once the head lt detects the “⊗” mark, it
then calls the next sub-routine, CheckSeg. Because the transformation always doubles the
length of the straight line, the line Li cannot be of odd length, unless the initial line of one
agent labelled lh and adjacent to an inactive neighbour on the path P . In this case, the
adjacent agent activates when it observes the head mark, updates label to sh and reflects
an end special mark “⊗” back to lh.
Figure 5.4 depicts an implementation of DefineSeg on a straight line of four agents,
in which the next segment Si is represented as a line for clarity, but it can be of any
configuration. All transitions of this sub-routine is given in Algorithm 3, excluding all that
have no effect.
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(lh, H©, ·) (l, ·, ·) (l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)r0
(lh, ·, ·) (l, H©, L©) (l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)r1
(lh, ·, ·) (l, L©, ·) (lt, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)r2
(l, H©, L©)
(lh, ·, ·) (l, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)r3
(l, L©, L©) (lt, H©, T©)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r4
(lt, L©, T©)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, L©, ·)r5




(lh, ·, ·) (sh, L©, ·)r6





(lh, ·, ·) (sh, T©, ·)r7
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, L©, ·) (k, ·, ·)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r8
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, T©, ·) (s, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r9
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (s, T©, ·) (k, ·, ·)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r10
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (st,⊗, ·) (k, ·, ·)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r11
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (s,⊗, ·) (st, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)
(lh,⊗, ·) (sh, ·, ·)r17
(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (s, ·, ·) (st, ·, ·) (k, ·, ·)
End mark ⊗ propagates back to head
Figure 5.4: An implantation of DefineSeg on a line Li of four agents depicted as black
dots. Each agent uses only its 3 state components (c1, c2, c3), where c1 is the label state,
c2 the transmission state and c3 the waiting mark state. In round r = 0, Li is labelled
correctly, starting from a head lh and ends at a tail lt with internal agents l. Inactive
agents with circles are labelled k. First, lh sets c2 ← H○. Thereafter, when an active agent
pi notices predecessor pi−1 showing “ H○” , it updates to c2 ← H○ (a small triangle indicates
this initialisation in rounds r0, r1, r2, r3, and r10). Agents of label l and lt propagate “ L○”
and “ T○”, respectively. Whenever an inactive agent sees predecessor presenting a mark, it
activates (grey dots) and updates label to corresponding state. Once activating the segment
tail st, it propagates an end mark “⊗” back to the head to start CheckSeg.
Lemma 33. DefineSeg requires at most O(n) rounds to define Si.
Proof. The head mark “ H○” shall traverse all agents of the line Li of length |Li| until it
arrives at the first inactive agent, taking O(|Li|) rounds. Thus, all other agents on the line
propagate marks that take O(|Li|) parallel rounds to reach their corresponding agents on
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Algorithm 3: DefineSeg
S = (p1, . . . , p|S|) is a Hamiltonian shape
Initial configuration: S ← SI , a line L ⊂ S of length k = 1, . . . , log |S|, labelled as
in Figure 5.4 topmost
H○← p1.c2 // head sets a mark in transmission state
repeat
// each agent acts based on its current label state
Head lh:
if (p1.c2 = H○) then · ← pi.c2 // reset transmission state
if (pi+1.c2 = ⊗) then ⊗ ← p1.c2 // observe end mark; end this sub-phase
Active:
if (pi−1.c2 = H○) // observe predecessor with head mark
then
H○← pi.c2
if (inline pi.c1 = l) then L○← pi.c3
if (tail pi.c1 = lt) then T○← pi.c3
end
if pi−1.c2 = L○ then L○← pi.c2 // predecessor shows inline mark
if pi−1.c2 = T○ then T○← pi.c2 // predecessor shows tail mark
if
(
(pi.c2 = H○ ∨ L○ ∨ T○) ∧ pi−1.c2 = ·
)
then
pi.c2 ← pi.c3 // transmit marks
· ← pi.c3 // rest marks
if pi+1.c2 = ⊗ then ⊗ ← pi.c2 // successor shows end mark
if pi.c2 = ⊗ then · ← pi.c2 // rest transmission state
Inactive:
if (pi−1.c2 = H○) then sh ← pi.c1 // activate to segment head sh
if (pi−1.c2 = L○) then s← pi.c1 // activate to insegment s
if (pi−1.c2 = T○) then
st ← pi.c1 // activate to segment tail st
⊗ ← pi.c2 // initiate end mark
until (p1.c2 = ⊗)
CheckSeg
the next segment. In the worst case, the line can be of length n/2, which requires at most
O(n) rounds of communication to identity the next segment Si of length n/2.
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5.2.2 Checking the next segment Si
This sub-phase checks the geometrical configuration of the new defined segment Si, deter-
mining if it is in line with Li, perpendicular to Li or contains one turn (L-shape). It aims
to save energy in the system, surpassing one or more of the subsequent sub-phases. First,
when Si is in line with Li (as illustrated in Figure 5.4), both Si and Li already form a single
straight line Li+1 of double length, so the next phase i+ 1 begins. This reduces the cost of
DrawMap, Push, RecursiveCall and Merge. Second, if Si is forming a line perpendicular to
Li (see Figure 5.5(a)), Li only needs to reverse direction and line up with Si to generate
Li+1, bypassing the extra cost of DrawMap and proceeding directly to Push. Lastly, Si has
a single turn (looks like L-shape) (see Figure 5.5(b)), where it can simply turn at its corner
and align with Li, create Li+1 and save the cost of DrawMap, Push and RecursiveCall. A
high-level explanation is provided below.
When lh observes “⊗”, it propagates its own local direction stored in component c4 =
a ∈ A by updating c2 ← c4. Then, all active agents on the path forward a from pi to pi+1
via their transmission components. Whenever a pi with a local direction c4 = a′ ∈ A notices
a′ 6= a, it combines a with its local direction a′ and changes its transmission component to
c2 ← aa′. After that, if a p′i having c4 = a′′ ∈ A observes a′′ 6= a′, it updates its transmission
component into a negative mark, c2 ← ¬. All signals are to be reflected by the segment
tail st back to lh, which acts accordingly as follows: (1) starts the next sub-phase DrawMap
if it observes “¬”, (2) calls Merge to combine the two perpendicular lines if it observes aa′
or (3) begins a new phase i+ 1 if it receives back its local direction a. Algorithm 4 shows
the pseudocode of this sub-routine.
Lemma 34. CheckSeg correctly checks the configuration of Si to be one of the following:
• Si is in line with Li.
• Si forms a straight line perpendicular to Li.
• Si forms an L-shape.
• Si contains more than one turn.
Proof. This sub-routine starts as soon as the head lh observes the end mark “⊗” of Define-
Seg, which means that all agents of the segment Si are active and labelled correctly. Given
that, the input configuration of CheckSeg is a Hamiltonian path terminates at straight
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Algorithm 4: CheckSeg
S = (p1, . . . , p|S|) is a Hamiltonian shape
Initial configuration: S ← SI , a line L ⊂ S of length k = 1, . . . , log |S|, labelled
correctly as in Figure 5.4 bottommost
p1.c2 ← p1.c4 // head emits its direction
repeat
// each agent acts based on its current label state
Head lh:
if (p1.c2 = c4) then · ← pi.c2 // reset transmission state
if (pi+1.c2 = ¬) then ¬ ← p1.c2 // end this sub-phase
if (pi+1.c2 = X) then start phase i+ 1 // a new phase begins
if (pi+1.c2 = ) then PushLine(L) // Si has one turn
Active:
if (pi−1.c2 = c4) then c4 ← pi.c2 // observe same direction
if pi−1.c2 6= c4) then c4← pi.c2 // show a turn
if (pi−1.c2 = c4) then ¬ ← pi.c2 // show another turn
if (pi+1.c2 = ¬ ∨ X∨ ) then pi.c2 ← pi+1.c2 // transmit marks backwards
if (p|2L|−1.c2 = c4) then X← p|2L|.c2// si transmits mark backwards
if (p|2L|−1.c2 = c4) then ← p|2L|.c2 // si transmits mark backwards
if (pi−1.c2 6= ·) then · ← pi.c2 // reset transmission state
until p1.c2 = ¬
DrawMap
line Li followed by Si, both are composed of 2i active agents. All other inactive agents in
the rest of the configuration are labelled k. During this sub-phase, the active agents use
their local path directions stored in state c4 by which a pi knows each ports incident to
predecessor pi−1 and successor pi+1.
Now, lh updates its transmission state to c2 ← c4 where it emits its local direction held
in c4. Assume without loss of generality, c4 holds a local direction pointing to the east
neighbour “→”, then lh performs this state transition: δ(lh,⊗, ·,→) = (lh,→, ·,→). This
arrow “→" propagates through transmission states to all active agents of Li and Si. When
a pi−1 displays an empty transmission state, each agent pi updates state c2 to “·”. If “→”
matches a local direction stored on c4 of pi, then pi transmits the same arrow “→” from
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L
S
(a) Li is perpendicularly to Si.
L
S
(b) Si has a single turn.
Figure 5.5: Two configurations of a Hamiltonian path terminates at a straight line Li (in
black dots) followed by a segment Si (in grey dots) on the path.
pi−1 to pi+1. If pi stores a turning arrow (e.g. “↓” or “↑”) on c4, then it updates state
c2 with a special L-shape mark, “→”, which is then passed to pi+1. Whenever pj stores
a turning arrow and observes pj−1 showing “→” , pj initiates a negative mark c2 ← ¬,
which is relayed back to lh, calling out for DrawMap. Once st observes “→”, it bounces off
the mark “” back towards lh to start Push. Otherwise, st propagates a special check-mark
“X” backwards, alerting lh that both Li and Si already form a straight line.
Now, we provide analysis of this procedure.
Lemma 35. An execution of CheckSeg requires at most O(n) rounds of communication.
Proof. Consider the worst-case in which the direction mark traverses a n-length path and
a special mark “X” bounces off the other end of the path and returns to the head. This
journey takes at most 2n − 2 rounds, during which an agent pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, emits the
direction mark to pi+1 and “X” to pi−1, excluding the two endpoints of the path.
5.2.3 Drawing a route map
This local technique creates a map and calculates the shortest route of minimum turns,
with the goal of achieving the lowest cost. On the square grid, the most efficient way to
accomplish this is to draw a route of a single turn, such as L-shaped routs. For the purpose
of connectivity preservation, it can be demonstrated that there exist some worst-case routes
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in which the line Li may disconnect while travelling towards the tail of Si. Essentially, this
can be seen in a route where the Manhattan distance between the the line tail lt and the
segment tail st is ∆(lt, st) ≥ |Li|, for additional information, see Section 4.2.
Thus, this distance ∆(lt, st) is important in determining whether to take an L-shaped
route directly to st or to go through an intermediary agent of Si, passing through two L-
shaped routes. From our distributed perspective, the Manhattan distance ∆(lt, st) cannot
be computed in a straightforward manner due to several challenges, such as individuals with
constant local memory and limited computational power. Below, DrawMap addresses these
challenges by using Li agents as (1) a distributed binary counter for calculating the distance
and (2) a distributed memory for storing local directions of agents, which collectively draw
the route map.
This sub-phase computes the Manhattan distance ∆(lt, st) between the line tail lt and
the segment tail st, by exploiting ComputeDistance in which the line agents implement a
distributed binary counter. First, the head lh broadcasts “ C○” to all active agents, asking
them to commence the calculation of the distance. Once a segment agent pi observes “ C○”,
it emits one increment mark “⊕” if its local direction is cardinal or two sequential increment
marks if it is diagonal. The “⊕” mark is forwarded from pi to pi−1 back to the head lh.
Correspondingly, the line agents are arranged to collectively act as a distributed binary
counter, which increases by 1 bit per increment mark, starting from the least significant at
lt.
When a line agent observes the last “⊕” mark, it sends a special mark “ 1○” if ∆(lt, st) ≤
|Li| or “ 2○” if ∆(lt, st) > |Li| back to lh. As soon as lh receives “ 1○” or “ 2○”, it calls
CollectArrows to draw a route that can be either heading directly to st or passing through
the middle of Si towards st. In CollectArrows, lh emits “V” to announce the collection of local
directions (arrows) from Si. When “V” arrives at a segment agent, it then propagates its
local direction stored in c4 back towards lh. Then, the line agents distribute and rearrange
Si’s local directions via several primitives, such as cancelling out pairs of opposite directions,
priority collection and pipelined transmission. Finally, the remaining arrows cooperatively
draw a route map for Li (see Definition 17). Below, we give more details of DrawMap.
Definition 17 (A route). A route is a rectangular path R consisting of a set of cells
R = [c1, . . . , c|R|] on Z2, where ci and ci+1 are two cells adjacent vertically or horizontally,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |R| − 1. Let C be a system configuration, CR denotes the configuration of R
where CR ⊂ C defined by [c1, . . . , c|R|].
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Distributed Binary Counter
Due to the limitations of this model, individual agents cannot calculate and keep non-
constant numbers in their state. Alternatively, the line Li of k = 2i agents can be utilised
as a distributed binary counter (similar to a Turing machine tape) which is capable to store
up to 2k − 1 unsigned values. This k-bit binary counter supports increment which is the
only operation we need in this procedure. Each agent’s counter state c5 is initially “·” and
can then hold a bit from {0, 1}. The line tail lt denotes the least significant bit of the
counter. An increment operation is performed as follows: Whenever a line agent pi detects
pi+1 showing an increment mark “⊕”, pi switches counter component c5 from “·” or 0 to 1
and destroys the “⊕” mark. If pi holds 1 in c5, it flips 1 to 0 and redirects the increment
mark “⊕” to pi−1 (i.e. update the transmission state c2 to “⊕”). See an implantation of
this counter in Figure 5.6.
(lh, ·, ·) (sh,⊕, 0)(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, ·)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, 0) (st, ·, 0) (k, ·, 0)
1248
(sh,⊕, 0)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh,⊕, 0)(l, ·, ·) (lt, ·, 1)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, 0) (st, ·, 0) (k, ·, 0)
1248
(sh, ·, 0)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, 0)(l, ·, ·) (lt,⊕, 0)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, 0) (st, ·, 0) (k, ·, 0)
1248
(sh, ·, 0)
(lh, ·, ·) (sh, ·, 0)(l, ·, ·) (s, ·, 0) (st, ·, 0) (k, ·, 0)
1248
(sh, ·, 0)(l, ·, 1) (lt, ·, 0)
Figure 5.6: A 4-bit line counter Li. Agents of Li and Si are depicted by black grey dots,
respectively. The state of an agent is (c1, c2, c5) denoting c1 the label, c2 transmission
and c5 counter components, omitting others with no effect. Each shaded area shows a
corresponding decimal number. Top: the counter has a decimal value of 0. 2nd: an
increment of 1. 3rd: the line tail lt flips state c5 from 1 to 0 and updates c2 with “⊕”.
Bottom: the counter increased by 1 corresponding to a decimal value 2.
ComputeDistance procedure
Initially, the head lh emits a special mark “ C○” to all active agents, asking them to commence
the calculation of the Manhattan distance ∆(lt, st) between the line tail lt and the segment
tail st. Whenever a segment agent pi (of label sh, s or st) observes pi−1 with “ C○”, it performs
one of two transitions: (1) It updates transmission state to c2 ← ⊕ if its local direction
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stored in c4 is cardinal (horizontal or vertical) from {→,←, ↑, ↓}. (2) If c4 holds a diagonal
direction from {↖,↗,↙,↘}, it receptively updates the transmission and waiting states, c2
and c3, to “⊕”. Eventually, the segment head sh produces the last special increment mark
“⊕′”. In principle, any diagonal direction between two cells in a square grid can increase
the distance by two (in the Manhattan distance), whereas horizontal and vertical directions
always increase it by one.
As a result, all increment marks initiated by segment agents are transmitted backwards
to the counter Li, similar to the propagation of end mark described in DefineSeg. Hence,
the binary counter increases by 1 bit each time it detects “⊕”, starting from the least
significant bit stored in lt. Because of transmission parallelism, the binary counter may
increase by more than one bit in a single round. When a line agent pi sees predecessor
with the last increment mark “⊕′”, pi passes “ 1○” towards the line head lh. This mark “ 1○”
is altered to “ 2○” on its way to lh only if it passes a line agent of a counter state c5 = 1,
otherwise it is left unchanged. Eventually, the head lh observes either “ 1○”, by which it
calls CollectArrows procedure to draw a route map directly to the tail st of Si, or “ 2○”, by
which it calls CollectArrows to push via a middle agent s towards st. We provide Algorithm
5 of the ComputeDistance procedure below.
Let ∆(lt, st) denote the Manhattan distance between the line tail lt and the segment
tail st. The following lemma shows that this procedure calculates ∆(lt, st) in linear time.
Lemma 36. ComputeDistance requires O(|Li|) rounds to compute ∆(lt, st).
Proof. Consider an input configuration labelled (
Li︷ ︸︸ ︷
lh, . . . , l, . . . , lt,
Si︷ ︸︸ ︷
sh, . . . , s, . . . , st, k, . . . , k),
starting at a line head p1 of label lh, where |Li| = |Si|. We only show affected states
in this proof. Initially, lh emits a counting mark “ C○” by updating transmission state to
p1.c2 ← C○, then lh resets transmission state to c2 ← · in subsequent rounds. Once an active
agent pi in round rj−1 (where j ≤ 2|Li|) detects predecessor showing state pi−1.c2 = C○,
it updates transmission state to pi.c2 ← C○ in rj and then resets pi.c2 ← · in rj+1. Upon
arrival of “ C○” at st, its predecessor changes transmission state to c2 ← ⊕ and puts another
increment mark in waiting state c3 ← ⊕ if it stores a diagonal arrow in its local direction
c4.
Due to the goal of counting, the direction of st is dropped. Each segment agent pi
of label sh and s observes a successor presenting state pi+1.c2 = ⊕ in round rj−1, then
the following transitions apply in rj : (1) pi.c2 ← ⊕ if pi+1.c2 ← ⊕, (2) if pi.c2 ← ⊕ if
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Algorithm 5: ComputeDistance(Li, Si)
S = (p1, . . . , p|S|) is a Hamiltonian shape
Initial configuration: a straight line Li and a segment Si labelled as in Figure 5.6
1. The line head lh propagates counting mark C○ along Li and Si
2. Once C○ arrives at the segment tail st, a segment agent acts as follows:
3. st sends one increment ⊕ back to lh if its direction is cardinal or two ⊕ if
diagonal
// pipelined transmission
4a. s observes ⊕, sends one increment ⊕ back to lh if its direction is cardinal or
two ⊕ if diagonal
4b. sl observes ⊕, sends one increment ⊕′ back to lh if its direction is cardinal or
two ⊕′ if diagonal
5. The distributed counter Li increases by 1 bit each time it receives ⊕
6. A line agent observes the last ⊕′ coming to Li, sends a mark 1○ back to lh
7a. Each line agent observes 1○ and has 1 bit, passes 2○ towards lh
7b. Each line agent observes 1○ and has 0 bit, passes 1○ towards lh
7c. Each line agent observes 2○, passes 2○ towards lh
// Manhattan distance ∆ ≤ i
8a. When lh sees 1○, it calls CollectArrows to draw one L-shaped route
// Manhattan distance ∆ > i
8b. Otherwise, lh sees 2○ and calls CollectArrows to draw two L-shaped route
pi+1.c2 ← · and pi.c3 ← ⊕, (3) the head of segment sh sets pi.c2 ← ⊕′ if pi+1.c2 ← · and
pi.c3 ← ⊕ and (4) pi.c2 ← · if pi+1.c2 ← · and pi.c3 ← ·.
Correspondingly, the line agents (of labels lh, l and lt) behave as a binary counter
described above and illustrated in Figure 5.6. When a line agent pi detects “⊕” in the state
of pi+1 in round rj−1, it updates state based on one of theses transitions in round rj−1: (1)
pi.c5 ← 1 if pi.c5 ← · or pi.c5 ← 0 or (2) pi.c5 ← 0 and pi.c2 ← ⊕ if pi.c5 ← 1. In the case
where the last increment mark “⊕′” detected by pi in round rj−1, then pi updates state to
pi.c2 ← 1○ in rj . When pi−1 observes 1○, then it updates states to either (1) pi−1.c2 ← 1○
if pi−1.c5 = 0 or (2) pi−1.c2 ← 2○ if pi−1.c5 = 1. Thus, the mark “ 2○” is sent back to the
head lh, which finally sees either ‘ 1○” or “ 2○” and acts appropriately (calls CollectArrows
procedure). The counter size is sufficient to calculate ∆(lt, st) since the worst-case distance
is |Li| − 2.
Now, we analyse the cost of communication of this procedure in a number of rounds.
First, the counter mark “ C○” goes on a journey that takes t1 = 2|Li| = O(|Li|) rounds.
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That is, the pipelined transmission of increment marks requires at most t2 = O(|Li|) parallel
rounds of communication. Moreover, the marks “ 1○” or “ 2○” travel to the head lh within at
most t3 = O(|Li|). Altogether, the total running time is bounded by t = t1+t2+t3 = O(|Li|)
parallel rounds.
CollectArrows procedure
Informally, the distance obtained from the ComputeDistance procedure can be (1) equal or
less than the line length |Li| (lh observes this mark “ 1○”) or (2) greater than |Li| (lh observes
“ 2○”). In case (1), it propagates a special collection mark “V” through all active agents
until it reaches the segment tail st. When “V” arrives, st broadcasts its local arrow in c4
back to lh via active agent transmission states. This journey accomplishes the following:
(a) Gathers arrows similar to st and puts them in priority transmission. (b) Eliminates
pairs of opposite arrows and replaces them with a hash mark “#”. (c) Arranges the arrows
on Li’s distributed memory. In case (2), lh emits a special mark “ M○” to sh, defining a
midpoint on Si through which the line Li passes towards st.
Now, sh propagates two marks down st, a fast mark “ m1○” is transmitted every round
and a slow mark moves three rounds slower “ m2○”. The fast mark “ m1○” bounces off st, where
both “ m1○” and “ m2○” meet in a Si middle agent pj , which changes label to s′t and a successor
pj+1 switches to s′h. This temporally divides Si into two segments, S
1





h, . . . , st. The middle agent s
′
t propagates “ M○” to tell lh that a midpoint has been
identified. Case (1) is then repeated twice to collect arrows from S1i and S
2
i and distribute
them into the line agents (distributed memory). After that, Push(S) begins. Algorithm 6
presents the pseudocode that briefly formulates this procedure.
The following lemma proves the correctness and analysis of CollectArrows.
Lemma 37. The CollectArrows procedure completes within O(|Li|) rounds.
Proof. Given an initial configuration defined in Lemma 36. Assume the Manhattan distance
δ(lt, st) ≤ |Li|. For simplicity, we prove (A) in algorithm 6 showing only affected states.
Once lh observes 1○, it emits a collection mark “V”, which then transfers forwardly among
active agents until it reaches st, similar to counting mark transmission described previously
in Lemma 36. When st detects “V”, it updates transmission state c2 with its local direction
held in c4 = d; recall that d is an arrow that locally shows where the Hamiltonian path
comes in and out, d ∈ {→,←, ↓, ↑,↖,↗,↙,↘}.
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Algorithm 6: CollectArrows(Li, Si)
Input: a straight line Li and a segment Si
// priority and pipelined transmission, see text for details
(A) Line head lh observes 1○
1. lh propagates collection mark V
2. Each active agent pi emits V to pi+1
3. st observes 1○ and propagates its direction d in c4, c2 ← c4
4. Each segment agent pi passes a direction to pi−1
5. Distribute directions into the line agents
6. Rearrangement of directions
7. Push(S) begins
(B) Line head lh observes 2○
1. lh propagates a midpoint mark M○
2. Each line agent pi broadcasts M○ to pi+1
3. sh sees M○, then emits fast m1○ and slow m2○ waves down to st
4. m1○ bounces off st and meets m2○ at middle agent pj with label changed to s′t
5. s′t propagates M○ to lh
6. Once lh sees M○ again, it goes to (A)
In what follows, we distinguish between cardinal {→,←, ↓, ↑} and diagonal directions
{↖,↗,↙,↘}. Figure 5.7 shows how local arrows are assigned to agents according to the
Hamiltonian path. For a cardinal local direction, st updates transmission state to c2 ← d
and marks local direction state with a star c4 ← d?, indicating that d has been collected. A
diagonal local direction between any two neighbouring cells on the two-dimensional square
grid is made up of two cardinal arrows, such as↖ is composed of ↑ and←. In other words,
an agent needs to move two steps to occupy an adjacent diagonal cell. For example, if st
stores a diagonal direction in c4, it puts d1 on transmission c2 ← d1, d2 on waiting state
c3 ← d2, and marks it with a star, c4 ← d?. Next round, the transmission state of st resets
c2 ← · if c3 is empty or sets c2 ← c3 if c3 contains an arrow.
We now show the priority and pipelined collection of local arrows of Si (in Algorithm
6). Assume a direction (arrow) d+ transmits from the segment tail st, travelling through
transmission states via an active agent pi+1 to pi. When d+ encounters an opposite arrow
d− recorded in transmission state pi.c2, both are erased and replaced by the hash sign “#”.
If d+ and d+ are similar, both take priority in c2. If d+ observes a perpendicular arrow
⊥ d, d+ is placed in c2 and ⊥ d in waiting state c3.
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Figure 5.7: Drawing a map: from top-left a path across occupied cells and corresponding
local arrows stored on state c4 in top-tight, where the diagonal directions, “↘” and “↗”,
are interpreted locally as, “↓→” and “↑→”. The bottom shows a route map drawn locally
on state c6 of each line agent.
Figure 5.8 depicts a configuration of Si consisting of eight agents, which their arrows
are collected in Figure 5.9 where we represent Li (white nodes) and Si (grey nodes) as a tab
for better visibility. In the topmost shape, local directions c4 are inside nodes, label c1 and
transmission c2 above nodes, waiting c3 (only for segment agents) and map state c6 (only
for line agents) below nodes. The process starts from round rj downwards. The associated
transitions for each active agent are detailed below, though they may be complicated,
therefore we supplement Figure 5.9 to make this sub phase easier to understand.
Figure 5.8: A configuration of Li (black dots) and Si (grey dots).
Given a segment agent pi of label s and st in round rj−1, where j ≤ 2|Li|. Then we show
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how pi acts when the direction is either cardinal or diagonal. In the first case, consider pi of





i+1) or # in transmission component c2. Then, pi updates its state in rj as
follows: (1) Set di+1 or d1i+1 in transmission pi.c2 ← pi+1.c2, put di in waiting pi.c3 ← pi.c4
and mark it pi.c4 ← d?i if di is perpendicular to di+1, such as → and ↑. (2) Set pi.c2 ← #,
put di in waiting pi.c3 ← pi.c4 and mark its local direction pi.c4 ← d?i if di and di+1 are a
pair of opposite arrows, such as ↑ and ↓. (3) Set both directions di+1 and di in transmission
pi.c2 ← di+1di, resets c3 ← · and mark di with a star pi.c4 ← d?i if di and di+1 are a pair
of same arrows, such as ↑ and ↑. When a cardinal direction is already collected d?i , pi sets
di+1 or d1i+1 in transmission pi.c2 ← pi+1.c2. If di+1 ( or d1i+1) and c3 = di are similar, then
pi sets pi.c2 ← di+1di (or pi.c2 ← d1i+1di) and resets pi.c3 ← ·. If pi+1.c2 is empty, then pi
puts waiting direction in transmission pi.c2 ← pi.c4 or rests pi.c2 ← ·, otherwise.
In the second case, pi holds an uncollected diagonal arrow di(d1i d
2
i ) in rj−1, so it performs
one of the following in rj : (1) Set di+1 and d1i in transmission pi.c2 ← di+1d1i , put d2i in
waiting pi.c3 ← d2i and mark di with a star pi.c4 ← d?i if di+1 and d1i (or d2i ) are similar, such
as ↑ and↖= (↑←). (2) Set pi.c2 ← #, put d2i in waiting pi.c3 ← d2i and mark the direction




i , such as ↑ and ↙= (↓←). If a diagonal arrow has
been already collected d?i , then pi sets di+1 or d
1
i+1 in transmission pi.c2 ← pi+1.c2. If di+1
(or d1i+1) and waiting direction c3 = di are the same, then pi updates to pi.c2 ← di+1di (or
pi.c2 ← d1i+1di) and resets pi.c3 ← ·. If pi+1.c2 is empty then, pi puts waiting direction in
transmission pi.c2 ← pi.c4 or rests pi.c2 ← ·, otherwise.
Meanwhile, the line agents receive the collected arrows and divide them among respec-
tive states as follows. Let pi denote a line agent, holding a map state pi.c6 = ·, observes pi+1
showing a direction di+1 or a hash sign “#”. Then, pi acts accordingly: (1) pi.c6 ← di+1, (2)
if pi is lh or sees pi−1 with a map state c6 =#, then pi.c6 ←#. Whenever pi.c6 6= · detects
pi+1.c2 = di+1 or pi+1.c2 =# , then pi updates state to di+1 or “#" if pi−1.c6 = ·. Once
the line tail lt of a non-empty map component detects pi+1.c2 = ·, it propagates a special
mark “VX” via line agents towards lh, announcing the completion of arrows collection.
Now, let us discuss (B) in algorithm 6 in which lh observes “ 2○”, indicating the Manhat-
tan distance δ(lt, st) > |Li|. In reaction to this, lh emits the midpoint mark “ M○” forwardly
down the line agents towards sh. Once sh detects “ M○”, it emits two waves via the segment,
fast “ m1○” and slow “ m2○”. The fast wave “ m1○” moves from pi to pi+1 every round, while the
slow wave “ m2○” passes every three rounds. In this way, the fast wave “ m1○” bounces off st
and meets “ m2○” at a middle agent p′i of Si which updates label to s
′
t, and pi+1′ changes label
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Figure 5.9: An implementation of the arrows collection on the shape in Figure 5.8, see text
for explanation.
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to s′h as well. See a demonstration in Figure 5.10. Consequently, Si is temporarily divided
into two halves S1i and S
2
i labelled:
(. . . ,
S1i︷ ︸︸ ︷




s′h, . . . , s, . . . , st, . . .).
Now, s′t emits the “ M○” mark back to lh via transmission states, from pi to pi−1. Upon
arrival of “ M○”, lh invokes the sub-procedure (A) to begin collection on the first half S1i and
Push(S) to move towards s′t, after which lh calls (A) again to travel into st.
We argue that the line Li always has sufficient memory to store all collected arrows.
The Manhattan distance will always be δ(lt, st) > |Li| if the segment Si has at least one
diagonal connection. Consider the worst-case scenario of a diagonal segment in which each
agent pi gains a local diagonal direction at a cost of two cardinal arrows. Recall that each
agent can store two arrows in its state, in c6 and c7. Given that, in the worst-case the
segment contains a total of 2|Si| local arrows. Thus, by applying (A) twice in each half of
Si, each single arrow of Si will find a room in Li.
We now calculate the running time of the CollectArrows(Li, Si) procedure on a number
of rounds. Starting from steps 1 and 2 of (A), the “V” mark takes a journey from lh to
st requiring at most t1 = |Li| + |Si| = O(|Li|) rounds. Then, the pipelined collection and
rearrangement of arrows in steps 3-6, require at most a number of parallel rounds equal
asymptotically to the length of |Si|+ |Li|, namely t2 = O(|Li|). Moreover, the cost of “VX”
transmission takes time t3 = |Li| rounds. In (B), the propagation of “ M○” costs t4 = |Li|,
another cost t5 = 3|Si| is preserved for (1) and (2), which is the communication of fast
“ m1○” and slow “ m2○” and the return of “ M○” to the head, respectively. Hence, (A) costs at
most tA = t1 + t2 + t3 = O(|Li|) parallel rounds of communication, whereas (B) requires
at most tB = t4 + t5 = O(|Li|). The same bound holds in the worst-case by applying (A)
twice. Therefore, this procedure requires a total number of at most T = 2tA + tB = O(|Li|)
parallel rounds to draw a route map.
Finally, ComputeDistance and CollectArrows procedures completes the DrawMap sub-
phase. By Lemmas 36 and 37, we conclude that:
Lemma 38. DrawMap draws a map within O(|Li|) rounds.































































Figure 5.10: A fast “ m1○” and slow “ m2○” wave meeting at the middle of Si of 8 agents.
Observe that “ m1○” moves every round, while “ m2○” is three rounds slower.
5.2.4 Pushing the next segment Si
Unlike all previous sub-phases, the transformation now allows individuals to perform line
movements on the grid, taking advantage of their linear-strength pushing mechanism. That
is, a straight line Li of 2i agents occupying a column or row of 2i consecutive cells on the
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square grid can be pushed in a single step depending on its orientation in parallel vertically
or horizontally in a single-time step. The line head and tail are responsible for pushing the
line interchangeably during the transformation. Furthermore, Li has the ability to change
direction or turn from vertical to horizontal and vice versa.
A variety of obstacles must be overcome in order to translate the global coordinator of
line moves into a system of homogeneous agents capable of only local vision and communi-
cation. One of the most essential challenges is timing: an individual agent moving the line
must know when to start and stop pushing. Otherwise, it may disconnect the shape and
break the connectivity-preservation requirement. Further, the line may change direction
and turn around while pushing; hence, it must have some kind of local synchronisation over
its agents to ensure that everyone follows the same route and no one is pushed off. Failure
to do so may result in a loss of connectivity, communication, or the displacement of other
agents in the configuration. Moreover, pushing a line does not necessarily traverse through
free space of a Hamiltonian shape; consequently, a line may walk along the remaining con-
figuration of agents while ensuring global connectivity at the same time. However, we were
able to address all of these concerns in Push, which will be detailed below.
After some communication, lh observes that Li is ready to move and can start Push now.
It synchronises with lt to guide line agents during pushing. To achieve this, it propagates
fast “ p1○” and slow “ p2○” marks along the line, “ p1○” is transmitted every round and “ p2○”
is three rounds slower (shown early in DrawMap). The “ p1○” mark reflects at lt and meets
“ p2○” at a middle agent pi, which in turn propagates two pushing signals “ P○” in either
directions, one towards lh and the other heading to lt. This synchronisation liaises lh with
lt throughout the pushing process, which starts immediately after “ P○” reaches both ends
of the line at the same time. Recall the route map has been drawn starting from lt, and
hence, lt moves simultaneously with lh according to a local map direction â ∈ A stored in
its map component c6.
Through this synchronisation, lt checks the next cell (x, y) that Li pushes towards and
tells lh, whether it is empty or occupied by an agent p 6∈ Li in the rest of the configuration.
If (x, y) is empty, then lh pushes Li one step towards (x, y), and all line agents shift their
map arrows in c6 forwardly towards lt. If (x, y) is occupied by p 6∈ Li, then lt swaps states
with p and tells lh to push one step. Similarly, in each round of pushing a line agent pi
swaps states with p until the line completely traverses the drawn route map and restores it
to its original state. Figure 5.15 shows an example of pushing Li through a route of empty
and occupied cells. In this way, the line agents can transparently push through a route
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of any configuration and leave it unchanged. Once Li has traversed completely through
the route and lined up with st, then RecursiveCall begins. Algorithm 7 provides a general
procedure of Push.
Algorithm 7: Push
Input: a straight line Li and a segment Si
The line head lh observes the completion of DrawMap
repeat
lh emits a mark to lt to start pushing // lt sees empty or non-empty cell
if c6 = dlt point to empty cell // local arrow of lt points to empty cell
then
lh syncs Li: update states and push one step
end
if c6 = dlt point to non-empty cell k then
lt activates k
lh syncs Li // swap and update states as described in text
Li pushes one step
end
until lh swaps labels with sh
RecursiveCall begins
Agents synchronisation
Many agent behaviours, including state swapping and line movements (parallel pushing),
are realised to be very efficient in the centralised systems of a global coordinator. In
contrast, the constraints in this model make these simple tasks difficult, as individuals with
limited knowledge cannot keep track of others during the transformation. This may result
in the disconnection of the whole shape, a modification in the rest of the configuration or
even the loss of a chain of actions that halts the transformation process. However, the
synchronisation of agents can assist to tackle such an issue where individuals can organise
themselves to eventually arrive at a state in which all of them conduct tasks concurrently.
This concept is similar to a well-known problem in cellular automata known as the firing
squad synchronisation problem, which was proposed by Myhill in 1957. McCarthy and
Minsky provided a first solution to this problem [92]. The following lemma demonstrates
how their solution can be translated to our model in order to coincide a Hamiltonian path
of n agents in such a way that they can perform concurrent actions in linear time.




























































































Figure 5.11: Synchronising 8 agents that were started in Figure 5.10 where the halving
procedure repeats until all agents reach a synchronised state.
Lemma 39 (Agents synchronisation). Let P denote a Hamiltonian path of n agents on
the square grid, starting from a head p1 and ending at a tail pn, where p1 6= pn. Then, all
agents of P can be synchronised in at most O(n) rounds.
Proof. From [92], the strategy consists of two cases, even and odd number of agents. First,
the head p1 emits fast mark “ m1○” and slow mark “ m2○” towards the tail pn. The “ m1○”
mark is communicated from pi to pi+1 via transmission components in each round, while
is transmitted from pi to pi+1 every three rounds. When “ m1○” reaches the other end of the
path pn, it returns to p1. Thus, the two marks collide exactly in the middle (see an example
in Figure 5.10). Now, the two agents who witness the collision update to a special state,
which will effectively split P into two sub-paths. Both agents repeat the same procedure in
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each half of length n/2 in either direction of P . Repeat this halving until all agents reach
a special state (collision witness) in which they all perform an action simultaneously. An
implementation of this synchronisation is depicted in Figure 5.11.
Assume a path P of n odd agents in which p1 emits, “ p1○” and “ p2○” along P . In this
case, the two marks meet in a slightly different way, at an exact single middle agent pi on
P . This agent pi observes a predecessor pi−1 showing “ m2○” and successor pi+1 showing “ m1○”
in transmission state and responds by switching into another special state that allows it
to play two roles. That is, it emits “ p1○” and “ p2○” to both directions of P , this effectively
splits P into two sub-paths of length n/2 − 1 each. Now, repeat the process in each half
until the two marks intersect in the middle, at which point two agents notice the collision
and change to a special state. In the same way, divide until all agents have updated to a
synchronised state. Figure 5.12 depicts the synchronisation in the odd case.
Now, we are ready to describe the state transitions. In the first round rj , p1 updates
to p1.c2 ← m1○ and combines “ m2○” with “w” in waiting state, p1.c3 ← m2○w. Next round
rj+1, p1 updates state to p1.c3 ← m2○ and p1.c2 ← ·. In the third round rj+2, p1 updates
transmission state to p1.c2 ← m2○. Whenever pi notices: (1) pi−1 (or pi+1) showing “ m1○”,
pi shifts transmission to pi.c2 ← m1○ and pi−1 o(r pi+1) rests their transmission next round.
(2) pi−1 (or pi+1) showing “ m2○”, pi updates waiting state to pi.c3 ← m2○w and pi−1 (or pi+1)
rests their transmission next round. (3) pi+1 showing “ m1○” and pi−1 presenting “ m2○” (or
vice versa), pi updates to another special state and repeats (1). When both pi and pi+1
are presenting “ m1○” and “ m2○”, they update into a special state and repeat the procedure of
p1 in either directions. Repeat until all agents and their neighbours reach a special state
where all are synchronised.
Let us now analyse the runtime of this synchronisation in a number of rounds. The fast
mark “ m1○” moves along P taking n rounds plus n/2 to walks back to the centre in a total of
at most 3n/2 rounds. The same bound applies to the slow mark “ m2○” arriving and meeting
“ m1○” in the middle. The whole procedure is now repeated on the two halves of length n/2,
each takes 3n/4 rounds. This adds up to a total
∑n
i=1 3n/2
i = 3n/2 + 3n/4 + . . . + 0 =
3n(1/2 + 1/4 + . . . + 0) = 3n(1) = 3n. Therefore, this synchronisation requires at most
O(n) rounds of communication.
Now, we show that under this model, a number of consecutive agents forming a straight
line Li can traverse transparently through a route R of cells on the grid of any configuration
CR using their local knowledge, without breaking connectivity.


































































Figure 5.12: An example of synchronising 7 agents - odd case.
Lemma 40. Let Li denote a terminal straight line and R be a rectangular path of any
configuration CR, starting from a cell adjacent to the tail of Li, where R ≤ 2|Li|−1. Then,
there exists a distributed way to push Li along R without breaking connectivity.
Proof. In Algorithm 7, the line head lh observes the collection mark “VX” indicating the
completion of DrawMap(S), which draws a route R (see Definition 17). As a result, lh emits
the question mark “?” to lt, which will broadcast via line agent transmission states from
pi to pi+1. Once ‘?” arrives there, lt checks whether its map arrow dlt points to an empty
or occupied cell, and if so, it emits a special mark “ Y○” back to lh indicating that a route
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is free to push. By an application of Lemma 39, lh synchronises all line agents to reach a
concurrent state in which the following actions occur concurrently: (1) lh pushes Li one
position towards lt, based on its local direction on push state c7. (2) lt pushes one position
based on its map arrow c6 either in line direction or perpendicular to Li. In the latter, lt
updates state to c4 ← c6 and tells predecessor to turn next pushing. In general, (3) If pi
turns, it updates local direction c4 ← c6, and pi−1 updates push component pi−1.c7 ← pi.c6.
(4) pi of a present push component c7 moves one step in the direction held in c7, which
then rests to pi.c7 ← ·. (5) All line agents shift local map direction forwardly towards lt,
pi.c6 ← pi−1.c6. Repeat these transitions until lt encounters the segment tail st on the
route through which lt tells lh to sync and push again, while lt and st swaps their states.
Hence, any pi meets st, they swap states and rest their c6. Eventually, lh stops pushing

























































































































Figure 5.13: A line Li of four agents pushing through a route of empty cells towards st.
All affected states (c4, c5 and c7) are shown inside each occupied cell.
During pushing through an L-shape route R, Li may turn one or at most three times.
In the following, we show that the number of turns depends on the orientation of both
Li and R. Without loss of generality, assume a horizontal Li turning at a corner towards
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st, such as Figure 5.13 where Li will temporally divide into two perpendicular sub-lines
while traversing to st. By a careful application of Lemma 39, both can be synchronised
and organised to perform two parallel pushing where lh liaises with lt and push the two
perpendicular sub-lines concurrently. Now, assume st is placed two cells above the middle
of Li, resulting in a route R of three turns along which Li temporally transforms into three
perpendicular sub-lines. Three agents simultaneously drive everyone to advance one step
ahead on R. Therefore, the line can be synchronised to perform at most three parallel
pushing operations that are asymptotically equivalent to the cost of one pushing, without
breaking connectivity. Below are transitions that demonstrate how Li pushes along R while
satisfying all of the transparency properties of line moves in Proposition 4:
– No delay: Li traverses R of any configuration CR within the same asymptotic number
of moves, regardless of how dense is CR.
– No effect: Li restores all occupied cell to their original state and keeps CR unchanged
after traversing R.
– No break: Li preserves connectivity while traversing along R.
Now, assume Li walks over a route R of non-empty cells occupied by other agents
(denoted by k) in the configuration that are not on Si. Whenever Li walks through R
and lt meets k on R, lt tells lh to stop pushing. The agent k now updates to a temporary
state labelled klt if it has a similar arrow of lt or kltc if it has a turn. Based on the map
arrow of lt, klt acts as a tail and checks whether the next cell (x, y) on R is empty, which
accordingly triggers to one of the following states : (1) (x, y) is empty, then klt emits a
mark back to lh to sync and push Li one step further. During this, klt changes state to kl
and each synchronised agent pi shifts map arrow to pi+1. During pushing, kl swaps states
with its predecessor and ensures that it remains in the same position (see Figure 5.14) until
it meets lh, at which kl can update to its original state k. (2) (x, y) is occupied by another
agent labelled k, then (a) klt changes to k?lt (or k
?
lt
c if the map arrow is a turn) and k into
klt , and (b) klt emits a special mark to the line agents asking for the next map arrow dklt .
Repeat this process as long as dklt indicates an occupied cell. Once klt observes an empty
cell (x′, y′), it performs (1) and updates k?lt . See a demonstration in Figure 5.15.
When Li moves through a series of non-empty cells, it guarantees that they are neither
separated or disconnected while pushing. To achieve this, when lt or klt calls for synchro-
nisation, any line agent pi labelled l whose successor shows a label with star (k?l or k
?
l c ),
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lh l l lt k lh l l lt klt
sync
push lh l l kl lt
→
Figure 5.14: A line Li of agents within grey cells pushing through a non-empty cell in blue
with a right map direction above lt.






















Figure 5.15: A line Li of agents inside grey cells, with map directions above, pushing and
turning through empty and non-empty cells in blue (of label k). The green and yellow cells
show state swapping.
both swap their states. It continues to swap states forwardly via consecutive non-empty
cells until reaches the tail lt or a line agent l. Though, when Li traverses entirely through
R and reaches the segment tail st, it may find another non-empty cell after swapping states
with st. Hence, the same argument above still holds in this case. Figure 5.16 shows this
case.











Figure 5.16: Four agents in a line inside grey cells swap states with others occupying
consecutive yellow cells.
Whenever Li pushes into an empty cell (x, y), it fills (x, y) with an agent p ∈ Li.
During pushing, Li always keeps the original position of a non-empty cell and restores it
to its initial state (via state swapping). However, there exists a case that may break the
connectivity. Consider a line Li pushing along R and turning at a corner agent labelled
kltc, which has two diagonal neighbours where both are not adjacent to any line agent, as
depicted in Figure 5.17 top. In this case, when kltc moves down, it will break connectivity
with its upper diagonal neighbour. Hence, the transformation resolves this issue locally
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depending on the agents’ local view. When kltc observes a pushing agent and has one or
two diagonal neighbours, it temporarily switches to a state that allows it to move one step
further while lt updates into a turning agent. This also permits all line agents to turn
sequentially until they reach the head lh, which turns and waits for kltc to return to its
initial cell. Figure 5.17 depicts how to handle this situation. Other orientations follow
























Figure 5.17: A line Li pushing through a route R turns at a corner agent labelled kltc that
has two diagonal neighbours, neither of which is adjacent to any line agent.
Thus, all agents of Li are labelled and organised in such a way that can transparently
push through a route R of any configuration CR, whether it is being empty or partially/fully
occupied. It implies that Li remains connected when travelling as well as the whole con-
figuration. Further, the original state of CR has been restored and all of its occupied cells
(if any) have been left unchanged. As a result, Li meets all of the transparency criteria of
line moves in Proposition 4.
The complexity of Push is provided in the following lemma based on the number of line
moves and communication rounds.
Lemma 41. A straight line Li traverses through a route R of any configuration CR, taking
at most O(|Li|) line moves within O(|Li| · |R|) rounds.
Proof. The bound of moves depends on three factors, the number of empty cells on R, the
length of Li and the number of turns on R. Say that R is free of agents (fully empty) and
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has at most 3 turns, then Li requires at most |Li| + 3|Li| + |Li| = 5|Li| = O(|Li|) moves
(proved in Lemma 40) to push through R. On the other hand, the communication cost of
this sub-phase could be very high in the case of a fully occupied route R when individuals
perform many functions such as synchronisation, activation, state swapping, and map arrow
forwarding. Those actions can be carried either sequentially or concurrently during the
transformation and can be analysed independently of each other. In this case, we set an
upper bound on the most dominating work.
Assume that R is completely occupied by other agents in the shape (in a worst-case),
from the cell adjacent to the line tail lt to the cell adjacent to sh. Then, lt needs to
traverse over at most |R| agents in order to arrive at sh, which costs tc1 = |R| rounds.
Further, lt requires a number of synchronisations equal to |Li| to move all line agents along
R at a cost of no more than tc2 = |Li| · |R| rounds. In each synchronisation, a line agent
swaps its state with |R| agents and forwards its map direction over line agents to lt within
at most tc3 = |Li| + |R| rounds. Thus, this sub-phase results in a maximum number of
communications T c = tc1 + tc2 + tc3 = |R| + (|Li| · |R|) + (|Li| + |R|) = O(Li| · |R|) rounds.
This bound holds when other agents occupy |Li| consecutive horizontal and vertical cells
beyond sh.
5.2.5 Recursive call on the segment Si into a line L′i
This sub-phase, RecursiveCall, is the heart of this transformation and is recursively called
on the next segment Si, which eventually transforms into another straight line L′i of 2
i
agents.
When a segment tail st swaps states with lh, it accordingly acts as follows: (1) prop-
agates a special mark transmitted along all segment agents towards the head sh, (2) de-
activates itself by updating label to c1 ← k, (3) resets all of its components, except local
direction in c4. Similarly, once a segment agent pi observes this special mark, it propagates
it to its successor pi+1, deactivates itself, and keeps its local direction in c4 while resetting
all other components. When the segment head sh notices this special mark, it changes to a
line head state (c1 ← lh) and then recursively repeats the whole transformation from round
1 to i−1. Figure 5.3 presents a graphical illustration of RecursiveCall applied on a diagonal
line shape.
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5.2.6 Merging the two lines Li and L′i
The final sub-phase of this transformation is Merge, which combines two straight lines
into a single double-sized line, described as follows. The previous sub-phase, RecursiveCall,
transforms the segment Si into a straight line L′i, starts from a head lh and ends at a tail
lt. Currently, the tail of L′i occupies a cell adjacent to the head of Li. Hence, lh can simply
check if L′i is in line or perpendicular to Li exploiting the previous procedure of CheckSeg.
Without loss of generality, say that the tail agent of L′i occupies cell (x, y) and Li occupies
cells (x+ 1, y), . . . , (x+ |Li| − 1, y). Then, L′i could be either (1) perpendicular with agents
occupying (x, y), . . . , (x, y + |Li| − 1) or (2) in line on cells (x, y), . . . , (x − |Li| − 1, y). In
(1), lh emits a mark that travels via agents of L′i until it reaches the other head, where it
asks to change the direction of L′i, allowing L
′
i and Li to combine into a single straight line
Li+1 of double length and designate one head and tail for Li+1. In (2), L′i and Li have
already formed Li+1; all that remains is to switch and update labels to assign a head lh,
tail lt and 2i+1 − 2 line agents l in between.
Now, it is sufficient to upper bound this sub-phase by analysing only a worst-case of
(1). Obviously, the straight line L′i pushes and turns within a distance equal to its length
in order to line up with Li. It is worth noting that the agents of L′i do not require full
synchronisation for each push. Instead, they simply need to sync the head and tail of L′i
where both perform pushing at the same time. When an agent pi ∈ L′i turns, it tells its
predecessor pi−1 ∈ L′i to turn too. Hence, the total number of moves is at most O(|L′i|). The
communication cost splits into: (1) A special mark from lh traverses across L′i in O(|L′i|)
rounds. (2) All agents of L′i synchronise in O(|L′i|) rounds. (3) Label swapping costs at
most |L′i|+ |Li| = O(|L′i|). Therefore, all agents in Merge communicate in linear time, and
then we can say:
Lemma 42. An execution of Merge requires at most O(|Li|) line moves and O(|Li|) rounds
of communication.
Finally, we analyse the recursion in a worst-case shape in which individuals consume
their maximum energy to communicate and move. The runtime is based on the analysis of
the centralised version that has been proved in Section 4.2. Let T ci and T
m
i denote the total
number of communication rounds and moves in phase i, respectively, for all i ∈ 1, . . . , log n.
Apart from RecursiveCall, the 2i agents forming a straight line Li in phase i go through
DefineSeg, CheckSeg, DrawMap, Push and Merge sub-phases that take total parallel rounds
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of communication tci at most:
tci = (4 · |Li|) + (|Li| · |R|) ≈ O(|Li| · |Li|).
Then, in Push and Merge sub-phases, the line Li traverses along a route of total movements
tmi in at most:
tmi = |Li|+ |L′i| = O(|Li|).
Now, let T ci−1 denote a total number of parallel rounds required for RecursiveCall on 2
i
agents of the segment Si, which transforms into another straight line L′i. Given |Li| = 2i,
this recursion in phase i costs a total rounds bounded by:
T ci ≤ i · (|Li| · |Li|) ≤ i · (2i)2
T ci O(≤ i · n2).
Thus, we conclude that the call of RecursiveCall in the final phase i = log n requires a total
rounds T clogn:
T clogn ≤ n2 · log n
= O(n2 log n).
The same argument follows on the total number of movements T ci−1 for a recursive call of
RecursiveCall, which costs at most:
Tmi ≤ i · |Li| ≤ i · (2i)
Tmi ≤ O(≤ i · n).
Finally, by the final phase i = log n, all agents in the system pushes a total number of
moves Tmlogn that bounded by:
Tmlogn ≤ n · log n
= O(n log n).
Overall, given a Hamiltonian path in an initial connected shape SI of individuals of limited
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knowledge and permissible line moves, the following lemma states that SI can be trans-
formed into a straight line SL in a number of moves that match the optimal centralised
transformation achieving the connectivity-preserving condition.
Lemma 43. Given an initial Hamiltonian shape SI of n agents, this strategy transforms SI
into a straight line SL of the same order in O(n log n) line moves and O(n2 log n) rounds,
while preserving connectivity during transformation.
Thus, we can finally provide the following theorem:
Theorem 11. The above distributed transformation solves HamiltonianLine and takes
at most O(n log2 n) line moves and O(n2 log2 n) rounds.
5.3 Further discussion
Overall, this distributed approach solves a number of the shape formation problems de-
fined in this thesis, including the DiagonalToLine and DiagonalToLineConnected
problems. Thus, there is still a chance to distribute other centralised transformations
of line moves, hopefully within the same asymptotic bound of O(n log n) line moves and
O(n2 log n) rounds. The HamiltonianConnected problem, for example, is an immediate
candidate which can transform any pairs of Hamiltonian shapes to each other while preserv-
ing connectivity throughout the transformation. If achieved, it is expected to contribute
to the development of more general transformations, such as the UniversalConnected
problem. However, those appear to be a much more complicated problem to solve based
on the current distributed setting. For example, in contrast to the centralised scenario,
reversibility does not apply in a straightforward way because the agents need to somehow
know an encoding of the shape to be constructed. Hence, it may be essential to make some
changes to the model in order to develop distributed counterparts.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this chapter, we summarise technical contributions of the thesis highlighting algorithmic
challenges for the shape formation problems. We also show an example and explore how
this work may be applied to other fields of theoretical computer science. Furthermore, we
present our view on the future research directions opening new perspectives for further
development in the area of algorithmic programmable matter.
6.1 Final discussion
Throughout this thesis, we introduced and investigated a new linear-strength transforma-
tion of line moves that was used for the problem of shape formation. In this new paradigm,
individuals can travel in parallel on a two-dimensional grid system by translating a line of
any length one position vertically or horizontally in a single time-step. Our main goal is
to examine the power of this mechanism and demonstrate what is theoretically feasible,
with the goal of designing universal transformations that can convert any pair of connected
shapes to each other. We were able to demonstrate some interesting facts about line moves
and produce more efficient and general transformations that work on both centralised and
distributed systems by utilising our linear-strength model. Below is a summary of our
findings, organised chronologically by chapter.
In Chapter 2, we assembled all of the definitions and basic facts that are required for
our formation algorithms. We started by introducing several families of discreet shapes,
followed by a formal definition of our centralised algorithmic framework. Next, a number
of key aspects of line moves were illustrated in order to establish effective technical tools
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that are used in the proposed transformations. For instance, it can be shown that this
model can simulate the individual rotation and sliding movements, that is, it generalises
the models of [64, 89] and also adopts all their transformability results (including universal
transformations). The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a consideration of lower
bounds, with a focus on some restricted variants of our line move creation problem where
we established the first lower bounds for this model that are matching the best known
O(n log n) upper bounds.
Chapter 3 examines whether pushing lines could assist to achieve a significant perfor-
mance boost (compared to the Θ(n2)-time of individual moves). Even though it can be
immediately observed that there are instances in which this is the case (e.g., initial shapes
in which there are many long lines, thus, much initial parallelism to be exploited), it was
not obvious that this holds also for the worst case. By identifying the diagonal as a poten-
tially worst-case shape (essentially, because in it any parallelism to be exploited does not
come for free), we managed to first develop an O(n
√
n)-time unrestricted transformation for
transforming the diagonal into a line. Going a step further, we developed a universal trans-
formation that can transform any pair of connected shapes to each other within O(n
√
n)
moves, while connectivity of the shape is not necessarily preserved during its course.
Our attention was restricted in Chapter 4 on developing a set of efficient transforma-
tions that can additionally preserve connectivity throughout their course. Here, we were
interested in keeping the associated graphs of all configurations connected during the trans-
formation. Again, by focusing on the apparently hard instance of transforming a diagonal
into a straight line, we build upon the algorithmic idea of partitioning the diagonal into
segments in Chapter 3 to obtain two transformations of time O(n
√
n) that preserve the
connectivity of the shape during transformations: one is based on folding segments and
the other on extending them. Next, we further improved and gave very fast connectivity-
preserving transformations that work on the family of all Hamiltonian shapes – that is, the
associated graph of the shape contains a Hamiltonian line – is and matches the running
time of the best known O(n log n)-time transformation while additionally managing to keep
the shape connected during transformations. Our most general result is then a first univer-
sal connectivity preserving transformation for this model that can transform any pairs of
connected shapes within a sequence of O(n
√
n) moves and works on any pair of connected
shapes of the same order.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we presented a distributed algorithmic framework for the linear-
strength of line moves. In this model, the system consists of computationally limited
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individuals, each of which has constant memory can only observe the states of nearby
agents in a Moore neighbourhood. Those individuals perform the LCM cycles through
a set of rules and interactions, similar to finite state automata. Our major contribution,
building upon our algorithmic investigations of centralised transformations, is then the first
distributed connectivity-preserving transformation that exploits line moves and can work
for all pairs of connected shape that belong to the family of Hamiltonian shapes. This
algorithm solves the line formation problem within a total of at most O(n log n) moves,
which is asymptotically equivalent to that of the best-known centralised transformations.
Overall, this research may offer some insights into other areas of theoretical computer
science. For example, the presented transformations and their underlying principle may be
applied to the combinatorial game theory of one-player games (e.g. puzzles). Their logic
resembles applying a global force to all entities in a swarm, which may be beneficial in
investigating complexity and decidability problems.
For example, a maze of several balls that are manoeuvring into target positions in a
board is a typical instance of a dexterity puzzle. This is a one-player game that raises
the question of how to find the minimum number of moves or decide whether a given
game is solvable. The recent work of Becker et al. [25] and others (e.g. [48, 81]) provides
some answers regarding complexity and highlights the underlying fundamental connections
between puzzles and other robotic systems. This is supported by a useful discussion of
some well-known puzzles, including sliding-block and block-pushing puzzles. Many puzzles
are placed on a two-dimensional square board (e.g. Nine Men’s Morris and the Fifteen
Puzzle) and hence may represent some special-case transformations. Moreover, several of
the technical tools described in this study may be adopted there for analysing complexity,
such as proving lower bounds.
Furthermore, Michail and Spirakis [90] recently introduced the network constructors
model, which is inspired by population protocols. It refers to a system containing a pop-
ulation of finite automata capable of stably forming several spanning shapes (e.g. line,
ring, star) via pairwise interactions of a simple set of rules that are guided by an adversary
scheduler. The formations were considered to converge in that study, and a uniform ran-
dom scheduler was used to scale their efficiency (convergence time). They also provided
a general protocol capable of forming a large set of shapes that could be represented by
a Turing machine (TM). Thus, some of our study’s algorithmic tools may be useful for
further investigating those protocols under a more realistic model of physical and geomet-
rical restrictions in order to achieve terminating procedures that can construct two- or
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three-dimensional shapes.
6.2 Future research directions
This thesis offered a number of interesting problems and research directions. The obvious
first target (and apparently intriguing) is to answer whether there is an o(n log n)-time
transformation (e.g. linear) or whether there is an Ω(n log n)-time lower bound matching
our best transformations (even when connectivity can be broken). We suspect the latter,
but do not have enough evidence to support or prove it. As a first step, it might be easier to
develop lower bounds for the connectivity-preserving case. The tree representation of the
problem that we discuss in Section 3.1.3 (see, for example Figure 3.4), might help in this
direction. Potential ways to establish the lower bound could be by partitioning executions
into ‘charging phases’ that no transformation can avoid (e.g. all nodes are initially in
cells and have to get out of them at some point in the execution, similar to what we have
discussed in Section 2.5.2).
The proposed approach in Section 5.2 is essentially a distributed implementation of
the centralised Hamiltonian transformation in Section 4.2. We show that it preserves the
asymptotic bound of O(n log n) line moves (which is still the best-known centralised bound),
while keeping the whole shape connected throughout its course. This is the first step towards
distributed transformations between any pair of Hamiltonian shapes. The inverse of this
transformation (SL into SI) appears to be a much more complicated problem to solve as
the agents need to somehow know an encoding of the shape to be constructed and that
in contrast to the centralised case, reversibility does not apply in a straightforward way.
Hence, the reverse of this transformation (SL into SI) is left as a future research direction.
Universal transformations. We restrict attention to the class of Hamiltonian shapes.
This class, apart from being a reasonable first step in the direction of distributed trans-
formations in the given setting, might give insight to the future development of universal
distributed transformations, that is, distributed transformations working for any possible
pair of initial and target shapes. This is because geometric shapes tend to have long simple
paths, provably at least
√
n. We here focus on developing efficient distributed transfor-
mations for the extreme case in which the longest path is a Hamiltonian path. However,
one might be able to apply our Hamiltonian transformation to any pair of shapes, by, for
example, running a different or similar transformation along branches of the longest path
and then running our transformation on the longest path. We leave how to exploit the
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longest path in the general case (i.e. when initial and target shapes are not necessarily
Hamiltonian) as an interesting open problem.
Optimal transformations. There are also a number of interesting variants of the
present model. One is a centralised parallel version in which more than one line can be
moved concurrently in a single time-step. Thus, there are variants of our transformations
(or alternative ones) that further reduce the running time? In other words, are there paral-
lelisable transformations in this model? In particular, it would be interesting to investigate
whether the present model permits an O(log n) parallel time (universal) transformation –
that is, matching the best transformation in the model of Aloupis et al. [18].
Extension to other regular grids. It would also be worth studying in more depth
the case in which connectivity has to be preserved during the transformations. For exam-
ple, a direct direction of developing an O(n log n)-time centralised universal transformation
that can preserve connectivity and work for any pairs of connected shapes with the same
order. In the relevant literature, a number of alternative types of grids have been consid-
ered, like triangular (e.g. in [51]) and hexagonal (e.g. in [117]), and it would be interesting
to investigate how our results translate there. Another direction is to extend the transfor-
mations to work on a three-dimensional grid (e.g. some of the ideas in [125] might prove
useful for this extension). Moreover, an immediate next goal is to attempt to develop a
more general distributed algorithmic framework of line moves that could function in more
restricted systems of huge number of simple devices.
Fault-tolerant transformations. Furthermore, the transformations considered in
this thesis are assumed to operate flawlessly at all times throughout their courses. Thus,
it will be intriguing to bring them closer to a realistic setting where failures are possible.
Hence, a fault tolerance is another desirable requirement through which a transformation
can correctly handle any potential failures in the system. This, of course, includes the two
main faults: crash faults – one or a set of faulty robots suddenly stop working in the system
(e.g. collision, dead) or Byzantine faults – more general and harder in which faulty robots
behave unusually or incorrectly (e.g. corruption, malicious). Then, one might think about
designing a solution that allows non-faulty robots to carry out the transformation without
the need of any faulty parts, see for example a recent line recovery in [57] for programmable
matter.
Non-uniform environment. Another possible extension of the proposed model is to
deal with the presence of obstacles. Assume a collection of robots placed on a grid with
fixed obstacles, can we design such a solution that brings all robots to their final positions
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without a global control that reaches all of them uniformly? Fekete [69] mentioned that
this question is still under development, though emphasised that some configurations in
this problem tend to be computationally difficult. On the positive side, it is still possible to
rearrange a collection of robots moving on two-dimensional artificial obstacles. Moreover, he
also provided a good overview of the studies conducted on the limitations and universality
of the computational internal capability of entities transforming in a robotic system.
Finally, the above are not exclusive, as looking at the concept from a wide perspective
reveals a vast spectrum of new algorithmic challenges that must be addressed in order to
bring those innovative robotic systems, e.g. programmable matter, closer to reality. More-
over, the ongoing physical advancements in robotic systems do have an influence on their
theoretical foundations and vice versa. Thus, this emphasises the importance of continuous
progress in establishing solid mathematical solutions, motivating new versatile frameworks,
and providing provable guarantee for the practical implementations of programmable mat-
ter.
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